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PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE SCORES FIG . 6 illustrates one embodiment of the Emotional State 
BASED ON MEASUREMENTS OF Estimator ( ESE ) ; 

AFFECTIVE RESPONSE FIG . 7 illustrates one embodiment of a baseline normal 
izer ; 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 FIG . 8a , FIG . 86 , and FIG . 8c illustrate various embodi 
APPLICATIONS ments of a scoring module ; 

FIG . 9 illustrates one embodiment where the measure 
This Application claims the benefit of U . S . Provisional ments of affective response are provided via network to a 

Patent Applications Nos . 62 / 040 , 345 and 62 / 040 , 355 and system that computes personalized scores for experiences ; 
10 FIG . 10a , FIG . 10b , and FIG . 10c illustrate various 62 / 040 , 358 , all of which filed on Aug . 21 , 2015 . embodiments of the personalization module ; 

BACKGROUND FIG . 11 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
ured to utilize profiles of travelers to compute personalized 

Wearable and mobile computing devices are both very comfort scores for traveling in a certain type of vehicle ; 
15 FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a system config popular and widely available to many people these days . ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized Such devices now include a wide array of sensors that may comfort scores for wearing a certain type of clothing item ; be used to measure the environment as well as the people FIG . 13 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 

who use the devices . This enables collection of large ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized 
amounts of data , about the users , which may include mea - 20 satisfaction scores for a certain type of electronic device ; 
surements of their affective response ( e . g . , physiological FIG . 14 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
signals and behavioral cues ) . Such measurements may be ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized 
taken throughout the day while having many different expe - preference scores for a certain type of food ; 
riences . While logging this data is becoming more prevalent FIG . 15 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
( e . g . , through life - logging ) , leveraging this data for useful 25 ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized 
applications is not widely done . restaurant scores ; 

FIG . 16a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
SUMMARY ured to dynamically alert about affective response to an 

experience ; 
This disclosure describes various crowd - based affective 30 FIG . 16b illustrates how alerts may be issued using the 

response applications . In particular , many of the embodi - dynamic scoring module and the alert module ; 
ments described herein involve applications that utilize FIG . 17a and FIG . 17b illustrate weightings of measure 
measurements of affective response in order to capture the ments ; 
wisdom of the crowd . Embodiments described in this dis - FIG . 18a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
closure include systems , methods , and computer program 35 ured to utilize profiles of users to generate personalized 
products that may be used for a wide range of applications alerts about an experience ; 
such as scoring experiences , ranking experiences , generat - FIG . 18b illustrates how different scores reach a threshold 
ing alerts , and / or learning various functions of affective at different times ; 
response to experiences . FIG . 19a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 

Experiences that may be evaluated with teachings in this 40 ured to generate personalized alert about an experience ; 
disclosure include a wide range of day - to - day experiences FIG . 19b illustrates how scores cross different thresholds 
that people are likely to have . Some examples of experiences at different times ; 
include : visiting locations ( e . g . , vacation destinations , res - FIG . 20a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
taurants , or hotels ) , consuming digital content ( e . g . , TV , ured to dynamically alert about projected affective response 
movies , or games ) , having social interactions ( both in the 45 to an experience ; 
physical world and virtual worlds ) , exercising , playing , FIG . 20b illustrates a projected trend ; 
learning , commuting , shopping , eating , and various other FIG . 21a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
experiences that may be part of the day - to - day life . ured to project affective response to experiences and make 

recommendations accordingly ; 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 50 FIG . 21b illustrates projected scores ; 

FIG . 22 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
The embodiments are herein described , by way of ured to rank experiences based on measurements of affective 

example only , with reference to the accompanying drawings . response of users ; 
In the drawings : FIG . 23a and FIG . 23b illustrate different ranking 

FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of an architecture that 55 approaches ; 
may be used to compute crowd - based results based on FIG . 24 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
measurements of affective response ; ured to rank experiences using scores computed for the 

FIG . 2a , FIG . 2b , and FIG . 2c illustrate cases in which a experiences ; 
sensor and / or a user interface are coupled to a user ; FIG . 25 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 

FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system configured 60 ured to rank experiences using preference rankings deter 
to compute an experience score for a certain experience ; mined based on measurements of affective response ; 

FIG . 4 illustrates one embodiment of a system configured FIG . 26a and FIG . 26b illustrate one embodiment in 
to compute scores for experiences ; which the personalization module may be utilized to gen 

FIG . 5a and FIG . 5b illustrate different scenarios in which erate personalized rankings ; 
the bulk of processing of measurements of affective 65 FIG . 27a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
response is done either by a collection module or by a ured to dynamically rank experiences based on affective 
software agent ; response of users ; 
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FIG . 27b illustrates changes to ranking of experiences describing satisfaction from an experience after different 
over time ; extents of previously having the experience ; 

FIG . 28a illustrates personalization of dynamic rankings ; FIG . 45a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
FIG . 28b illustrates different rankings ; ured to learn a relationship between repetitions of an expe 
FIG . 29 and FIG . 30 illustrate embodiments in which 5 rience and an aftereffect of the experience ; 

affective response to experiences may be compared utilizing FIG . 45b illustrates an example of a function which shows 
statistical means ; how an aftereffect tapers off after a certain extent of repeat 

FIG . 31a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - ing the experience ; 
ured to rank periods during which to have an experience FIG . 46a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
based on measurements of affective response ; 10 ured to learn a relationship between an environmental 

FIG . 31b illustrates a user interface which displays a parameter and affective response to an experience ; 
ranking and recommendation based on the ranking ; FIG . 46b illustrates an example of a function , which 

FIG . 32 illustrates one embodiment of a system config describes how enjoyment from the experience depends on 
ured to rank experiences based on aftereffects determined the temperature ; 
from measurements of affective response of users ; 15 FIG . 47 illustrates a scenario where personalized func 

FIG . 33a and FIG . 33b illustrate how output generated by tions describing enjoyment from an experience under vari 
the personalization module , when it receives profiles of ous environmental conditions are generated for different 
certain users , may be used to produce different rankings of users ; and 
experiences for different users ; FIG . 48 is a schematic illustration of a computer that is 

FIG . 34 illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 20 able to realize any one or more of the embodiments dis 
ured to rank periods to have an experience based on cussed herein . 
expected aftereffect values ; 

FIG . 35a illustrates one embodiment of a system config DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
ured to learn a function of an aftereffect of an experience ; 

FIG . 35b illustrates an example of an aftereffect function ; 25 A measurement of affective response of a user refers is 
FIG . 36a illustrates one embodiment in which the obtained by measuring a physiological signal of the user 

machine learning - based trainer module is utilized to learn a and / or a behavioral cue of the user . A measurement of 
function representing an expected aftereffect of an experi - affective response may include one or more raw values 
ence ; and / or processed values ( e . g . , resulting from filtration , cali 

FIG . 36b illustrates one embodiment in which the binning 30 bration , and / or feature extraction ) . Measuring affective 
module and aftereffect scoring module are utilized to sepa response may be done utilizing various existing , and / or yet 
rate measurements of affective response into bins in order to to be invented , measurement devices such as sensors . 
compute aftereffect scores ; Optionally , any device that takes a measurement of a physi 

FIG . 37 illustrates personalized functions generated for o logical signal of a user and / or of a behavioral cue of a user , 
different users ; 35 may be considered a sensor . A sensor may be coupled to the 

FIG . 38a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - body of a user in various ways . For example , a sensor may 
ured to learn a function describing a relationship between a be a device that is implanted in the user ' s body , attached to 
duration of an experience and an affective response to the the user ' s body , embedded in an item carried and / or worn by 
experience ; the user ( e . g . , a sensor may be embedded in a smartphone , 

FIG . 38b illustrates a function representing affective 40 smartwatch , and / or clothing ) , and / or remote from the user 
response to an experience ; ( e . g . , a camera taking images of the user ) . Additional 

FIG . 39 illustrates a scenario where personalized func - information regarding sensors may be found in this disclo 
tions are generated for different users ; sure at least in Section 1 - Sensors . 

FIG . 40a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - Herein , " affect ” and “ affective response ” refer to physi 
ured to learn a relationship between a duration of an expe - 45 ological and / or behavioral manifestation of an entity ' s emo 
rience and an aftereffect of the experience ; tional state . The manifestation of an entity ' s emotional state 

FIG . 40b illustrates an example of the function represent may be referred to herein as an “ emotional response ” , and 
ing an aftereffect of an experience ; may be used interchangeably with the term “ affective 

FIG . 41a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - response ” . Affective response typically refers to values 
ured to learn a function of periodic affective response to an 50 obtained from measurements and / or observations of an 
experience ; entity , while emotional states are typically predicted from 

FIG . 41b illustrates an example of affective response to an models and / or reported by the entity feeling the emotions . 
experience when having it on different days of the week ; For example , according to how terms are typically used 

FIG . 42a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - herein , one might say that a person ' s emotional state may be 
ured to learn a relationship between a period during which 55 determined based on measurements of the person ' s affective 
a user has an experience and an aftereffect of the experience ; response . In addition , the terms “ state ” and “ response ” , 

FIG . 42b illustrates an example of a function which when used in phrases such as “ emotional state ” or “ emo 
describes the aftereffect of an experience as a function of the tional response ” , may be used herein interchangeably . How 
time during the day ; ever , in the way the terms are typically used , the term “ state ” 

FIG . 43a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 60 is used to designate a condition which a user is in , and the 
ured to learn a relationship between repetitions of an expe - term “ response ” is used to describe an expression of the user 
rience and affective response to the experience ; due to the condition the user is in and / or due to a change in 

FIG . 43b illustrates an example of the function , in which the condition the user is in . 
there are changes in the excitement from playing a game It is to be noted that as used herein in this disclosure , a 
after having previously played the game for various hours ; 65 “ measurement of affective response " may comprise one or 

FIG . 44 illustrates a scenario where personalized func - more values describing a physiological signal and / or behav 
tions are generated for different users , with each function ioral cue of a user which were obtained utilizing a sensor . 
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Optionally , this data may be also referred to as a " raw " based score ” and / or an " aggregate score " . Optionally , when 
measurement of affective response . Thus , for example , a an experience score is computed for a certain user or a 
measurement of affective response may be represented by certain group of users , such that different users or different 
any type of value returned by a sensor , such as a heart rate , groups of users may receive scores with different values , the 
a brainwave pattern , an image of a facial expression , etc . 5 experience score may be referred to as a " personalized 

Additionally , as used herein a " measurement of affective score ” , “ personal score ” , and the like . In a similar fashion , 
response " may refer to a product of processing of the one or in some embodiments , experiences may be ranked and / or 
more values describing a physiological signal and / or behav - compared based on a plurality of measurements of affective 
ioral cue of a user ( i . e . , a product of the processing of the raw response of users who had the experiences . A form of 
measurements data ) . The processing of the one or more 10 comparison of experiences , such as an ordering of experi 
values may involve one or more of the following operations : ences ( or a partial ordering of the experiences ) , may be 
normalization , filtering , feature extraction , image process - referred to herein as a “ ranking ” of the experiences . Option 
ing , compression , encryption , and / or any other techniques ally , when a ranking is computed for a certain user or a 
described further in the disclosure and / or that are known in certain group of users , such that different users or different 
the art and may be applied to measurement data . Optionally , 15 groups of users may receive different rankings , the ranking 
a measurement of affective response may be a value that be referred to as a “ personalized ranking ” , “ personal rank 
describes an extent and / or quality of an affective response ing " , and the like . 
( e . g . , a value indicating positive or negative affective Additionally , a score and / or ranking computed based on 
response such as a level of happiness on a scale of 1 to 10 , measurements of affective response that involve a certain 
and / or any other value that may be derived from processing 20 type of experience may be referred to based on the type of 
of the one or more values ) . experience . For example , a score for a location may be 

It is to be noted that since both raw data and processed referred to as a “ location score ” , a ranking of hotels may be 
data may be considered measurements of affective response , referred to as a “ hotel ranking ” , etc . Also when the score , 
it is possible to derive a measurement of affective response ranking , and / or function parameters that are computed based 
( e . g . , a result of processing raw measurement data ) from 25 on measurements refer to a certain type of affective 
another measurement of affective response ( e . g . , a raw value response , the score , ranking , and / or function parameters 
obtained from a sensor ) . Similarly , in some embodiments , a may be referred to according to the type of affective 
measurement of affective response may be derived from response . For example , a score may be referred to as a 
multiple measurements of affective response . For example , " satisfaction score ” or “ comfort score " . In another example , 
the measurement may be a result of processing of the 30 a function that describes satisfaction from a vacation may be 
multiple measurements . referred to as " a satisfaction function " or " satisfaction 

In some embodiments , a measurement of affective curve ” . 
response may be referred to as an “ affective value ” which , Herein , when it is stated that a score , ranking , and / or 
as used in this disclosure , is a value generated utilizing a function parameters are computed based on measurements 
module , function , estimator , and / or predictor based on an 35 of affective response , it means that the score , ranking , and / or 
input comprising the one or more values describing a function parameters have their value set based on the 
physiological signal and / or behavioral cue of a user , which measurements and possibly other measurements of affective 
are in either a raw or processed form , as described above . As response and / or other types of data . For example , a score 
such , in some embodiments , an affective value may be a computed based on a measurement of affective response 
value representing one or more measurements of affective 40 may also be computed based on other data that is used to set 
response . Optionally , an affective value represents multiple the value of the score ( e . g . , a manual rating , data derived 
measurements of affective response of a user taken over a from semantic analysis of a communication , and / or a demo 
period of time . An affective value may represent how the graphic statistic of a user ) . Additionally , computing the score 
user felt while utilizing a product ( e . g . , based on multiple may be based on a value computed from a previous mea 
measurements taken over a period of an hour while using the 45 surement of the user ( e . g . , a baseline affective response 
product ) , or how the user felt during a vacation ( e . g . , the value described further below ) . 
affective value is based on multiple measurements of affec - An experience , as used herein , involves something that 
tive response of the user taken over a week - long period happens to a user and / or that the user does , which may affect 
during which the user was on the vacation ) . the physiological and / or emotional state of the user in a 

In some embodiments , measurements of affective 50 manner that may be detected by measuring the affective 
response of a user are primarily unsolicited , i . e . , the user is response of the user . Optionally , experiences may belong to 
not explicitly requested to initiate and / or participate in the different groups and / or types such as being at a location , 
process of measuring . Thus , measurements of affective consuming certain content , having a social interaction ( e . g . , 
response of a user may be considered passive in the sense in the physical world or a virtual world ) , exercising , trav 
that it is possible that the user will not be notified when the 55 eling a certain route , consuming a substance , and / or utilizing 
measurements are taken , and / or the user may not be aware a product . In some embodiments , experiences may involve 
that measurements are being taken . Additional discussion activity in the physical world ( e . g . , spending time at a hotel ) 
regarding measurements of affective response and affective and / or activity in virtual environments ( e . g . , spending time 
values may be found in this disclosure at least in Section in a virtual world or in a virtual chat room ) . In some 
2 — Measurements of Affective Response . 60 embodiments , an experience is something a user actively 

Embodiments described herein may involve computing a chooses and is aware of ; for example , the user chooses to 
representative value from a plurality of measurements of take a vacation . While in other embodiments , an experience 
affective response of one or more users who had an expe - may be something that happens to the user , of which the user 
rience ; such a value may be referred to herein as “ a score for may not be aware . For example , a user may consume food 
an experience ” , an " experience score " , or simply a " score ” 65 that unbeknownst to the user contains a certain additive ; this 
for short . Optionally , when the score is derived from mea - example may correspond to an experience of consuming the 
surements of multiple users , it may be considered a “ crowd - additive even if the user is not aware that he / she is consum 
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ing it . A user may have the same experience multiple times embodiments , being crowd - based means that the measure 
during different periods . For example , the experience of ments of affective response are taken from a plurality of 
being at school may happen to certain users every weekday users , such as at least three , ten , one hundred , or more users . 
except for holidays . Each time a user has an experience , this In such embodiments , it is possible that the recipients of 
may be considered an “ event ” . Each event has a correspond - 5 information generated from the measurements may not be 
ing experience and a corresponding user who had the the same users from whom the measurements were taken . 
corresponding experience ) . Additionally , an event may be FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of an architecture that 
referred to as being an “ instantiation ” of an experience and includes sensors and user interfaces , as described above . The 
the time during which an instantiation of an event takes crowd 100 of users comprises at least some individual users 
place may be referred to herein as the “ instantiation period ” 10 who have sensors coupled to them . For example , FIG . 2a 
of the event . Optionally , an event may have a corresponding and FIG . 2c illustrate cases in which a sensor is coupled to 
measurement of affective response , which is a measurement a user . The sensors take the measurements 110 of affective 
of the corresponding user to having the corresponding response , which are transmitted via a network 112 . Option 
experience ( during the instantiation of the event or shortly ally , the measurements 110 are sent to one or more servers 
after it ) . 15 that host modules belonging to one or more of the systems 

Determining whether different events correspond to the described in various embodiments in this disclosure ( e . g . , 
same experience or to different experiences may depend on systems that compute scores for experiences , rank experi 
the embodiment that is examined . For example , in one ences , generate alerts for experiences , and / or learn param 
embodiment , an event involving a user that rides a bike in eters of functions that describe affective response ) . 
the city is considered to correspond to a different experience 20 A plurality of sensors may be used , in various embodi 
than an event in which a user goes mountain biking . How - ments described herein , to take the measurements of affec 
ever , in another embodiment , these two events may be tive response of the plurality of users . Each sensor of the 
considered to correspond to the same experience ( e . g . , the plurality of sensors ( e . g . , the sensor 102a ) may be a sensor 
experience of riding a bike ) . Similarly , in some embodi - that captures a physiological signal and / or a behavioral cue . 
ments , there is reference to a type of experience . In this case 25 Optionally , a measurement of affective response of a user is 
too , determining a type of an experience may depend on the typically taken by a specific sensor related to the user ( e . g . , 
embodiment . For example , in one embodiment , going to a a sensor attached to the body of the user and / or embedded 
movie and riding a bike in the park are considered to be in a device of the user ) . Optionally , some sensors may take 
different types of experiences ( e . g . , these may be considered measurements of more than one user ( e . g . , the sensors may 
experiences of the types " consuming content " and " exercis - 30 be cameras taking images of multiple users ) . Optionally , the 
ing ” , respectively ) . However , in another embodiment both measurements taken of each user are of the same type ( e . g . , 
experiences may be considered to be of the type " recre the measurements of all users include heart rate and skin 
ational activity ” . Further details regarding experiences and conductivity measurements ) . Optionally , different types of 
events may be found at least in Sections 3 — Experiences , measurements may be taken from different users . For 
4 - Events and 5 — Identifying Events . 35 example , for some users the measurements may include 

In some embodiments , a module that computes a score brainwave activity captured with EEG and heart rate , while 
from measurements of affective response of one or more for other users the measurements may include only heart rate 
users to an experience is called a “ scoring module ” . If the values . 
computed score represents an aftereffect , which is based on The network 112 represents one or more networks used to 
a difference between measurements taken before and after 40 carry the measurements 110 and / or crowd - based results 115 
having an experience , the scoring module may be referred to computed based on measurements . It is to be noted that the 
as an “ aftereffect scoring module ” . Additionally , a module measurements 110 and / or crowd - based results 115 need not 
that computes a ranking for experiences , such as by forming be transmitted via the same network components . Addition 
an ordering or a partial ordering of the experiences , may be ally , different portions of the measurements 110 ( e . g . , mea 
referred to herein as a " ranking module ” . And if the ranking 45 surements of different individual users ) may be transmitted 
is done based on aftereffects of the experiences , the ranking using different network components or different network 
module may be referred to as an “ aftereffect ranking mod routes . In a similar fashion , the crowd - based results 115 may 
ule ” . Optionally , a ranking module may utilize a scoring be transmitted to different users utilizing different network 
module to compute the ranking . Optionally , a full ranking of components and / or different network routes . 
items ( e . g . , experiences , locations , or meals ) is an ordering 50 Herein , a network , such as the network 112 , may refer to 
of the items that corresponds to a permutation , such that various types of communication networks , including , but 
each item that is ranked has a unique rank . Thus , in a full not limited to , a local area network ( LAN ) , a wide area 
ranking for every pair of different items from among the network ( WAN ) , Ethernet , intranet , the Internet , a fiber 
items , the first item of the pair may be ranked higher or communication network , a wired communication network , a 
lower than the second item of the pair , but not ranked the 55 wireless communication network , and / or a combination 
same as the second item . A partial ranking of items is a thereof . 
partial ordering of the items , such that for at least one pair In some embodiments , the measurements 110 of affective 
of the items , the first item is ranked higher than the second response are transmitted via the network 112 to one or more 
item ( a partial ranking may involve ranking only some of the servers . Each of the one or more servers includes at least one 
experiences ) . 60 processor and memory . Optionally , the one or more servers 

Various embodiments described herein utilize systems are cloud - based servers . Optionally , some of the measure 
whose architecture includes a plurality of sensors and a ments 110 are stored and transmitted in batches ( e . g . , stored 
plurality of user interfaces . This architecture supports vari - on a device of a user being measured ) . Additionally or 
ous forms of crowd - based recommendation systems in alternatively , some of the measurements are broadcast 
which users may receive information , such as suggestions 65 within seconds of being taken ( e . g . , via Wi - Fi transmis 
and / or alerts , which are determined based on measurements sions ) . Optionally , some measurements of a user may be 
of affective response collected by the sensors . In some processed prior to being transmitted ( e . g . , by a device and / or 
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software agent of the user ) . Optionally , some measurements response ( as part of the measurements 110 ) , and receive a 
of a user may be sent as raw data , essentially in the same result , from among the crowd - based results 115 , computed 
form as received from a sensor used to measure the user . based on the measurements they contributed . An example of 
Optionally , some of the sensors used to measure a user may such a scenario is illustrated in FIG . 2c , where a user 101c 
include a transmitter that may transmit measurements of 5 is coupled to a sensor 102c ( which in this illustration is a 
affective response , while others may forward the measure - smartwatch that measures heart rate and skin conductance ) 
ments to another device capable of transmitting them ( e . g . , and contributes a measurement 111c of affective response . 
a smartphone belonging to a user ) . Additionally , the user 101c has a user interface 103c ( which 

Depending on the embodiment being considered , the in this illustration is a tablet computer ) that presents a result 
crowd - based results 115 may include various types of values 10 1130 , which may be for example a ranking of multiple 
that may be computed by systems described in this disclo - experiences generated utilizing the measurement 111c that 
sure based on measurements of affective response . For the user 101c provided . 
example , the crowd - based results 115 may refer to scores for A “ user interface ” , as the term is used in this disclosure , 
experiences ( e . g . , score 164 ) , notifications about affective may include various components that may be characterized 
response to experiences ( e . g . , notification 188 or notification 15 as being hardware , software , and / or firmware . In some 
210 ) , recommendations regarding experiences ( e . g . , recom - examples , hardware components may include various forms 
mendation 179 or recommendation 215 ) , and / or various of displays ( e . g . , screens , monitors , virtual reality displays , 
rankings of experiences ( e . g . , ranking 232 , ranking 254 ) . augmented reality displays , hologram displays ) , speakers , 

In some embodiments , the crowd - based results 115 that scent generating devices , and / or haptic feedback devices 
are computed based on the measurements 110 include a 20 ( e . g . , devices that generate heat and / or pressure sensed by 
single value or a single set of values that is provided to each the user ) . In other examples , software components may 
user that receives the crowd - based results 115 . In such a include various programs that render images , video , maps , 
case , the crowd - based results 115 may be considered general graphs , diagrams , augmented annotations ( to appear on 
crowd - based results , since each user who receives a result images of a real environment ) , and / or video depicting a 
computed based on the measurements 110 receives essen - 25 virtual environment . In still other examples , firmware may 
tially the same thing . In other embodiments , the crowd include various software written to persistent memory 
based results 115 that are computed based on the measure - devices , such as drivers for generating images on displays 
ments 110 include various values and / or various sets of and / or for generating sound using speakers . In some 
values that are provided to users that receive the crowd - embodiments , a user interface may be a single device 
based results 115 . In this case , the crowd - based results 115 30 located at one location , e . g . , a smart phone and / or a wearable 
may be considered personalized crowd - based results , since device . In other embodiments , a user interface may include 
a user who receives a result computed based on the mea - various components that are distributed over various loca 
surements 110 may receive a result that is different from the tions . For example , a user interface may include both certain 
result received by another user . Optionally , personalized display hardware ( which may be part of a device of the user ) 
results are obtained utilizing an output produced by person - 35 and certain software elements used to render images , which 
alization module 130 . may be stored and run on a remote server . 

An individual user 101 , belonging to the crowd 100 , may It is to be noted that , though FIG . 2a to FIG . 2c illustrate It is to be noted that , though FIG . 2 
contribute a measurement of affective response to the mea - cases in which users have a single sensor device coupled to 
surements 110 and / or may receive a result from among the them and / or a single user interface , the concepts described 
various types of the crowd - based results 115 described in 40 above in the discussion about FIG . 2a to FIG . 2c may be 
this disclosure . This may lead to various possibilities involv - naturally extended to cases where users have multiple sen 
ing what users contribute and / or receive in an architecture of sors coupled to them ( of the various types described in this 
a system such as the one illustrated in FIG . 1 . disclosure or others ) and / or multiple user interfaces ( of the 

In some embodiments , at least some of the users from the various types described in this disclosure or others ) . 
crowd 100 contribute measurements of affective response 45 Additionally , it is to be noted that users may contribute 
( as part of the measurements 110 ) , but do not receive results measurements at one time and receive results at another 
computed based on the measurements they contributed . An ( which were not computed from the measurements they 
example of such a scenario is illustrated in FIG . 2a , where contributed ) . Thus , for example , the user 101a in FIG . 2a 
a user 101a is coupled to a sensor 102a ( which in this might have contributed a measurement to compute a score 
illustration measures brainwave activity via EEG ) and con - 50 for an experience on one day , and received a score for that 
tributes a measurement 111a of affective response , but does experience ( or another experience ) on her smartwatch ( not 
not receive a result computed based on the measurement depicted ) on another day . Similarly , the user 1016 in FIG . 2b 
111a . may have sensors embedded in his clothing ( not depicted ) 

In a somewhat reverse situation to the one described and might be contributing measurements of affective 
above , in some embodiments , at least some of the users from 55 response to compute a score for an experience the user 1016 
the crowd 100 receive a result from among the crowd - based is having , while the result 113b that the user 101b received , 
results 115 , but do not contribute any of the measurements is not based on any of the measurements the user 101b is 
of affective response used to compute the result they receive . currently contributing . 
An example of such a scenario is illustrated in FIG . 2b , In this disclosure , a crowd of users is often designated by 
where a user 101b is coupled to a user interface 103b ( which 60 the reference numeral 100 . The reference numeral 100 is 
in this illustration are augmented reality glasses ) that pres used to designate a general crowd of users . Typically , a 
ents a result 113b , which may be , for example , a score for crowd of users in this disclosure includes at least three users , 
an experience . However , in this illustration , the user 1016 but may include more users . For example , in different 
does not provide a measurement of affective response that is embodiments , the number of users in the crowd 100 falls 
used for the generation of the result 113b . 65 into one of the following ranges : 3 to 9 , 10 to 24 , 25 - 99 , 
And in some embodiments , at least some of the users from 100 - 999 , 1000 - 9999 , 10000 - 99999 , 100000 - 1000000 , and 

the crowd 100 contribute measurements of affective more than one million users . Additionally , the reference 
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numeral 100 is used to designate users having a general measurements include at least a first measurement and a 
experience , which may involve one or more instances of the second measurement such that the first measurement was 
various types of experiences described in this disclosure . For taken at least a day before the second measurement . In 
example , the crowd 100 may include users that are at a another embodiment , measurements may be taken within a 
certain location , users engaging in a certain activity , users 5 certain period of time , and / or a certain portion of the 
utilizing a certain product , and / or users consuming a certain measurements may be taken within a certain period of time . 
substance . For example , the measurements may all be taken during a 

When a crowd is designated with another reference certain period of six hours . In another example , at least 25 % numeral ( other than 100 ) , this typically signals that the of the measurements are taken within a period of an hour . crowd has a certain characteristic . A different reference 10 In embodiments described herein , measurements of affec numeral for a crowd may be used when describing embodi tive response , such as the measurements 110 and / or mea ments that involve specific experiences . For example , in an surements referred to by other reference numerals , are taken embodiment that describes a system that ranks experiences , 
the crowd may be referred to by the reference numeral 100 . utilizing sensors coupled to the users . A measurement of 
However , in an embodiment that describes ranking of loca - 15 ante is affective response of a user , taken utilizing a sensor coupled 
tions , the crowd may be designated by another reference to the user , includes at least one of the following : a value 
numeral , since in this embodiment , the users in the crowd representing a physiological signal of the user , and a value 
have a certain characteristic ( they are at locations ) , rather representing a behavioral cue of the user . Optionally , a 
than being a more general crowd of users who are having measurement of affective response corresponding to an 
one or more experiences , which may be any of the experi - 20 event in which a user has an experience is based on values 
ences described in this disclosure . acquired by measuring the user with the sensor during at 

In a similar fashion , measurements of affective response least three different non - overlapping periods while the user 
are often designated by the reference numeral 110 . The has the experience corresponding to the event . Additional 
reference numeral 110 is used to designate measurements of information regarding how measurements of affective 
affective response of users belonging to the crowd 100 . 25 response may be obtained from values captured by sensors 
Thus , the reference numeral 110 is typically used to desig - may be found in this disclosure at least in Section 2 – Mea 
nate measurements of affective response in embodiments surements of Affective Response . 
that involve users having one or more experiences , which When measurements of affective response are designated 
may be any of the experiences described in this disclosure . with a reference numeral that is different from 110 , this 

Unless indicated otherwise when describing a certain 30 typically signals that the measurements have a certain char 
embodiment , the one or more experiences may be of various acteristic , such as being measurements of users having a 
types of experiences described in this disclosure . In one specific experience . For example , in an embodiment that 
example , an experience from among the one or more expe - describes a system that scores experiences , the measure 
riences may involve one or more of the following : spending m ents of affective response used to compute scores may be 
time at a certain location , consuming certain digital content , 35 referred to by the reference numeral 110 . However , in an 
having a social interaction with a certain entity in the embodiment that describes scoring hotels , the measurements 
physical world , having a social interaction with a certain may be designated by another reference numeral , since in 
entity in a virtual world , viewing a certain live performance , this embodiment , the measurements are of users that have a 
performing a certain exercise , traveling a certain route , certain characteristic ( they are at a hotel ) , rather than being 
spending time in an environment characterized by a certain 40 measurements of a general crowd of users who are having 
environmental condition , shopping , and going on a social one or more experiences that may be any of the experiences 
outing with people . In another example , an experience from described in this disclosure . Despite the use of a different 
among the one more experiences may be characterized via reference numeral , because in this disclosure they represent 
various attributes and / or combinations of attributes such as a general form of measurements of affective response ( to 
an experience involving engaging in a certain activity at a 45 possibly any experience described in this disclosure ) , prop 
certain location , an experience involving visiting a certain erties of the measurements 110 as described in this disclo 
location for a certain duration , and so on . Additional infor - sure may be typically assumed to be true for measurements 
mation regarding the types of experiences users may have of affective response designated by other reference numer 
may be found at least in Section 3 — Experiences . als , unless indicated otherwise . 

In various embodiments described herein , measurements 50 Results obtained based on measurements of affective 
of affective response , such as the measurements 110 and / or response may also be designated with different reference 
measurements referred to by other reference numerals , may numerals in different embodiments . When the embodiment 
include measurements of multiple users , such as at least ten involves a non - specific experience , which may be any of the 
users , but in some embodiments may include measurements experiences described in this disclosure , the results may be 
of other numbers of users ( e . g . , less than ten ) . Optionally , the 55 designated with certain reference numerals ( e . g . , the score 
number of users who contribute measurements to the mea - 164 , the notification 188 , or the recommendation 179 ) . 
surements 110 may fall into one of the following ranges : 3 - 9 , When other reference numerals are used to designate the 
10 - 24 , 25 - 99 , 100 - 999 , 1000 - 9999 , 10000 - 99999 , 100000 - same type of results , this typically signals that the results 
1000000 , or more than one million users . have a certain characteristic , such as being a score for a 

In different embodiments , measurements of affective 60 location , rather than a score for a non - specific experience . 
response , such as the measurements 110 and / or measure - When a result has a certain characteristic , such as corre 
ments referred to by other reference numerals , may be taken sponding to a certain type of experience , it may be referred 
during different periods of time . In one embodiment , mea - to according to the type of experience . Thus for example , the 
surements may be taken over a long period , such as at least score for the location may be referred to as a " location 
a day , at least a week , at least a month , and / or a period of at 65 score " and may optionally be designated with a different 
least a year . When it is said that measurements were taken reference numeral than the one used for a score for a 
over a certain period such as at least a day , it means that the non - specific experience . 
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FIG . 1 illustrates an architecture that may be utilized for measurements of affective response , such as the measure 

various embodiments involving acquisition of measure ments 110 and / or measurements of affective response des 
ments of affective response and reporting of results com - ignated by other numeral references . Following are various 
puted based on the measurements . One example of a utili examples of sensors that may be coupled to users , which are 
zation of such an architecture is given in FIG . 3 , which 5 used to take measurements of the users . In one example , a 
illustrates one embodiment of a system configured to com sensor used to take a measurement of affective response of 
pute an experience score 164 for a certain experience . The a user is implanted in the body of a user . In another example , 
system computes the score 164 based on measurements 110 a sensor used to take a measurement of affective response of of affective response utilizing at least sensors and user a user is embedded in a device used by the user . In yet interfaces . The sensors are utilized to take the measurements 10 another example , a sensor used to take a measurement of a 110 , which include measurements of at least ten users from user may be embedded in an object worn by the user , which the crowd 100 , each of which is coupled to a sensor such as may be at least one of the following : a clothing item , the sensors 102a and / or 102c . Optionally , at least some of footwear , a piece of jewelry , and a wearable artifact . In still the sensors are configured to take measurements of physi 
ological signals of the at least ten users . Additionally or 15 another example , a sensor used to take a measurement of a 
alternatively , at least some of the sensors are configured to user may be a sensor that is not in physical contact with the 
take measurements of behavioral cues of the at least ten user , such as an image capturing device used to take a 
users . measurement that includes one or more images of the user . 

Each measurement of the user is taken by a sensor In some embodiments , some of the users who contribute 
coupled to the user , while the user has the certain experience 20 to the measurements 110 may have a device that includes 
or shortly after . Optionally , “ shortly after ” refers to a time both a sensor that may be used to take a measurement of 
that is at most ten minutes after the user finishes having the affective response and a user interface that may be used to 
certain experience . Optionally , the measurements may be present a result computed based on the measurements 110 , 
transmitted via network 112 to one or more servers that are such as the score 164 . Optionally , each such device is 
configured to compute a score for the certain experience 25 configured to receive a measurement of affective response 
based on the measurements 110 . Optionally , the servers are taken with the sensor embedded in the device , and to 
configured to compute scores for experiences based on transmit the measurement . The device may also be config 
measurements of affective response , such as the system ured to receive data describing the experience score and to 
illustrated in FIG . 4 . forward it for presentation via the user interface . 

The user interfaces are configured to receive data , via the 30 Reporting a result computed based on measurements of 
network 112 , describing the experience score computed affective response , such as the score 164 , via a user interface 
based on the measurements 110 . Optionally , the experience may be done in various ways in different embodiments . In 
score 164 represents the affective response of the at least ten one embodiment , the score is reported by presenting , on a 
users to having the certain experience . The user interfaces display of a device of a user ( e . g . , a smartphone ' s screen , 
are configured to report the experience score to at least some 35 augmented reality glasses ) an indication of the score 164 
of the users belonging to the crowd 100 . Optionally , at least and / or the certain experience . For example , the indication 
some users who are reported the score 164 via user inter - may be a numerical value , a textual value , an image , and / or 
faces are users who contributed measurements to the mea - video . Optionally , the indication is presented as an alert 
surements 110 which were used to compute the score 164 . issued if the score reaches a certain predetermined threshold . 
Optionally , at least some users who are reported the score 40 Optionally , the indication is given as a recommendation 
164 via user interfaces are users who did not contribute to generated by a recommender module such as recommender 
the measurements 110 . module 178 . In another embodiment , the score 164 may be 

It is to be noted that stating that a score is computed based reported via a voice signal and / or a haptic signal ( e . g . , via 
on measurements , such as the statement above mentioning vibrations of a device carried by the user ) . In some embodi 
" the experience score computed based on the measurements 45 ments , reporting the score 164 to a user is done by a software 
110 ” , is not meant to imply that all of the measurements are agent operating on behalf of the user , which communicates 
used in the computation of the score . When a score is with the user via a user interface . 
computed based on measurements it means that at least In some embodiments , along with presenting information , 
some of the measurements , but not necessarily all of the e . g . about a score such as the score 164 , the user interfaces 
measurements , are used to compute the score . Some of the 50 may present information related to the significance of the 
measurements may be irrelevant for the computation of the information , such as a significance level ( e . g . , p - value , 
score for a variety of reasons , and therefore are not used to q - value , or false discovery rate ) , information related to the 
compute the score . For example , some of the measurements number of users and / or measurements ( the sample size ) 
may involve experiences that are different from the experi - which were used for determining the information , and / or 
ence for which the score is computed , may involve users not 55 confidence intervals indicating the variability of the data . 
selected to contribute measurements ( e . g . , filtered out due to FIG . 4 illustrates one embodiment of a system configured 
their profiles being dissimilar to a profile of a certain user ) , to compute scores for experiences . A system that computes 
and / or some of the measurements may have been taken at a a score for an experience includes at least a collection 
time that is not relevant for the score ( e . g . , older measure - module ( e . g . , collection module 120 ) and a scoring module 
ments might not be used when computing a score corre - 60 ( e . g . , scoring module 150 ) . Optionally , such a system may 
sponding to a later time ) . Thus , the above statement “ the also include additional modules such as the personalization 
experience score computed based on the measurements 110 ” module 130 , score - significance module 165 , and / or recom 
should be interpreted as the experience score computed mender module 178 . The illustrated system includes mod 
based on some , but not necessarily all , of the measurements u les that may optionally be found in other embodiments 
110 . 65 described in this disclosure . This system , like other systems 
As discussed in further detail in users 11 – Sensors , vari - described in this disclosure , includes at least a memory 402 

ous types of sensors may be utilized in order to take and a processor 401 . The memory 402 stores computer 
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executable modules described below , and the processor 401 any information described in this disclosure as possibly 
executes the computer executable modules stored in the being included in a profile . Thus , using the reference 
memory 402 numeral 128 for profiles signals that these profiles are for 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive the users who have an experience which may be of any type of 
measurements 110 . Optionally , at least some of the mea - 5 experience described in this disclosure . 
surements 110 may be processed in various ways prior to Additionally , in embodiments described herein there may 
being received by the collection module 120 . For example , be various ways in which the personalization module 130 
at least some of the measurements 110 may be compressed may obtain a profile of a certain user and / or profiles of other and / or encrypted . users ( e . g . , profiles 128 ) . In one embodiment , the personal The collection module 120 is also configured to forward 10 ization module 130 requests and / or receives profiles sent to at least some of the measurements 110 to the scoring module it by other entities ( e . g . , by users , software agents operating 150 . Optionally , at least some of the measurements 110 
undergo processing before they are received by the scoring on behalf of users , or entities storing information belonging 
module 150 . Optionally , at least some of the processing is to profiles of users ) . In another embodiment , the personal 
performed via programs that may be considered software 15 ization module 130 may itself store and / or maintain infor 
agents operating on behalf of the users who provided the o on behalf of the users who provided the mation from profiles of users . 
measurements 110 . In one embodiment , the score 164 may be provided to the 

The scoring module 150 is configured to receive at least recommender module 178 , which may utilize the score 164 
some of the measurements 110 of affective response from to generate recommendation 179 , which may be provided to 
the crowd 100 of users , and to compute a score 164 based 20 a user ( e . g . , by presenting an indication regarding the 
on the measurements 110 . At least some of the measure - experience on a user interface used by the user ) . Optionally , 
ments 110 may correspond to a certain experience , i . e . , they the recommender module 178 is configured to recommend 
are measurements of at least some of the users from the the experience for which the score 164 is computed , based 
crowd 100 taken in temporal proximity to when those users on the value of the score 164 , in a manner that belongs to a 
had the certain experience and represent the affective 25 set comprising first and second manners , as described below . 
response of those users to the certain experience . Herein When the score 164 reaches a predetermined threshold , the 
“ temporal proximity ” means nearness in time . For example , experience is recommended in the first manner , and when 
at least some of the measurements 110 are taken while users the score 164 does not reach the predetermined threshold , 
are having the certain experience and / or shortly after that . the experience is recommended in the second manner , which 
Additional discussion of what constitutes “ temporal prox - 30 involves a weaker recommendation than a recommendation 
imity ” may be found at least in Section 2 — Measurements of given when recommending in the first manner . 
Affective Response . Herein , a predetermined threshold is a fixed value and / or 

A scoring module , such as scoring module 150 , may a value determined at any time before performing a calcu 
utilize one or more types of scoring approaches that may lation that compares a score with the predetermined thresh 
optionally involve one more other modules . In one example , 35 old . Furthermore , a threshold may also be considered a 
the scoring module 150 utilizes modules that perform sta predetermined threshold when the threshold involves a value 
tistical tests on measurements in order to compute the score that needs to be reached ( in order for the threshold to be 
164 , such as statistical test module 152 and / or statistical test reached ) , and logic used to compute the value is known 
module 158 . In another example , the scoring module 150 before starting the computations used to determine whether 
utilizes arithmetic scorer 162 to compute the score 164 . 40 the value is reached ( i . e . , before starting the computations to 

In one embodiment , a score computed by a scoring determine whether the predetermined threshold is reached ) . 
module , such as scoring module 150 , may be considered a Examples of what may be considered the logic mentioned 
personalized score for a certain user and / or for a certain above include circuitry , computer code , and / or steps of an 
group of users . Optionally , the personalized score is gener - algorithm . In addition , a predetermined threshold is reached 
ated by providing the personalization module 130 with a 45 by a value if the value equals the predetermined threshold or 
profile of the certain user ( or a profile corresponding to the exceeds it . Similarly , a value does not reach the predeter 
certain group of users ) . The personalization module 130 mined threshold ( i . e . , the predetermined threshold is not 
compares a provided profile to profiles from among the reached ) if the value is below the predetermined threshold . 
profiles 128 , which include profiles of at least some of the In one embodiment , the manner in which the recommen 
users belonging to the crowd 100 , in order to determine 50 dation 179 is given may also be determined based on a 
similarities between the provided profile and the profiles of significance computed for the score 164 , such as signifi 
at least some of the users belonging to the crowd 100 . Based cance 176 computed by score - significance module 165 . 
on the similarities , the personalization module 130 produces Optionally , the significance 176 refers to a statistical sig 
an output indicative of a selection and / or weighting of at nificance of the score 164 , which is computed based on 
least some of the measurements 110 . By providing the 55 various characteristics of the score 164 and / or the measure 
scoring module 150 with outputs indicative of different m ents used to compute the score 164 . Optionally , when the 
selections and / or weightings of measurements from among significance 176 is below a predetermined significance level 
the measurements 110 , it is possible that the scoring module ( e . g . , a p - value that is above a certain value ) the recommen 
150 may compute different scores corresponding to the dation is made in the second manner . 
selections and / or weightings of the measurements 110 , 60 A recommender module , such as the recommender mod 
which are described in the outputs , as illustrated in FIG . 9 . ule 178 or other recommender modules described in this 

It is to be noted that in this disclosure , profiles of users disclosure ( e . g . , recommender modules designated by ref 
belonging to the crowd 100 are typically designated by the erence numerals 214 , 235 , 267 , 343 , or others ) , is a module 
reference numeral 128 . This is not intended to mean that in that is configured to recommend an experience based on the 
all embodiments all the profiles of the users belonging to the 65 value of a crowd - based result computed for the experience . 
crowd 100 are the same , rather , that the profiles 128 are For example , recommender module 178 is configured to 
profiles of users from the crowd 100 , and hence may include recommend an experience based on a score computed for the 

fe , 
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experience based on measurements of affective response of ments to computation of a result , the more significant the 
users who had the experience . result may be considered . Thus , in one example , if the 

Depending on the value of the crowd - based result com - number of measurements and / or number of users who 
puted for an experience , a recommender module may rec contributed measurements used to compute the score 164 
ommend the experience in various manners . In particular , 5 exceeds a predetermined threshold , the significance 176 
the recommender module may recommend an experience in indicates that the score 164 is significant , otherwise , the 
a manner that belongs to a set including first and second significance 176 indicates that is score 164 is not significant . 
manners . Typically , in this disclosure , when a recommender I n another embodiment , significance of a score for an 
module recommends an experience in the first manner , the experience , such as the score 164 , is determined based on 
recommender provides a stronger recommendation for the 10 parameters of a distribution of scores for the experience . For 
experience , compared to a recommendation for the experi - example , the score - significance module 165 may compute a 
ence that the recommender module provides when recom distribution of scores based on historical scores for the 
mending in the second manner . Typically , if the crowd - based experience , each computed based on previously collected 
result indicates a sufficiently strong ( or positive ) affective sets of measurements of affective response . In this embodi 
response to an experience , the experience is recommended 15 ment , the significance 176 may represent a p - value assigned 
the first manner . Optionally , if the result indicates a weaker to the score 164 based on the distribution . 
affective response to an experience , which is not sufficiently I n another embodiment , significance of a score for an 
strong ( or positive ) , the experience is recommended in the experience , such as the score 164 , is determined by com 
second manner . paring the score 164 to another score for the experience . 

In some embodiments , a recommender module , such as 20 Optionally , the significance assigned to the score 164 is 
recommender module 178 , is configured to recommend an based on the significance of the difference between the score 
experience via a display of a user interface . In such embodi - 164 and the other score as determined utilizing one or more 
ments , recommending an experience in the first manner may of the statistical approaches described below . Optionally , the 
involve one or more of the following : ( i ) utilizing a larger other score to which the score is compared is an average of 
icon to represent the experience on a display of the user 25 other scores ( e . g . , computed for various other experiences ) 
interface , compared to the size of the icon utilized to and / or an average of historical scores ( e . g . , computed for the 
represent the experience on the display when recommending experience ) . Optionally , determining the significance of 
in the second manner ; ( ii ) presenting images representing such a comparison is done utilizing the score - difference 
the experience for a longer duration on the display , com evaluator module 260 . 
pared to the duration during which images representing the 30 In yet another embodiment , significance of a score for an 
experience are presented when recommending in the second experience , such as the score 164 , may be determined by a 
manner ; ( iii ) utilizing a certain visual effect when presenting resampling approach , which may be used to learn a distri 
the experience on the display , which is not utilized when bution of scores for the experience . This distribution may be 
presenting the experience on the display when recommend utilized to determine the significance of the score ( e . g . , by 
ing the experience in the second manner ; and ( iv ) presenting 35 assigning a p - value to the score ) . Additional information 
certain information related to the experience on the display , regarding resampling and / or other approaches for determin 
which is not presented when recommending the experience ing significance may be found in this disclosure at least in 
in the second manner . Section 10 — Determining Significance of Results . 

In some embodiments , a recommender module , such as In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
recommender module 178 , is configured to recommend an 40 computing a score for a certain experience based on mea 
experience to a user by sending the user a notification about surements of affective response , includes the following 
the experience . In such embodiments , recommending an steps : In step 1 , receiving , by a system comprising a pro 
experience in the first manner may involve one or more of cessor and memory , measurements of affective response of 
the following : ( i ) sending the notification to a user about the at least ten users taken at most ten minutes after the users had 
experience at a higher frequency than the frequency the 45 the certain experience ; and In step 2 , computing , by the 
notification about the experience is sent to the user when system , the experience score based on the measurements ; 
recommending the experience in the second manner ; ( ii ) wherein the experience score represents the affective 
sending the notification to a larger number of users com - response of the at least ten users to having the certain 
pared to the number of users the notification is sent to when experience . 
recommending the experience in the second manner ; and 50 In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable 
( iii ) on average , sending the notification about the experi - medium has instructions stored thereon that , in response to 
ence sooner than it is sent when recommending the experi - execution by a system including a processor and memory , 
ence in the second manner . causes the system to perform operations comprising : receiv 

In some embodiments , significance of a score , such as the ing measurements of affective response of at least ten users 
score 164 , may be computed by the score - significance 55 taken at most ten minutes after the users had a certain 
module 165 . Optionally , significance of a score , such as the experience ; and computing an experience score based on the 
significance 176 of the score 164 , may represent various measurements ; wherein the experience score represents the 
types of values derived from statistical tests , such as p - val - affective response of the at least ten users to having the 
ues , q - values , and false discovery rates ( FDRs ) . Additionally certain experience . 
or alternatively , significance may be expressed as ranges , 60 In one embodiment , a system configured to report a score 
error - bars , and / or confidence intervals . for a certain experience based on measurements of affective 

In one embodiment , significance of a crowd - based result , response , comprises : sensors configured to take measure 
such as significance of the score 164 , significance of a ments of affective response of users ; the measurements 
ranking of experiences , significance of parameters of a comprising measurements of affective response of at least 
function , etc . , is determined based on characteristics of the 65 ten users taken at most ten minutes after the users had the 
measurements used to compute the result . For example , the certain experience ; and user interfaces configured to receive 
more measurements and / or users who contributed measure data describing the experience score ; wherein the experience 
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20 
score is computed based on the measurements of the at least ments of the at least three users ; and reporting the experience 
ten users and represents the affective response of the at least score to the user via a user interface . 
ten users to having the certain experience ; wherein the user Various embodiments described herein include a collec 
interfaces are further configured to report the experience tion module , such as the collection module 120 , which is 
score . 5 configured to receive measurements of affective response of 

In one embodiment , a method for reporting a score for a users . In embodiments described herein , measurements certain experience based on measurements of affective received by the collection module , which may be the mea response comprises the following step : taking measurements surements 110 and / or measurements of affective response 
of affective response of users with sensors ; the measure designated by another reference numeral , are typically for ments comprising measurements of affective response of at 10 warded to other modules to produce a crowd - based result least ten users taken at most ten minutes after the users had ( e . g . , scoring module 150 , ranking module 220 , function the certain experience ; receiving data describing the expe learning module 280 , and the like ) . The measurements rience score ; wherein the experience score is computed 
based on the measurements of the at least ten users and received by the collection module need not be the same 
represents the affective response of the at least ten users to 15 measurements provided to the modules . For example , the 
having the certain experience ; and reporting the experience measurements provided to the modules may undergo various 
score via user interfaces . forms of processing prior to being received by the modules . 

In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable Additionally , the measurements provided to the modules 
medium has instructions stored thereon that , in response to may not necessarily include all the measurements received 
execution by a system including a processor and memory , 20 by the collection module . For example , the collection mod 
cause the system to perform operations comprising : taking ule may receive certain measurements that are not required 
measurements of affective response of users with sensors ; for computation of a crowd - based result ( e . g . , they involve 
the measurements comprising measurements of affective an experience that is not being scored or ranked at the time ) . 
response of at least ten users taken at most ten minutes after The collection module 120 may receive and / or provide to 
the users had a certain experience ; receiving data describing 25 other modules measurements collected over various time 
an experience score ; wherein the experience score is com - frames . For example , in some embodiments , measurements 
puted based on the measurements of the at least ten users and of affective response provided by the collection module to 
represents the affective response of the at least ten users to other modules ( e . g . , scoring module 150 ) , are taken over a 
having the certain experience ; and reporting the experience certain period that extends for at least an hour , a day , a 
score via user interfaces . 30 month , or at least a year . For example , when the measure 

In one embodiment , a device configured to take measure - ments extend for a period of at least a day , they include at 
ments of affective response and to report crowd - based least a first measurement and a second measurement , such 
experience scores comprises : a sensor configured to take a that the first measurement is taken at least 24 hours before 
measurement of affective response of a user to having a the second measurement is taken . In other embodiments , at 
certain experience ; a transmitter configured to transmit the 35 least a certain portion of the measurements of affective 
measurement ; a receiver configured to receive data describ - response utilized by other modules to compute crowd - based 
ing an experience score computed based on measurements results are taken within a certain period of time . For 
of affective response of at least three users , taken at most ten example , the certain portion may include at least 25 % , at 
minutes after the at least three users had the certain expe - least 50 % , or at least 90 % of the measurements . Further 
rience ; and wherein the measurement of the user is one of 40 more , in this example , the certain period of time may include 
the measurements of the at least three users ; and a user various windows of time , spanning periods such as at most 
interface configured to present the experience score to the one minute , at most 10 minutes , at most 30 minutes , at most 
user . an hour , at most 4 hours , at most a day , or at most a week . 

In one embodiment , a method for taking measurements of In some embodiments , a collection module , such as 
affective response and to report crowd - based experience 45 collection module 120 , may be considered a module that 
scores comprises the following steps : taking , by a sensor , a organizes and / or pre - processes measurements to be used for 
measurement of affective response of a user to having a computing crowd - based results . Optionally , the collection 
certain experience ; transmitting the measurement of affec - module 120 has an interface that allows other modules to 
tive response ; receiving data describing an experience score request certain types of measurements , such as measure 
computed based on measurements of at least three users , 50 ments involving users who had a certain experience , mea 
taken at most ten minutes after the at least three users had the surements of users who have certain characteristics ( e . g . , 
certain experience ; and wherein the measurement of the user certain profile attributes ) , measurements taken during cer 
is one of the measurements of the at least three users ; and tain times , and / or measurements taken utilizing certain types 
reporting the experience score to the user via a user inter - of sensors and / or operation parameters . 
face . 55 In embodiments described herein , the collection module 

In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable 120 may be implemented in various ways . In some embodi 
medium has instructions stored thereon that , in response to ments , the collection module 120 may be an independent 
execution by a system including a processor and memory , module , while in other modules it may be a module that is 
cause the system to perform operations comprising : taking a part of another module ( e . g . , it may be a component of 
measurement of affective response of a user with a sensor 60 scoring module 150 ) . In one example , the collection module 
coupled to the user ; receiving data describing an experience 120 includes hardware , such as a processor and memory , and 
score that represents an affective response of at least three includes interfaces that maintain communication routes with 
users to having a certain experience ; wherein the experience users ( e . g . , via their devices , in order to receive measure 
score is computed based on measurements of affective ments ) and / or with other modules ( e . g . , in order to receive 
response of the at least three users , taken at most ten minutes 65 requests and / or provide measurements ) . In another example , 
after the at least three users had the certain experience ; and the collection module 120 may be implemented as , and / or be 
wherein the measurement of the user is one of the measure included as part of , a software module that can run on a 
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general purpose server and / or in a distributed fashion ( e . g . , request , the month preceding the request , and even a year or 
the collection module 120 may include modules that run on more preceding the request ) . In another example , the soft 
devices of users ) . ware agent may provide data that is being acquired at the 

There are various ways in which the collection module time , e . g . , measurements of the user are streamed while the 
may receive the measurements of affective response . Fol - 5 user is having an experience that is relevant to the request . 
lowing are some examples of approaches that may be In yet another example , a request for measurements may be 
implemented in embodiments described herein . stored and fulfilled in the future when the software agent 

In one embodiment , the collection module receives at determines that an event relevant to the request has occurred . 
least some of the measurements directly from the users of A software agent may provide data in various forms . In 
whom the measurements are taken . In one example , the 10 one embodiment , the software agent may provide raw mea 
measurements are streamed from devices of the users as they surement values . Additionally or alternatively , the software 
are acquired ( e . g . , a user ' s smartphone may transmit mea agent may provide processed measurement values , pro 
surements acquired by one or more sensors measuring the cessed in one or more ways as explained above . In some 
user ) . In another example , a software agent operating on embodiments , in addition to measurements , the software 
behalf of the user may routinely transmit descriptions of 15 agent may provide information related to events correspond 
events , where each event includes a measurement and a ing to the measurements , such as characteristics of the user 
description of a user and / or an experience the user had . corresponding to an event , characteristics of the experience 

In another embodiment , the collection module is config - corresponding to the event , and / or specifics of the instan 
ured to retrieve at least some of the measurements from one tiation of the event . 
or more databases that store measurements of affective 20 In one embodiment , providing measurements by a soft 
response of users . Optionally , the one or more databases are ware agent involves transmitting , by a device of the user , 
part of the collection module . In one example , the one or measurements and / or other related data to the collection 
more databases may involve distributed storage ( e . g . , cloud - module . For example , the transmitted data may be stored on 
based storage ) . In another example , the one or more data a device of a user ( e . g . , a smartphone or a wearable computer 
bases may involve decentralized storage ( e . g . , utilizing 25 device ) . In another embodiment , providing measurements 
blockchain - based systems ) . Optionally , the collection mod - by a software agent involves transmitting an address , an 
ule submits to the one or more databases queries involving authorization code , and / or an encryption key that may be 
selection criteria which may include : a type of an experi - utilized by the collection module to retrieve data stored in a 
ence , a location the experience took place , a timeframe remote location , and / or with the collection module . In yet 
during which the experience took place , an identity of one 30 another embodiment , providing measurements by the soft 
or more users who had the experience , and / or one or more ware agent may involve transmitting instructions to other 
characteristics corresponding to the users or to the experi - modules or entities that instruct them to provide the collec 
ence . Optionally , the measurements comprise results tion module with the measurements . 
returned from querying the one or more databases with the One of the roles the collection module 120 may perform 
queries . 35 in some embodiments is to organize and / or process mea 

In yet another embodiment , the collection module is surements of affective response . Section 2 – Measurements 
configured to receive at least some of the measurements of Affective Response describes various forms of processing 
from software agents operating on behalf of the users of that may be performed , which include , in particular , com 
whom the measurements are taken . In one example , the puting affective values ( e . g . , with an emotional state esti 
software agents receive requests for measurements corre - 40 mator ) and / or normalizing the measurements with respect to 
sponding to events having certain characteristics . Based on baseline affective response values . 
the characteristics , a software agent may determine whether Depending on the embodiment , the processing of mea 
the software agent has , and / or may obtain , data correspond - surements of affective response of users may be done in a 
ing to events that are relevant to the query . In one example , centralized manner , by the collection module 120 , or in a 
a characteristic of a relevant event may relate to the user 45 distributed manner , e . g . , by software agents operating on 
corresponding to the event ( e . g . , the user has certain demo - behalf of the users . Thus , in some embodiments , various 
graphic characteristics or is in a certain situation of interest ) . processing methods described in this disclosure are per 
In another example , a characteristic of a relevant event may formed in part or in full by the collection module 120 , while 
relate to the experience corresponding to the event ( e . g . , the in others the processing is done in part or in full by the 
characteristic may indicate a certain type of experience ) . In 50 software agents . FIG . 5a and FIG . 5b illustrate different 
yet another example , a characteristic of a relevant event may scenarios that may occur in embodiments described herein , 
relate to the measurement corresponding to the event ( e . g . , in which the bulk of the processing of measurements of 
the measurement is taken utilizing a certain type of sensor affective response is done either by the collection module 
and / or is taken at least for a certain duration ) . And in still 120 or by a software agent 108 . 
another example , a characteristic of a relevant event may 55 FIG . 5a illustrates one embodiment in which the collec 
relate to a duration corresponding to the event , e . g . , a certain tion module 120 does at least some , if not most , of the 
time window during which the measurement was taken , processing of measurements of affective response that may 
such as during the preceding day or week . be provided to various modules in order to compute crowd 

After receiving a request , a software agent operating on based results . The user 101 provides measurement 104 of 
behalf of a user may determine whether to provide infor - 60 affective response to the collection module 120 . Optionally , 
mation to the collection module and / or to what extent to the measurement 104 may be a raw measurement ( i . e . , it 
provide information to the collection module . includes values essentially as they were received from a 
When responding to a request for measurements , a soft - sensor ) and / or a partially processed measurement ( e . g . , 

ware agent may provide data acquired at different times . In subjected to certain filtration and / or noise removal proce 
one example , the software agent may provide data that was 65 dures ) . In this embodiment , the collection module 120 may 
previously recorded , e . g . , data corresponding to events that include various modules that may be used to process mea 
transpired in the past ( e . g . , during the day preceding the surements such as Emotional State Estimator ( ESE ) 121 
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and / or baseline normalizer 124 . Optionally , in addition to , or ment , normalizing a measurement with respect to a baseline 
instead of , the ESE 121 and / or the baseline normalizer 124 , involves computing a value based on the baseline and the 
the collection module 120 may include other modules that measurement such as an average of both ( e . g . , geometric or 
perform other types of processing of measurements . For arithmetic average ) . 
example , the collection module 120 may include modules 5 In some embodiments , a baseline affective response value 
that compute other forms of affective values described in of a user refers to a value that may represent an affective 
Section 2 – Measurements of Affective Response and / or response of the user under typical conditions . Optionally , a 
modules that perform various forms of preprocessing of raw baseline affective response value of a user , that is relevant to 
data . In this embodiment , the measurement provided to other a certain time , is obtained utilizing one or more measure 
modules by the collection module 120 may be considered a 10 ments of affective response of the user taken prior to a 
processed value and / or an affective value . For example , it certain time . For example , a baseline corresponding to a 
may be an affective value representing emotional state 105 certain time may be based on measurements taken during a 
and / or normalized measurement 106 . window spanning a few minutes , hours , or days prior to the 

FIG . 5b illustrates one embodiment in which the software certain time . Additionally or alternatively , a baseline affec 
agent 108 does at least some , if not most , of the processing 15 tive response value of a user may be predicted utilizing a 
of measurements of affective response of the user 101 . The model trained on measurements of affective response of the 
user 101 provides measurement 104 of affective response to user and / or other users . In some embodiments , a baseline 
the software agent 108 which operates on behalf of the user . affective response value may correspond to a certain situa 
Optionally , the measurement 104 may be a raw measure - tion , and represent a typical affective response of a user 
ment ( i . e . , it includes values essentially as they were 20 when in the certain situation . Additional discussion regard 
received from a sensor ) and / or a partially processed mea - ing baselines , how they are computed , and how they may be 
surement ( e . g . , subjected to certain filtration and / or noise utilized may be found in Section 2 – Measurements of 
removal procedures ) . In this embodiment , the software agent Affective Response , and elsewhere in this disclosure . 
108 may include various modules that may be used to In some embodiments , processing of measurements of 
process measurements such as ESE 121 and / or baseline 25 affective response , performed by the software agent 108 
normalizer 124 . Optionally , in addition to , or instead of , the and / or the collection module 120 , may involve weighting 
ESE 121 and / or the baseline normalizer 124 , the software and / or selection of the measurements . For example , at least 
agent 108 may include other modules that perform other some of the measurements 110 may be weighted such that 
types of processing of measurements . For example , the the measurements of each user have the same weight ( e . g . , 
software agent 108 may include modules that compute other 30 so as not to give a user with many measurements more 
forms of affective values described in Section 2 – Measure - influence on the computed score ) . In another example , 
ments of Affective Response and / or modules that perform measurements are weighted according to the time they were 
various forms of preprocessing of raw data . In this embodi - taken , for instance , by giving higher weights to more recent 
ment , the measurement provided to the collection module measurements ( thus enabling a result computed based on the 
120 may be considered a processed value and / or an affective 35 measurements 110 to be more biased towards the current 
value . For example , it may be an affective value representing state rather than an historical one ) . Optionally , measure 
emotional state 105 and / or normalized measurement 106 . ments with a weight that is below a predetermined threshold 

FIG . 6 illustrates one embodiment of the Emotional State and / or have a weight of zero , are not forwarded to other 
Estimator ( ESE ) 121 . In FIG . 6 , the user 101 provides a modules in order to be utilized for computing crowd - based 
measurement 104 of affective response to the ESE 121 . 40 results . 
Optionally , the ESE 121 may receive other inputs such as a Various embodiments described herein may include a 
baseline affective response value 126 and / or additional module that computes a score for an experience based on 
inputs 123 which may include contextual data about the measurements of affective response of users who had the 
measurement e . g . , a situation the user was in at the time experience ( e . g . , the measurements may correspond to 
and / or contextual information about the experience to which 45 events in which users have the experience ) . Examples of 
the measurement 104 corresponds . Optionally , the emo - scoring modules include scoring module 150 , dynamic 
tional state estimator may utilize model 127 in order to scoring module 180 , and aftereffect scoring module 302 . 
estimate the emotional state 105 of the user 101 based on the In some embodiments , a score computed by a scoring 
measurement 104 . Optionally , the model 127 is a general module is computed solely based on measurements corre 
model , e . g . , which is trained on data collected from multiple 50 sponding to events in which users have the experience . In 
users . Alternatively , the model 127 may be a personal model other embodiments , a score computed by a scoring module 
of the user 101 , e . g . , trained on data collected from the user may be computed based on the measurements and other 
101 . Additional information regarding how emotional states values , such as baseline affective response values or prior 
may be estimated and / or represented as affective values may measurements . In one example , a score computed by scoring 
be found in this disclosure at least in Section 2 – Measure - 55 module 150 is computed based on prior measurements , 
ments of Affective Response . taken before users have an experience , and contemporane 

FIG . 7 illustrates one embodiment of the baseline nor - ous measurements , taken while the users have the experi 
malizer 124 . In this embodiment , the user 101 provides a ence . This score may reflect how the users feel about the 
measurement 104 of affective response and the baseline experience . In another example , a score computed by the 
affective response value 126 , and the baseline normalizer 60 aftereffect scoring module 302 is computed based on prior 
124 computes the normalized measurement 106 . and subsequent measurements . The prior measurements are 

In one embodiment , normalizing a measurement of affec - taken before users finish having an experience , and the 
tive response utilizing a baseline affective response value subsequent measurements are taken a certain time after the 
involves subtracting the baseline affective response value users finish having the experience . Optionally , this score 
from the measurement . Thus , after normalizing with respect 65 may be an aftereffect score , reflecting a residual influence an 
to the baseline , the measurement becomes a relative value , experience had on users , which lasts after the users finish the 
reflecting a difference from the baseline . In another embodi - experience . For example , an aftereffect may correspond to 
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how relaxed and / or reenergized people may feel after having is received from a software agent operating on behalf of the 
a vacation at a certain destination . user . Optionally , the software agent may collect data used to 
When measurements of affective response correspond to train the personalized model of the user by monitoring the 

a certain experience , e . g . , they are taken while and / or shortly user . Optionally , a personalized model of a user is trained on 
after users have the certain experience , a score computed 5 measurements taken while the user had various experiences , 
based on the measurements may be indicative of an extent which may be different than the experience for which a score 
of the affective response users had to the certain experience is computed by the scoring module in FIG . 8a . Optionally , 
For example , measurements of affective response of users the various types of experiences include experience types 
taken while the users were at a certain location may be used that are different from the experience type of the experience 
to compute a score that is indicative of the affective response 10 whose score is being computed by the scoring module . In 
of the users to being in the certain location . Optionally , the contrast to a personalized model , a general model , such as a 
score may be indicative of the quality of the experience model from among the general models 159 , is trained from 
and / or of the emotional response users had to the experience data collected from multiple users and may not even be 
( e . g . , the score may express a level of enjoyment from trained on measurements of any specific user whose mea 
having the experience ) . 15 surement is used to compute a score . 

In one embodiment , a score computed by a scoring I n some embodiments , the statistical test modules 152 and 
module , such as the score 164 , may include a value repre - 158 each may perform at least one of two different statistical 
senting a quality of the certain experience as determined tests in order to compute a score based on a set of measure 
based on the measurements 110 . Optionally , the score ments of users : a hypothesis test , and a test involving 
includes a value that is at least one of the following : a 20 rejection of a null hypothesis . 
physiological signal , a behavioral cue , an emotional state , In some embodiments , performing a hypothesis test uti 
and an affective value . Optionally , the score includes a value lizing statistical test module 152 , is done utilizing a prob 
that is a function of measurements of at least five users . ability scorer 153 and a hypothesis ratio evaluator 154 . The 
Optionally , the score is indicative of significance of a probability scorer 153 is configured to compute for each 
hypothesis that the at least five users had a certain affective 25 measurement of a user , from among the users who provided 
response . In one example , the certain affective response is measurements to compute the score , first and second corre 
manifested through changes to values of at least one of the sponding values , which are indicative of respective first and 
following : measurements of physiological signals , and mea - second probabilities of observing the measurement based on 
surements of behavioral cues . Optionally , the changes to the respective first and second personalized models of the user . 
values are manifestations of an increase or decrease , to at 30 Optionally , the first and second personalized models of the 
least a certain extent , in a level of at least one of the users are from among the personalized models 157 . Option 
following emotions : pain , anxiety , annoyance , stress , ally , the first and second personalized models are trained on 
aggression , aggravation , fear , sadness , drowsiness , apathy , data comprising measurements of affective response of the 
anger , happiness , content , calmness , attentiveness , affection , user taken when the user had positive and non - positive 
and excitement . Additional information regarding scores for 35 affective responses , respectively . For example , the first 
experiences , and in particular , the different values they may model might have been trained on measurements of the user 
assume in embodiments described in this disclosure may be while the user was happy , satisfied , and / or comfortable , 
found in this disclosure at least in Section 6 — Experience while the second model might have been trained on mea 
Scores . surements of affective response taken while the user was in 

In order to compute a score , scoring modules may utilize 40 a neutral emotional state or a negative emotional state ( e . g . , 
various types of scoring approaches . One example of a angry , agitated , uncomfortable ) . Optionally , the higher the 
scoring approach involves generating a score from a statis - probability of observing a measurement based on a model , 
tical test , such as the scoring approach used by the statistical the more it is likely that the user was in the emotional state 
test module 152 and / or statistical test module 158 . Another corresponding to the model . 
example of a scoring approach involves generating a score 45 The hypothesis ratio evaluator 154 is configured to deter 
utilizing an arithmetic function , such as a function that may mine the significance level for a hypothesisbased on a ratio 
be employed by the arithmetic scorer 162 . between a first set of values comprising the first value 

FIG . 8a and FIG . 8b each illustrate one embodiment in corresponding to each of the measurements , and a second set 
which a scoring module ( scoring module 150 in the illus - of values comprising the second value corresponding to each 
trated embodiments ) utilizes a statistical test module to 50 of the measurements . Optionally , the hypothesis supports an 
compute a score for an experience ( score 164 in the illus - assumption that , on average , the users who contributed 
trated embodiments ) . In FIG . 8a , the statistical test module measurements to the computation of the score had a positive 
is statistical test module 152 , while in FIG . 8b , the statistical affective response to the experience . Optionally , the non 
test module is statistical test module 158 . The statistical test positive affective response is a manifestation of a neutral 
modules 152 and 158 include similar internal components , 55 emotional state or a negative emotional state . Thus , if the 
but differ based on models they utilize to compute statistical measurements used to compute the score are better 
tests . The statistical test module 152 utilizes personalized explained by the first model of each user ( corresponding to 
models 157 while the statistical test module 158 utilizes the positive emotional response ) , then the ratio computed by 
general models 159 ( which include a first model and a the hypothesis ratio evaluator 154 will be positive and / or 
second model ) . 60 large . The greater the value of the ratio , the more the score 

In one embodiment , a personalized model of a user is will indicate that the hypothesis is true and that the mea 
trained on data comprising measurements of affective surements of the users represent a positive affective response 
response of the user . It thus may be more suitable to interpret to the experience . However , if the measurements were not 
measurements of the user . For example , it may describe positive it is likely that the ratio will be negative and / or 
specifics of the characteristic values of the user ' s affective 65 small , representing that the hypothesis should be rejected in 
response that may be measured when the user is in certain favor of a competing hypothesis that states that the users had 
emotional states . Optionally , a personalized model of a user a non - positive affective response to the experience . Option 
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ally , a score computed based on the ratio is proportional to while the user had a certain affective response . Optionally , 
the logarithm of the ratio . Thus , the stronger the notion to the certain affective response is manifested by changes to 
accept the hypothesis based on the hypothesis test , the values of at least one of the following : measurements of 
greater the computed score . physiological signals , and measurements of behavioral cues . 

In some embodiments , performing a hypothesis test uti - 5 Optionally , the changes to the values are manifestations of 
lizing statistical test module 158 , is done in a similar fashion an increase or decrease , to at least a certain extent , in a level 
to the description given above for performing the same test of at least one of the following emotions : happiness , content , 
with the statistical test module 152 , but rather than using the calmness , attentiveness , affection , tenderness , excitement , 
personalized models 157 , the general models 159 are used pain , anxiety , annoyance , stress , aggression , fear , sadness , 
instead . When using the statistical test module 158 , the 10 drowsiness , apathy , and anger . 
probability scorer 153 is configured to compute for each The null - hypothesis evaluator 156 is configured to deter 
measurement of a user , from among the users who provided mine the significance level for a hypothesis based on prob 
measurements to compute the score , first and second corre - abilities computed by the probability scorer 155 for the 
sponding values , which are indicative of respective first and measurements of the users who contributed measurements 
second probabilities of observing the measurement based on 15 for the computation of the score . Optionally , the hypothesis 
respective first and second models belonging to the general is a null hypothesis that supports an assumption that the 
models 159 . Optionally , the first and second models are users who contributed measurements of affective response to 
trained on data comprising measurements of affective the computation of the score had the certain affective 
response of users taken while the users had positive and response when their measurements were taken , and the 
non - positive affective responses , respectively . 20 significance level corresponds to a statistical significance of 

The hypothesis ratio evaluator 154 is configured to deter - rejecting the null hypothesis . Optionally , the certain affec 
mine the significance level for a hypothesis based on a ratio tive response is a neutral affective response . Optionally , the 
between a first set of values comprising the first value score is computed based on the significance which is 
corresponding to each of the measurements , and a second set expressed as a probability , such as a p - value . For example , 
of values comprising the second value corresponding to each 25 the score may be proportional to the logarithm of the 
of the measurements . Optionally , the hypothesis supports an p - value . 
assumption that , on average , the users who contributed In one example , the certain affective response corre 
measurements to the computation of the score had a positive s ponds to a manifestation of a negative emotional state . 
affective response to the experience . Optionally , the non - Thus , the stronger the rejection of the null hypothesis , the 
positive affective response is a manifestation of a neutral 30 less likely it is that the users who contributed the measure 
emotional state or a negative emotional state . Thus , if the ments were in fact in a negative emotional state , and thus , 
measurements used to compute the score are better the more positive the score may be ( e . g . , if expressed as a log 
explained by the first model from the general models 159 of a p - value of the null hypothesis ) . 
( which corresponds to the positive emotional response ) , then In some embodiments , performing a statistical test that 
the ratio computed by the hypothesis ratio evaluator 154 will 35 involves rejecting a null hypothesis utilizing statistical test 
be positive . module 158 , is done in a similar fashion to the description 

In one embodiment , the hypothesis is a supposition and / or given above for performing the same test with the statistical 
proposed explanation used for evaluating the measurements test module 152 , but rather than using the personalized 
of affective response . By stating that the hypothesis supports models 157 , the general model 160 is used instead . 
an assumption it is meant that according to the hypothesis , 40 The probability scorer 155 is configured to compute , for 
the evidence ( e . g . , the measurements of affective response each measurement of a user , from among the users who 
and / or baseline affective response values ) exhibit values that provided measurements to compute the score , a probability 
correspond to the supposition and / or proposed explanation of observing the measurement based on the general model 

In one embodiment , the hypothesis ratio evaluator 154 160 . Optionally , the general model 160 is trained on training 
utilizes a log - likelihood test to determine , based on the first 45 data comprising measurements of affective response of users 
and second sets of values , whether the hypothesis should be taken while the users had the certain affective response . 
accepted and / or the significance level of accepting the The null - hypothesis evaluator 156 is configured to deter 
hypothesis . If the distribution of the log - likelihood ratio mine the significance level for a hypothesis based on prob 
corresponding to a particular null and alternative hypothesis abilities computed by the probability scorer 155 for the 
can be explicitly determined , then it can directly be used to 50 measurements of the users who contributed measurements 
form decision regions ( to accept / reject the null hypothesis ) . for the computation of the score . Optionally , the hypothesis 
Alternatively or additionally , one may utilize Wilk ' s theo - is a null hypothesis that supports an assumption that the at 
rem which states that as the sample size approaches infinity , least ten users had the certain affective response when their 
the test statistic - log ( A ) , with A being the log - likelihood measurements were taken , and the significance level corre 
value , will be x - distributed . Optionally , the score is com - 55 sponds to a statistical significance of rejecting the null 
puted by a scoring module that utilizes a hypothesis test is hypothesis . 
proportional to the test statistic - log ( A ) . In some embodiments , a statistical test module such as the 

In some embodiments , performing a statistical test that statistical test modules 152 and / or 158 are configured to 
involves rejecting a null hypothesis utilizing statistical test determine whether the significance level for a hypothesis 
module 152 , is done utilizing a probability scorer 155 and a 60 reaches a certain level . Optionally , the significance level 
null - hypothesis evaluator 156 . The probability scorer 155 is reaching the certain level indicates at least one of the 
configured to compute , for each measurement of a user , from following : a p - value computed for the hypothesis equals , or 
among the users who provided measurements to compute is below , a certain p - value , and a false discovery rate 
the score , a probability of observing the measurement based computed for the hypothesis equals , or is below , a certain 
on a personalized model of the user . Optionally , the person - 65 rate . Optionally , the certain p - value is a value greater than 0 
alized model of the user is trained on training data compris - and below 0 . 33 , and the certain rate is a value greater than 
ing measurements of affective response of the user taken 0 and below 0 . 33 . 
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In some cases , the fact that significance for a hypothesis the measurements . Optionally , the function may give at least 

is computed based on measurements of a plurality of users some of the measurements a different weight ( i . e . , at least 
increases the statistical significance of the results of a test of some of the measurements may have different valued cor 
the hypothesis . For example , if the hypothesis is tested based responding coefficients ) . 
on fewer users , a significance of the hypothesis is likely to 5 In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
be smaller than when it is tested based on measurements of determining significance of a hypothesis that having an 
a larger number of users . Thus , it may be possible , for experience is associated with experiencing a certain affec 
example , for a first significance level for a hypothesis tive response comprises the following steps : receiving , by a 
computed based on measurements of at least ten users to system comprising a processor and memory , measurements 
reach a certain level . However , on average , a second sig - 10 of affective response of at least ten users ; wherein each 
nificance level for the hypothesis , computed based on the measurement of a user corresponds to an event in which the 
measurements of affective response of a randomly selected user had the experience ; computing , by the system , for each 
group of less than five users out of the at least ten users , will measurement of a user , first and second values , which are 
not reach the certain level . Optionally , the fact the second indicative of respective first and second probabilities of 
significance level does not reach the certain level indicates 15 observing the measurement based on respective first and 
at least one of the following : a p - value computed for the second personalized models of the user ; wherein the first and 
hypothesis is above the certain p - value , and a false discovery second personalized models are trained on data comprising 
rate computed for the hypothesis is above the certain rate . measurements of affective response of the user taken when 

FIG . 8c illustrates one embodiment in which a scoring the user had positive and negative affective responses , 
module utilizes the arithmetic scorer 162 in order to com - 20 respectively , and determining , by the system , a significance 
pute a score for an experience . The arithmetic scorer 162 level for the hypothesis , computed based on a first set of 
receives measurements of affective response from the col - values comprising the first value computed for each of the 
lection module 120 and computes the score 164 by applying measurements and a second set of values comprising the 
one or more arithmetic functions to the measurements . second value computed for each of the measurements ; 
Optionally , the arithmetic function is a predetermined arith - 25 wherein the hypothesis supports an assumption that , on 
metic function . For example , the logic of the function is average , the at least ten users had a positive affective 
known prior to when the function is applied to the measure - response to the experience . 
ments . Optionally , a score computed by the arithmetic In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable 
function is expressed as a measurement value which is medium has instructions stored thereon that , in response to 
greater than the minimum of the measurements used to 30 execution by a system including a processor and memory , 
compute the score and lower than the maximum of the causes the system to perform operations comprising : receiv 
measurements used to compute the score . In one embodi - ing measurements of affective response of at least ten users ; 
ment , applying the predetermined arithmetic function to the wherein each measurement of a user corresponds to an event 
measurements comprises computing at least one of the in which the user had a certain experience ; computing for 
following : a weighted average of the measurements , a 35 each measurement of a user , first and second values , which 
geometric mean of the measurements , and a harmonic mean are indicative of respective first and second probabilities of 
of the measurements . In another embodiment , the predeter observing the measurement based on respective first and 
mined arithmetic function involves applying mathematical second personalized models of the user ; wherein the first and 
operations dictated by a machine learning model ( e . g . , a second personalized models are trained on data comprising 
regression model ) . In some embodiments , the predetermined 40 measurements of affective response of the user taken when 
arithmetic function applied by the arithmetic scorer 162 is the user had positive and negative affective responses , 
executed by a set of instructions that implements operations respectively ; and determining a significance level for a 
performed by a machine learning - based predictor that hypothesis , computed based on a first set of values com 
receives the measurements used to compute a score as input . prising the first value computed for each of the measure 

In some embodiments , a scoring module may compute a 45 ments and a second set of values comprising the second 
score for an experience based on measurements that have value computed for each of the measurements ; wherein the 
associated weights . In one example , the weights may be hypothesis supports an assumption that , on average , the at 
determined based on the age of the measurements ( e . g . , least ten users had a positive affective response to the 
when the scoring module is the dynamic scoring module experience . 
180 ) . In another example , the weights may be assigned by 50 In one embodiment , a system configured to report sig 
the personalization module 130 , and / or may be determined nificance of a hypothesis that having an experience is 
based on an output generated by the personalization module associated with experiencing a certain affective response 
130 , in order for the scoring module to compute a person comprises : sensors configured to take measurements of 
alized score . The scoring modules described above can affective response of users ; the measurements comprising 
easily be adapted by one skilled in the art in order to 55 measurements of affective response of at least ten users , with 
accommodate weights . For example , the statistical test mod each measurement of a user corresponding to an event in 
ules may utilize weighted versions of the hypothesis test which the user had the experience ; and user interfaces 
( i . e . , a weighted version of the likelihood ratio test and / or the configured to receive data describing a significance level for 
test for rejection of a null hypothesis ) . Additionally , many a n hypothesis that supports an assumption that , on average , 
arithmetic functions that are used to compute scores can be 60 the at least ten users had a positive affective response to the 
easily adapted to a case where measurements have associ - experience ; wherein the significance level is computed 
ated weights . For example , instead of a score being com - based on first and second sets of values ; wherein the first set 
puted as a regular arithmetic average , it may be computed as of values comprises , for each measurement of a user , a value 
a weighted average . indicative of a probability of observing the measurement 

Herein a weighted average of a plurality of measurements 65 according to a first personalized model of the user , and the 
may be any function that can be described as a dot - product second set of values comprises , for each measurement of a 
between a vector of real - valued coefficients and a vector of user , a value indicative of a probability of observing the 
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measurement according to a second personalized model of values . Optionally , the two users 166a and 166b receive an 
the user ; and wherein the first and second personalized indication of their respective scores essentially at the same 
models of a user are trained on data comprising measure time , such as at most within a few minutes of each other . 
ments of affective response of the user , taken when the user T he personalization module 130 is utilized in order to 
had positive and negative affective responses , respectively ; 5 generate personalized crowd - based results in some embodi 
and the user interfaces are further configured to report the ments described in this disclosure . Depending on the 
significance level for the hypothesis . embodiment , personalization module 130 may have differ 

In one embodiment , a method for reporting significance ent components and / or different types of interactions with 
of a hypothesis that having an experience is associated with other system modules , such as scoring modules , ranking 
experiencing a certain affective response comprises the 10 modules , function learning modules , etc . FIG . 10a to FIG . 
following steps : taking measurements of affective response 10c illustrate various configurations according to which 
of users with sensors coupled to the users ; the measurements personalization module 130 may be used in a system illus 
comprising measurements of affective response of at least trated by FIG . 4 . However , the teachings regarding how the 
ten users , with each measurement of a user corresponding to different types of components of the personalization module 
an event in which the user had the experience , and receiving 15 130 operate and influence the generation of crowd - based 
data describing a significance level for an hypothesis that results are applicable to other modules , systems , and 
supports an assumption that , on average , the at least ten embodiments described in this disclosure . 
users had a positive affective response to the experience ; FIG . 10a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
wherein the significance level is computed based on first and ured to utilize comparison of profiles of users to compute 
second sets of values ; wherein the first set of values com - 20 personalized scores for an experience based on measure 
prises , for each measurement of a user , a value indicative of ments of affective response of the users who have the 
a probability of observing the measurement according to a experience . The system includes at least the collection 
first personalized model of the user , and the second set of module 120 , the personalization module 130 , and the scor 
values comprises , for each measurement of a user , a value ing module 150 . In this embodiment , the personalization 
indicative of a probability of observing the measurement 25 module 130 utilizes profile - based personalizer 132 which 
according to a second personalized model of the user ; and comprises profile comparator 133 and weighting module 
wherein the first and second personalized models of a user 135 . 
are trained on data comprising measurements of affective The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 
response of the user , taken when the user had positive and surements 110 of affective response , which in this embodi 
negative affective responses , respectively ; and reporting the 30 ment include measurements of at least ten users . Each 
significance level for the hypothesis via user interfaces . measurement of a user , from among the measurements of the 

In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable at least ten users , corresponds to an event in which the user 
medium has instructions stored thereon that , in response to has the experience . 
execution by a system including a processor and memory , The profile comparator 133 is configured to compute a 
cause the system to perform operations comprising : taking 35 value indicative of an extent of a similarity between a pair 
measurements of affective response of users with sensors of profiles of users . Optionally , a profile of a user includes 
coupled to the users ; the measurements comprising mea information that describes one or more of the following : an 
surements of affective response of at least ten users , with indication of an experience the user had , a demographic 
each measurement of a user corresponding to an event in characteristic of the user , a genetic characteristic of the user , 
which the user had a certain experience ; and receiving data 40 a static attribute describing the body of the user , a medical 
describing a significance level for an hypothesis that sup - condition of the user , an indication of a content item 
ports an assumption that , on average , the at least ten users consumed by the user , and a feature value derived from 
had a positive affective response to the certain experience ; semantic analysis of a communication of the user . The 
wherein the significance level is computed based on first and profile comparator 133 does not always return the same 
second sets of values ; wherein the first set of values com - 45 result when comparing various pairs of profiles . For 
prises , for each measurement of a user , a value indicative of example , there are at least first and second pairs of profiles , 
a probability of observing the measurement according to a such that for the first pair of profiles , the profile comparator 
first personalized model of the user , and the second set of 133 computes a first value indicative of a first similarity 
values comprises , for each measurement of a user , a value between the first pair of profiles , and for the second pair of 
indicative of a probability of observing the measurement 50 profiles , the profile comparator 133 computes a second value 
according to a second personalized model of the user ; and indicative of a second similarity between the second pair of 
wherein the first and second personalized models of a user profiles . 
are trained on data comprising measurements of affective The weighting module 135 is configured to receive a 
response of the user , taken when the user had positive and profile 129 of a certain user and the profiles 128 , which 
negative affective responses , respectively ; and reporting the 55 comprise profiles of the at least ten users and to generate an 
significance level for the hypothesis via user interfaces . output that is indicative of weights 136 for the measure 

The crowd - based results generated in some embodiments ments of the at least ten users . Optionally , the weight for a 
described in this disclosure may be personalized results . In measurement of a user , from among the at least ten users , is 
particular , when scores are computed for experiences , by proportional to a similarity computed by the profile com 
various systems such as illustrated in FIG . 4 , in some 60 parator 133 between a pair of profiles that includes the 
embodiments , the same set of measurements may be used to profile of the user and the profile 129 , such that a weight 
compute different scores for different users . Such a scenario generated for a measurement of a user whose profile is more 
is illustrated in FIG . 9 , where the measurements 110 of similar to the profile 129 is higher than a weight generated 
affective response are provided via network 112 to a system for a measurement of a user whose profile is less similar to 
that computes personalized scores for experiences . The 65 the profile 129 . The weighting module 135 does not always 
network 112 also forwards to two different users 166a and generate the same output for all profiles of certain users that 
166b respective scores 164a and 164b which have different are provided to it . That is , there are at least a certain first user 
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and a certain second user , who have different profiles , for information is specifically stored in a certain memory or 
which the weighting module 135 produces respective first media ; rather , it may imply that the information may be 
and second outputs that are different . Optionally , the first obtained , e . g . , by querying certain systems and / or perform 
output is indicative of a first weighting for a measurement ing computations on demand . In one example , at least some 
from among the measurements of the at least ten users , and 5 of the information in a profile of a user is stored and / or 
the second output is indicative of a second weighting , which disseminated by a software agent operating on behalf of the 
is different from the first weighting , for the measurement user . In different embodiments , a profile of a user may 
from among the measurements of the at least ten users . include various forms of information as elaborated on below . 
Herein , a weight of a measurement determines how much In one embodiment , a profile of a user may include 

the measurement ' s value influences a value computed based 10 indications of experiences the user had . This information 
on the measurement . For example , when computing a score may include a log of experiences the user had and / or 
based on multiple measurements that include first and sec - statistics derived from such a log . Information related to 
ond measurements , if the first measurement has a higher experiences the user had may include , for an event in which 
weight than the second measurement , it will not have a the user had an experience , attributes such as the type of 
lesser influence on the value of the score than the influence 15 experience , the duration of the experience , the location in 
of the second measurement on the value of the score . which the user had the experience , the cost of the experi 
Optionally , the influence of the first measurement on the ence , and / or other parameters related to such an event . The 
value of the score will be greater than the influence of the profile may also include values summarizing such informa 
second measurement on the value of the score . tion , such as indications of how many times and / or how 

It is to be noted that in this disclosure , a profile of a certain 20 often a user has certain experiences . 
user , such as profile 129 , may not necessarily correspond to In another embodiment , a profile of a user may include 
a real person and / or be derived from data of a single real demographic data about the user . This information may 
person . In some embodiments , a profile of a certain user may include attributes such as age , gender , income , address , 
be a profile of a representative user , which has information occupation , religious affiliation , political affiliation , hobbies , 
in it corresponding to attribute values that may characterize 25 memberships in clubs and / or associations , and / or other 
one or more people for whom a crowd - based result is attributes of the like . 
computed . In yet another embodiment , a profile of a user may include 

The scoring module 150 is configured to compute a score medical information about the user . The medical informa 
164 ' , for the experience , for the certain user based on the tion may include data about properties such as age , weight , 
measurements and weights 136 , which were computed 30 and / or diagnosed medical conditions . Additionally or alter 
based on the profile 129 of the certain user . In this case , the natively , the profile may include information relating to 
score 164 ' may be considered a personalized score for the genotypes of the user ( e . g . , single nucleotide polymor 
certain user . phisms ) and / or phenotypic markers . Optionally , medical 
When computing scores , the scoring module 150 takes information about the user involves static attributes , or 

into account the weightings generated by the weighting 35 attributes whose values change very slowly ( which may also 
module 135 based on the profile 129 . That is , it does not be considered static ) . For example , genotypic data may be 
compute the same scores for all weightings ( and / or outputs considered static , while weight and diagnosed medical con 
that are indicative of the weightings ) . In particular , at least ditions change slowly and may also be considered static . 
for the certain first user and the certain second user , who Such information pertains to a general state of the user , and 
have different profiles and different outputs generated by the 40 does not describe the state of the user at specific time and / or 
weighting module 135 , the scoring module computes dif - when the user performs a certain activity . 
ferent scores . Optionally , when computing a score for the The static information mentioned above may be con 
certain first user , a certain measurement has a first weight , trasted with dynamic medical data , such as data obtained 
and when computing a score for the certain second user , the from measurements of affective response . For example , 
certain measurement has a second weight that is different 45 heart rate measured at a certain time , brainwave activity 
from the first weight . measured with EEG , and / or images of a user used to capture 

In one embodiment , the scoring module 150 may utilize a facial expression , may be considered dynamic data . In 
the weights 136 directly by weighting the measurements some embodiments , a profile of a user does not include 
used to compute a score . For example , if the score 164 dynamic medical information . In particular , in some 
represents an average of the measurements , it may be 50 embodiments , a profile of a user does not include measure 
computed using a weighted average instead of a regular m ents of affective response and / or information derived from 
arithmetic average . In another embodiment , the scoring measurements of affective response . For example , in some 
module 150 may end up utilizing the weights 136 indirectly . embodiments , a profile of a user does not include data 
For example , the weights may be provided to the collection gathered by one or more of the sensors described in Section 
module 120 , which may determine based on the weights , 55 1 - Sensors , and / or information derived from such data . 
which of the measurements 110 should be provided to the Content a user generates and / or consumes may also be 
scoring module 150 . In one example , the collection module represented in a profile of a user . In one embodiment , a 
120 may provide only measurements for which associated profile of a user may include data describing content items 
weights determined by weighting module 135 reach a cer - a user consumed ( e . g . , movies , music , websites , games , 
tain minimal weight . 60 and / or virtual reality experiences ) . In another embodiment , 

Herein a profile of a user may involve various forms of a profile of a user may include data describing content the 
information storage and / or retrieval . The use of the term user generated such as images taken by the user with a 
" profile ” is not intended to mean that all the information in camera , posts on a social network , conversations ( e . g . , text , 
a profile is stored at a single location . A profile may be a voice , and / or video ) . Optionally , a profile may include both 
collection of data records stored at various locations and / or 65 indications of content generated and / or consumed ( e . g . , files 
held by various entities . Additionally , stating that a profile of containing the content and / or pointer to the content such as 
a user has certain information does not imply that the URLs ) . Additionally or alternatively , the profile may include 
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feature values derived from the content such as indications indicating similarity between profiles may be determined by 
of various characteristics of the content ( e . g . , types of manual evaluation . Optionally , a label indicating similarity 
content , emotions expressed in the content , and the like ) . between profiles may be determined based on the presence 
Optionally , the profile may include feature values derived of the profiles in the same cluster ( as determined by a 
from semantic analysis of a communication of the user . 5 clustering algorithm ) and / or based on results of a distance 
Examples of semantic analysis include : ( i ) Latent Semantic function applied to the profiles . Optionally , pairs of profiles 
Analysis ( LSA ) or latent semantic indexing of text in order that are not similar may be randomly selected . In one 
to associate a segment of content with concepts and / or example , given a pair of profiles , the predictor returns a 
categories corresponding to its meaning ; and ( ii ) utilization value indicative of whether they are considered similar or 
of lexicons that associate words and / or phrases with core 10 not . 
emotions , which may assist in determining which emotions FIG . 10b illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
are expressed in a communication . ured to utilize clustering of profiles of users to compute 

There are various ways in which profile comparator 133 personalized experience scores based on measurements of 
may compute similarities between profiles . Optionally , the affective response of the users . The system includes at least 
profile comparator 133 may utilize a procedure that evalu - 15 the collection module 120 , the personalization module 130 , 
ates pairs of profiles independently to determine the simi - and the scoring module 150 . In this embodiment , the per 
larity between them . Alternatively , the profile comparator s onalization module 130 utilizes clustering - based personal 
133 may utilize a procedure that evaluates similarity i zer 138 which comprises clustering module 139 and selec 
between multiple profiles simultaneously ( e . g . , produce a tor module 141 . 
matrix of similarities between all pairs of profiles ) . 20 The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 

It is to be noted that when computing similarity between surements 110 of affective response , which in this embodi 
profiles , the profile comparator 133 may rely on a subset of ment include measurements of at least ten users . Each 
the information in the profiles in order to determine simi - measurement of a user , from among the measurements of the 
larity between the profiles . In particular , in some embodi - at least ten users , corresponds to an event in which the user 
ments , a similarity determined by the profile comparator 133 25 has an experience . 
may rely on the values of a small number of attributes or The clustering module 139 is configured to receive the 
even on values of a single attribute . For example , in one profiles 128 of the at least ten users , and to cluster the at least 
embodiment , the profile comparator 133 may determine ten users into clusters based on profile similarity , with each 
similarity between profiles users based solely on the age of cluster comprising a single user or multiple users with 
the users as indicated in the profiles . 30 similar profiles . Optionally , the clustering module 139 may 

In one embodiment , profiles of users are represented as utilize the profile comparator 133 in order to determine 
vectors of values that include at least some of the informa similarity between profiles . There are various clustering 
tion in the profiles . In this embodiment , the profile com - algorithms known in the art which may be utilized by the 
parator 133 may determine similarity between profiles by clustering module 139 to cluster users . Some examples 
using a measure such as a dot product between the vector 35 include hierarchical clustering , partition - based clustering 
representations of the profiles , the Hamming distance ( e . g . , k - means ) , and clustering utilizing an Expectation 
between the vector representations of the profiles , and / or Maximization algorithm . 
using a distance metric such as Euclidean distance between The selector module 141 is configured to receive a profile 
the vector representations of the profiles . 129 of a certain user , and based on the profile , to select a 

In another embodiment , profiles of users may be clustered 40 subset comprising at most half of the clusters of users . 
by the profile comparator 133 into clusters using one or more Optionally , the selection of the subset is such that on 
clustering algorithms that are known in the art ( e . g . , average , the profile 129 is more similar to a profile of a user 
k - means , hierarchical clustering , or distribution - based who is a member of a cluster in the subset , than it is to a 
Expectation - Maximization ) . Optionally , profiles that fall profile of a user , from among the at least ten users , who is 
within the same cluster are considered similar to each other , 45 not a member of any of the clusters in the subset . 
while profiles that fall in different clusters are not considered Additionally , the selector module 141 is also configured to 
similar to each other . Optionally , the number of clusters is select at least eight users from among the users belonging to 
fixed ahead of time or is proportionate to the number of clusters in the subset . Optionally , the selector module 141 
profiles . Alternatively , the number of clusters may vary and generates an output that is indicative of a selection 143 of the 
depend on criteria determined from the clustering ( e . g . , ratio 50 at least eight users . For example , the selection 143 may 
between inter - cluster and intra - cluster distances ) . Option indicate identities of the at least eight users , or it may 
ally , a profile of a first user that falls into the same cluster to identify cluster representatives of clusters to which the at 
which the profile of a certain user belongs is given a higher least eight users belong . Herein , a cluster representative 
weight than a profile of a second user , which falls into a represents other members of the cluster . The cluster repre 
different cluster than the one to which the profile of the 55 sentative may be one of the members of the cluster chosen 
certain user belongs . Optionally , the higher weight given to to represent the other members or an average of the members 
the profile of the first user mans that a measurement of the of the cluster ( e . g . , a cluster centroid ) . In the latter case , a 
first user is given a higher weight than a measurement of the measurement of the representative of the cluster may be 
second user , when computing a personalized score for the obtained based on a function of the measurements of the 
certain user . 60 members it represents ( e . g . , an average of their measure 

In yet another embodiment , the profile comparator 133 ments ) . 
may determine similarity between profiles by utilizing a It is to be noted that the selector module 141 does not 
predictor trained on data that includes samples and their generate the same output for all profiles of certain users that 
corresponding labels . Each sample includes feature values are provided to it . That is , there are at least a certain first user 
derived from a certain pair of profiles of users , and the 65 and a certain second user , who have different profiles , for 
sample ' s corresponding label is indicative of the similarity which the selector module 141 produces respective first and 
between the certain pair of profiles . Optionally , a label second outputs that are different . Optionally , the first output 
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is indicative of a first selection of at least eight users from attribute 144 or have a value corresponding to a range 
among the at least ten users , and the second output is associated with the attribute 144 . For example , the attribute 
indicative of a second selection of at least eight users from 144 may correspond to a certain gender and / or age group of 
among the at least ten users , which is different from the first users . In other examples , the attribute 144 may correspond 
selection . For example , the first selection may include a user 5 to any attribute that may be included in the profiles 128 . For 
that is not included in the second selection . example , the drill - down module 142 may select for the 

The selection 143 may be provided to the collection subset 146 measurements of users who have certain hobbies , 
module 120 and / or to the scoring module 150 . For example , have consumed certain digital content , and / or have eaten at 
the collection module 120 may utilize the selection 143 to certain restaurants . 
filter , select , and / or weight measurements of certain users , 10 In another example , the drill - down module 142 selects 
which it forwards to the scoring module 150 . As explained measurements of the subset 146 based on the profile 129 . 
below , the scoring module 150 may also utilize the selection The drill - down module 142 may take a value of a certain 
143 to perform similar actions of selecting , filtering and / or attribute from the profile 129 and filter users and / or mea 
weighting measurements from among the measurements of surements based on the value of the certain attribute . Option 
the at least ten users which are available for it to compute the 15 ally , the drill - down module 142 receives an indication of 
score 164 ' . which attribute to use to perform a drill - down via the 

The scoring module 150 is configured to compute a score attribute 144 , and a certain value and / or range of values 
164 ' , for the experience , for the certain user based on the based on a value of that attribute in the profile 129 . For 
measurements of the at least eight users . In this case , the example , the attribute 144 may indicate to perform a drill 
score 164 ' may be considered a personalized score for the 20 down based on a favorite computer game , and the profile 
certain user . When computing the scores , the scoring module 129 includes an indication of the favorite computer game of 
150 takes into account the selections generated by the the certain user , which is then used to filter the measure 
selector module 141 based on the profile 129 . In particular , ments of the at least ten users to include measurements of 
at least for the certain first user and the certain second user , users who also play the certain computer game and / or for 
who have different profiles and different outputs generated 25 whom the certain computer game is also a favorite . 
by the selector module 141 , the scoring module 150 com - The scoring module 150 is configured , in one embodi 
putes different scores . ment , to compute the score 164 ' based on the measurements 

It is to be noted that the scoring module 150 may compute in the subset 146 . Optionally , the subset 146 includes 
the score 164 ' based on a selection 143 in various ways . In measurements of at least five users from among the at least 
one example , the scoring module 150 may utilize measure - 30 ten users . 
ments of the at least eight users in a similar way to the way In some embodiments , systems that generate personalized 
it computes a score based on measurements of at least ten crowd - based results , such as the systems illustrated in FIG . 
users . However , in this case it would leave out measure - 10a to FIG . 10c may produce different results for different 
ments of users not in the selection 143 , and only use the users based on different personalized results for the users . 
measurements of the at least eight users . In another example , 35 For example , in some embodiments , a recommender mod 
the scoring module 150 may compute the score 164 ' by ule , such as recommender module 178 , may recommend an 
associating a higher weight to measurements of users that experience differently to different users because the different 
are among the at least eight users , compared to the weight users received a different score for the same experience 
it associates with measurements of users from among the at ( even though the scores for the different users were com 
least ten users who are not among the at least eight users . In 40 puted based on the same set of measurements of at least ten 
yet another example , the scoring module 150 may compute users ) . In particular , a first user may have a first score 
the score 164 ' based on measurements of one or more cluster computed for an experience while a second user may have 
representatives of the clusters to which the at least eight a second score computed for the experience . The first score 
users belong . is such that it reaches a predetermined threshold , while the 

FIG . 10c illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 45 second score is lower , and does not reach the predetermined 
ured to utilize comparison of profiles of users to compute threshold . Consequently , the recommender module 178 may 
personalized experience scores based on measurements 110 recommend the experience to the first user in a first manner , 
of affective response of the users . The system includes at and to the second user in a second manner , which involves 
least the collection module 120 , the personalization module a recommendation that is not as strong as a recommendation 
130 , and the scoring module 150 . In this embodiment , the 50 that is made when recommending in the first manner . This 
personalization module 130 includes drill - down module may be the case , despite the first and second scores being 
142 . computed around the same time and / or based on the same 

In one embodiment , the drill - down module 142 serves as measurements . 
a filtering layer that may be part of the collection module In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
120 or situated after it . The drill - down module 142 receives 55 utilizing profiles of users to compute personalized experi 
an attribute 144 and / or a profile 129 of a certain user , and ence scores based on measurements of affective response of 
filters and / or weights the measurements of the at least ten the users comprises the following steps : receiving , by a 
users according to the attribute 144 and / or the profile 129 in system comprising a processor and memory , measurements 
different ways . The drill - down module 142 provides the of affective response of at least ten users ; wherein each 
scoring module 150 with a subset 146 of the measurement 60 measurement of a user corresponds to an event in which the 
of the at least ten users , which the scoring module 150 may user has the experience ; receiving a profile of a first user , a 
utilize to compute the score 164 ' . Thus , a drill - down may be profile of a second user , and profiles of the at least ten users ; 
considered a refining of a result ( e . g . , a score ) based on a generating a first output indicative of similarities between 
selection or weighting of the measurements according to a the profile of the first user and the profiles of the at least ten 
certain criterion . 65 users ; generating a second output indicative of similarities 

In one example , the drill - down is performed by selecting between the profile of the second user and the profiles of the 
for the subset 146 measurements of users that include the at least ten users ; computing a first experience score for the 
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first user based on the measurements and the first output ; ten travelers , and to generate an output indicative of simi 
computing a second experience score for the second user larities between the profile of the certain traveler and the 
based on the measurements and the second output ; wherein profiles 442 of the at least ten travelers . 
the profiles of the first and second users are different , and the The scoring module is configured to compute a comfort 
second experience score is different from the first experience 5 score 443 for the certain vehicle type , which is personalized 
score . Optionally , the first experience score reaches a pre - for the certain traveler based on the measurements 441 and 
determined threshold , while the second experience score the output . In one example , a comfort score for a vehicle is 
does not reach the predetermined threshold ; and further a rating of 1 to 5 stars . In another example , a comfort score 
comprising recommending a certain experience to the first for a vehicle is a rating between 0 and 100 . The system 
user in a manner that is stronger than the manner of 10 illustrated in FIG . 11 provides different results for at least 
recommending the certain experience to the second user . some of the travelers . That is , for at least a certain first 

The systems illustrated in FIG . 4 and FIG . 10a to FIG . 100 traveler and a certain second traveler , who have different 
may be readily adapted to generate crowd - based results for profiles , the scoring module computes , for the certain type of 
specific types of experiences . Following are descriptions of vehicle , respective first and second comfort scores that are 
various system that are configured to generate personalized 15 different . Optionally , the first comfort score is computed 
scores for experiences that involve travelling in vehicles , based on at least one measurement that is not utilized for 
wearing clothing items , utilizing electronic devices , eating computing the second comfort score . Optionally , a measure 
food items , or eating out at restaurants . ment utilized to compute both the first and second comfort 

Different vehicles provide different traveling experiences . scores has a first weight when utilized to compute the first 
Some traveling experiences are more comfortable for the 20 comfort score and the measurement has a second weight , 
traveler than others are . One way to compute a comfort score different from the first weight , when utilized to compute the 
for traveling in a vehicle ( whether as the driver or as the second comfort score . 
passenger ) is to measure the affective response of travelers In one example , a profile of the certain first traveler 
while traveling in the vehicle by acquiring measurements of indicates that the first traveler is a male aged 20 - 40 years old 
various users having various characteristics , it is possible to 25 who weighs 200 - 300 lbs . , and the profile of the certain 
leverage the crowd in order to produce crowd based comfort second traveler indicates that the certain second traveler is a 
scores for vehicles . woman aged 50 - 70 years old who weighs 100 - 170 lbs . , and 

FIG . 11 illustrates one embodiment of a system config - the difference between the first and second comfort scores is 
ured to utilize profiles of travelers to compute personalized above 10 % . 
comfort scores for traveling in a certain type of vehicle 30 In another example , a profile of a traveler comprises 
based on measurements of affective response of the travel information that describes one or more of the following : an 
ers . The system includes at least the collection module 120 , indication of the preferred seating location of the traveler in 
the personalization module 130 , and the scoring module the vehicle , an indication of the traveler ' s sensitivity to the 
150 . sun , an indication of the traveler ' s sensitivity to noise , 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - 35 attitude toward vehicle manufacturers , a demographic char 
surements 441 of affective response of travelers 440 . The acteristic of the traveler , a genetic characteristic of the 
measurements 441 include measurements of at least ten traveler , a static attribute describing the body of the traveler , 
travelers , and each measurement of a traveler is taken with and a medical condition of the traveler . 
a sensor coupled to the traveler , while the traveler travels in In one embodiment , the recommender module 178 makes 
a vehicle that is of the certain type . Measuring a measure - 40 a recommendation 444 of a vehicle to a traveler in a manner 
ment of a traveler may involve acquiring multiple values that belongs to a set comprising first and second manners 
with a sensor . In one example , each measurement of a based on the comfort score 443 computed for the traveler . 
traveler is based on values acquired by the sensor during at When recommending a vehicle in the first manner , the 
least three different non - overlapping periods while the trav - recommender module provides a stronger recommendation 
eler travels in the vehicle that is of the certain type . In 45 for the vehicle , compared to a recommendation for the 
another example , a traveler travels in the vehicle that is of vehicle that the recommender module provides when rec 
the certain type during more than 30 minutes , and each ommending in the second manner . The recommender mod 
measurement of the traveler is based on values acquired by ule 178 is further configured to : recommend the vehicle in 
the sensor during at least five different non - overlapping the first manner when a comfort score for the vehicle reaches 
periods that are spread over the more than 30 minutes . 50 a predetermined threshold , and to recommend the vehicle in 

In one embodiment , the vehicle is a car , and the type of the second manner when the comfort score does not reach 
the car is set according to one or more of the following car the predetermined threshold . Responsive to the first comfort 
classifications : Association of Car Rental Industry Systems score reaching the predetermined threshold , the certain type 
Standards ( ACRISS ) car classification , the US Insurance of vehicle is recommended , by the recommender module 
Institute for Highway Safety ( IIHS ) car classification , the 55 178 , to the certain first traveler in the first manner , and 
US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration responsive to the second comfort score not reaching the 
( NHTSA ) car classification , the US Environmental Protec - predetermined threshold , the certain type of vehicle is rec 
tion Agency ( US EPA ) car classification , the Euro NCAP ommended , by the recommender module 178 , to the certain 
Structural Category . second traveler in the second manner . 

In another embodiment , the vehicle is a car , and the type 60 Different clothes provide different levels of comfort expe 
of the car is set according to one or more of the following riences . One way to compute a comfort score for wearing 
car classifications : cost of the car , mean time between certain ) is to measure the affective response of people while 
failures ( MTBF ) of the car , identity of the manufacturer of they wear the clothes . Collecting such measurements from 
the car , classification based on a brand associated with the multiple people can be leveraged to generate crowd - based 
car , and the model of the car . 65 scores . 

The personalization module 130 is configured to receive FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
a profile of a certain traveler and profiles 442 of the at least ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized 
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comfort scores for wearing a certain type of clothing item manner that belongs to a set comprising first and second 
based on measurements of affective response of the users . manners based on the comfort score 453 computed for the 
The system includes at least the collection module 120 , the user . When recommending a clothing item in the first 
personalization module 130 , and the scoring module 150 . manner , the recommender module 178 provides a stronger 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - 5 recommendation for the clothing item , compared to a rec 
surements 451 of affective response of users 450 . The ommendation for the clothing item that the recommender 
measurements 451 include measurements of at least ten module 178 provides when recommending in the second 
users , and each measurement of a user is taken with a sensor manner . The recommender module 178 is further configured 
coupled to the user , while the user wears a clothing item that to : recommend the clothing item in the first manner when a 
is of the certain type . Optionally , each measurement of a user 10 comfort score for the clothing item reaches a predetermined 
is based on values acquired by the sensor during at least threshold , and to recommend the clothing item in the second 
three different non - overlapping periods while the user wears manner when the comfort score does not reach the prede 
the clothing item that is of the certain type . Optionally , the termined threshold . Responsive to the first comfort score 
user wears the clothing item that is of the certain type during reaching the predetermined threshold , the clothing item of 
more than 3 hours , and each measurement of the user is 15 the certain type is recommended , by the recommender 
based on values acquired by the sensor during at least five module 178 , to the certain first user in the first manner , and 
different non - overlapping periods that are spread over the responsive to the second comfort score not reaching the 
more than 3 hours . predetermined threshold , the clothing item of the certain 

There may be different ways to characterize clothing type is recommended , by the recommender module 178 , to 
types . In one example , clothing items are categorized into 20 the certain second user in the second manner . 
types based on one or more of the following classifications : The quality of an experience of using an electronic device 
outerwear , underwear , tops , skirts , dresses , jackets , pants , can vary . One way to determine how whether a device 
shorts , coats , lingerie , shoes , and wearable accessories . In provide a good user experience is to compute a satisfaction 
another example , clothing items are categorized into types score from using the device based on measurements of 
based on one or more of the following classifications : cost 25 affective response of users who use the device . 
of the clothing item , identity of the manufacturer of the FIG . 13 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
clothing item , classification based on a brand associated ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized 
with the clothing item , and model of the clothing item . satisfaction scores for a certain type of electronic device 

The personalization module 130 is configured to receive based on measurements of affective response of the users . 
a profile of a certain user and profiles 452 of the at least ten 30 The system includes at least the collection module 120 , the 
users , and to generate an output indicative of similarities personalization module 130 , and the scoring module 150 . 
between the profile of the certain user and the profiles 452 The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 
of the at least ten users . Optionally , a profile of a user surements 461 of affective response of users 460 . The 
comprises information that describes one or more of the measurements 461 include measurements of at least ten 
following properties of the user : skin tone , weight , height , 35 users , and each measurement of a user is taken with a sensor 
sensitivity to certain fabrics , preferences regarding use of coupled to the user , while the user interacts with an elec 
animal byproducts , attitude toward brands , a demographic tronic device that is of the certain type . Optionally , each 
characteristic of the user , a genetic characteristic of the user , measurement of a user is based on values acquired by the 
a static attribute describing the body of the user , and a sensor during at least three different non - overlapping peri 
medical condition of the user . 40 ods while interacts with an electronic device that is of the 

The scoring module 150 is configured to compute a certain type . 
comfort score 453 for the certain type of clothing item . There may be different ways to characterize types of 
which is personalized for the certain user based on the electronic devices . 
measurements 451 and the output . In one example , a com - In one example , electronic devices are categorized into 
fort score may be a numerical rating ( e . g . , a rating on a scale 45 types based on one or more of the following classifications : 
1 to 5 or a scale of 0 to 100 ) . The system illustrated in FIG . functionality of the electronic devices , physical properties of 
12 provides different results for at least some of the users . the electronic devices , power consumption of the electronic 
That is , for at least a certain first user and a certain second device , durability of the electronic devices , and mean time 
user , who have different profiles , the scoring module com - to failure ( MTTF ) of the electronic devices . In another 
putes respective first and second comfort scores that are 50 example , electronic devices are categorized into types based 
different . Optionally , the first comfort score is computed on one or more of the following classifications : cost of the 
based on at least one measurement that is not utilized for electronic devices , identity of the manufacturer of the elec 
computing the second comfort score . Optionally , a measure - tronic devices , classification based on a brand associated 
ment utilized to compute both the first and second comfort with the electronic devices , and the model of the electronic 
scores has a first weight when utilized to compute the first 55 devices . 
comfort score and the measurement has a second weight , The personalization module 130 is configured to receive 
different from the first weight , when utilized to compute the a profile of a certain user and profiles 462 of the at least ten 
second comfort score . users , and to generate an output indicative of similarities 

In one example , a profile of the certain first user indicates between the profile of the certain user and the profiles 462 
that the first user is a woman aged 20 - 30 years old who 60 of the at least ten users . Optionally , a profile of a user 
weighs who weighs 130 - 160 lbs . , and the profile of the comprises information that describes one or more of the 
certain second user indicates that the certain second user is following properties of the user : attitude toward brands , a 
a woman aged 50 - 60 years old who weighs 100 - 130 lbs . , and demographic characteristic of the user , a genetic character 
the difference between the first and second comfort scores is i stic of the user , a static attribute describing the body of the 
above 10 % . 65 user , and a medical condition of the user . 

In one embodiment , the recommender module 178 makes The scoring module 150 is configured to compute a 
a recommendation 454 of the clothing item to a user in a satisfaction score 463 for the certain type of electronic 
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device , which is personalized for the certain user based on acquired by the sensor during at least five different non 
the measurements 461 and the output . In one example , a overlapping periods that are spread over the more than five 
satisfaction score may be a numerical rating ( e . g . , a rating on minutes . 
a scale 1 to 5 or a scale of 0 to 100 ) . The system illustrated There may be different ways to characterize types of food . 
in FIG . 13 provides different results for at least some of the 5 Optionally , food is categorized into types based on one or 
users . That is , for at least a certain first user and a certain more of the following classifications or combinations 
second user , who have different profiles , the scoring module thereof : ( i ) comfort food , fast food , junk food , natural food , 
computes respective first and second satisfaction scores that organic food , slow food , and whole food , ( ii ) fruits , grains , 

vegetables , and protein , ( iii ) plant or animal source , ( iv ) are different . 
Optionally , the first satisfaction score is computed based od 10 extent to which the food is genetically modified , ( v ) way of 

on at least one measurement that is not utilized for comput preparing the food , ( vi ) identities of the food manufacturers , 
( vii ) brands associated with the food , ( viii ) food price , ( ix ) ing the second satisfaction score . Optionally , a measurement existence of food substances related to food allergy , and ( x ) 

utilized to compute both the first and second satisfaction diet related properties of the food . scores has a first weight when utilized to compute the first 
satisfaction score and the measurement has a second weight , a profile of a certain user and profiles 472 of the at least ten 
different from the first weight , when utilized to compute the users , and to generate an output indicative of similarities 
second satisfaction score . between the profile of the certain user and the profiles 472 

In one example , a profile of the certain first user indicates of the at least ten users . Optionally , a profile of a user 
that the first user is a woman aged 30 - 50 years old who 20 comprises information that describes one or more of the 
works at a law firm , and the profile of the certain second user following properties of the user : sensitivity to certain food 
indicates that the certain second user is a boy aged 10 - 15 substances , known food allergies , preferences regarding use 
years old , and the difference between the first and second of animal source food , attitude toward brands , a demo 
satisfaction scores is above 10 % . graphic characteristic of the user , a genetic characteristic of 

In one embodiment , the recommender module 178 makes 25 the user , a static attribute describing the body of the user , a 
a recommendation 464 of an electronic device to a user in a medical condition of the user , and attitude toward certain 
manner that belongs to a set comprising first and second types of food . 
manners based on the satisfaction score 463 computed for The scoring module 150 is configured to compute a food 
the user . When recommending an electronic device in the preference score 473 for the certain type of food , which is 
first manner , the recommender module 178 provides a su 30 personalized for the certain user based on the measurements 

471 and the output . In one example , a food preference score stronger recommendation for the electronic device , com may be a numerical rating ( e . g . , a rating on a scale 1 to 5 or pared to a recommendation for the electronic device that the a scale of 0 to 100 ) . The system illustrated in FIG . 14 recommender module 178 provides when recommending in provides different results for at least some of the users . That the second manner . The recommender module 178 is further - 35 is , for at least a certain first user and a certain second user , configured to : recommend the electronic device in the first who have different profiles , the scoring module computes 
manner when a satisfaction score for the electronic device respective first and second food preference scores that are 
reaches a predetermined threshold , and to recommend the different . 
electronic device in the second manner when the satisfaction Optionally , the first food preference score is computed 
score does not reach the predetermined threshold . Respon - 40 based on at least one measurement that is not utilized for 
sive to the first satisfaction score reaching the predetermined computing the second food preference score . Optionally , a 
threshold , the electronic device of the certain type is rec - measurement utilized to compute both the first and second 
ommended , by the recommender module 178 , to the certain food preference scores has a first weight when utilized to 
first user in the first manner , and responsive to the second compute the first food preference score and the measurement 
satisfaction score not reaching the predetermined threshold , 45 has a second weight , different from the first weight , when 
the electronic device of the certain type is recommended , by utilized to compute the second food preference score . 
the recommender module 178 , to the certain second user in In one embodiment , the collection module 120 is config 
the second manner . ured to receive additional measurements of affective 

FIG . 14 illustrates one embodiment of a system config - response of the at least ten users . Optionally , each additional 
ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized 50 measurement of a user is taken with the sensor , at most four 
preference scores for a certain type of food based on hour after the user finished consuming the certain type of 
measurements of affective response of the users . The system food . Optionally , the scoring module 150 is further config 
includes at least the collection module 120 , the personal - ured to compute the food preference score for the certain 
ization module 130 , and the scoring module 150 . user also based on the additional measurements . 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - 55 In one embodiment , the recommender module 178 makes 
surements 471 of affective response of users 470 . The a recommendation 474 of food to a user in a manner that 
measurements 471 include measurements of at least ten belongs to a set comprising first and second manners based 
users , and each measurement of a user is taken with a sensor on the food preference score 473 computed for the user . 
coupled to the user , while consumes a certain type of food . When recommending food in the first manner , the recom 
Optionally , consuming the certain type of food involves at 60 mender module 178 provides a stronger recommendation for 
least one of eating the certain type of food and drinking the the food , compared to a recommendation for the food that 
certain type of food . Optionally , each measurement of a user the recommender module 178 provides when recommend 
is based on values acquired by the sensor during at least ing in the second manner . The recommender module 178 is 
three different non - overlapping periods while the user con - further configured to : recommend the food in the first 
sumed the certain type of food . Optionally , the user con - 65 manner when a food preference score for the food reaches a 
sumes the certain type of food during more than five predetermined threshold , and to recommend the food in the 
minutes , and each measurement of a user is based on values second manner when the food preference score does not 
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reach the predetermined threshold . Responsive to the first ally , the scoring module 150 is further configured to com 
food preference score reaching the predetermined threshold , pute the restaurant score for the certain user also based on 
the certain type of food is recommended , by the recom the additional measurements . 
mender module 178 , to the certain first user in the first In one embodiment , the recommender module 178 makes 
manner , and responsive to the second food preference score 5 a recommendation 484 of a restaurant in a manner that 
not reaching the predetermined threshold , the electronic belongs to a set comprising first and second manners based 
device of the certain type is recommended , by the recom - on the restaurant score 483 computed for the user . When 
mender module 178 , to the certain second user in the second recommending a restaurant in the first manner , the recom 
manner . mender module 178 provides a stronger recommendation for 

FIG . 15 illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 10 the restaurant , compared to a recommendation for the res 
ured to utilize profiles of users to compute personalized taurant that the recommender module 178 provides when 
restaurant scores for restaurants based on measurements of recommending in the second manner . The recommender 
affective response of diners at the users . The system includes module 178 is further configured to : recommend the restau 
at least the collection module 120 , the personalization mod - 15 rant in the first manner when a restaurant score for the food 
ule 130 , and the scoring module 150 . reaches a predetermined threshold , and to recommend the 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea restaurant in the second manner when the restaurant score 
surements 481 of affective response of users 870 . The does not reach the predetermined threshold . Responsive to 
measurements 481 include measurements of at least ten the first restaurant score reaching the predetermined thresh 
users , and each measurement of a user is taken with a sensor 20 old , the restaurant is recommended , by the recommender 
coupled to the user , while dining at the restaurant . Option module 178 , to the certain first user in the first manner , and 
ally , the measurements of affective response of the at least responsive to the restaurant score not reaching the prede 
ten users are taken when the at least ten users eat the same termined threshold , the restaurant is recommended , by the 
type of dish at the restaurant . Optionally , the user dines at the recommender module 178 , to the certain second user in the 
restaurant during more than 30 minutes , and each measure - 25 second manner . 
ment of a user is based on values acquired by the sensor FIG . 16a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
during at least five different non - overlapping periods that are ured to dynamically alert about affective response to an 
spread over the more than 30 minutes . experience . The system includes at least the collection 

The personalization module 130 is configured to receive module 120 , the dynamic scoring module 180 , and an alert 
a profile of a certain user and profiles 872 of the at least ten en 30 module 184 . 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea users , and to generate an output indicative of similarities surements 110 of affective response , which in this embodi - between the profile of the certain user and the profiles 482 ment include measurements of at least ten users . Each of the at least ten users . Optionally , a profile of a user measurement of a user , from among the measurements of the 
comprises information that describes one or more of the 35 at least ten users , corresponds to an event in which the user 
following properties of the user : sensitivity to certain food has the experience . has 
substances , known food allergies , preferences regarding use The dynamic scoring module 180 is configured to com 
of animal source food , preferred seating location at the pute scores 183 for the experience based on the measure 
restaurant , an indication of the user ' s sensitivity to environ - ments 110 . The dynamic scoring module may utilize similar 
mental noise , attitude toward brands , a demographic char - 40 modules to the ones utilizes by scoring module 150 . For 
acteristic of the user , a genetic characteristic of the user , a example , the dynamic scoring module may utilize the sta 
static attribute describing the body of the user , a medical tistical test module 152 , the statistical test module 158 , 
condition of the user , and attitude toward certain types of and / or the arithmetic scorer 162 . 
food . When a scoring module is referred to as being “ dynamic ” , 

The scoring module 150 is configured to compute a 45 it is done to emphasize a temporal relationship between a 
restaurant score 483 for the restaurant , which is personalized score computed by the dynamic scoring module 180 and 
for the certain user based on the measurements 481 and the when the measurements used to compute the score were 
output . In one example , a restaurant score may be a numeri - taken . For example , each score computed by the dynamic 
cal rating ( e . g . , a rating on a scale 1 to 5 or a scale of 0 to scoring module 180 corresponds to a time t . The score is 
100 ) . The system illustrated in FIG . 15 provides different 50 computed based on measurements that were taken at a time 
results for at least some of the users . That is , for at least a that is no later than t . The measurements also include a 
certain first user and a certain second user , who have certain number of measurements that were taken not long 
different profiles , the scoring module computes respective before t . For example , the certain number of measurements 
first and second restaurant scores that are different . were taken at most a first period before t , where depending 

Optionally , the first restaurant score is computed based on 55 on the embodiment , the first period may be one day , twelve 
at least one measurement that is not utilized for computing hours , four hours , two hours , one hour , thirty minutes , or 
the second restaurant score . Optionally , a measurement some other period that is shorter than a day . Having mea 
utilized to compute both the first and second restaurant surements taken not long before t may make the score 
scores has a first weight when utilized to compute the first computed by the dynamic scoring module 180 reflect affec 
restaurant score and the measurement has a second weight , 60 tive response of users to the experience as it was experienced 
different from the first weight , when utilized to compute the not long before t . Thus , for example , if the quality of the 
second restaurant score . experience changes over time , this dynamic nature of the 

In one embodiment , the collection module 120 is config scores may be reflected in the scores computed by the 
ured to receive additional measurements of affective dynamic scoring module 180 . 
response of the at least ten users . Optionally , each additional 65 In one embodiment , a score computed by the dynamic 
measurement of a user is taken with the sensor , at most four scoring module 180 , such as one of the scores 183 , is 
hour after the user finished dining at the restaurant . Option computed based on measurements of at least five users taken 
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at a time that is at most a first period before a time t to which figure illustrates how the values of the scores 183 change 
the score corresponds , and not later than that time t . over time . At time t , the scores reach the predetermined 

The alert module 184 is a module that evaluates the scores threshold 186 . Following that time ( up to the second period 
183 in order to determine whether to issue an alert in the after t ) , an alert may be issued by forwarding a notification . 
form of notification 188 . If a score for the experience , from 5 At time t , the scores 183 start to fall below the predeter 
among the scores 183 , which corresponds to a certain time , mined threshold 186 , in which case the alert may optionally 
reaches a predetermined threshold 186 , the alert module 184 be cancelled by issuing another notification . 
may forward the notification 188 . The notification 188 is In one embodiment , the predetermined threshold 186 is 
indicative of the score for the experience reaching the preset ( e . g . , a constant embedded in computer code used to 
predetermined threshold , and is forwarded by the alert 10 implement the alert module 184 ) . In another embodiment , 
module no later than a second period after the certain time . the alert module 184 is configured to receive the predeter 
Optionally , both the first and the second periods are shorter mined threshold 186 from an external source . In one 
than twelve hours . In one example , the first period is shorter example , the external source may be a certain user , e . g . , 
than four hours and the second period is shorter than two through adjustment of settings of a mobile app that receives 
hours . In another example , both the first and the second 15 notifications from the alert module 184 . In another example , 
periods are shorter than one hour . the external source may be a software agent operating on 

The alert module 184 is configured to operate so it is not behalf of the certain user . Thus , it may be possible for the 
forced to always have a constant behavior , such as con - alert module to tailor its behavior based on user settings . An 
stantly issue alerts or constantly refrain from issuing alerts . embodiment involving a system that may receive similar 
In particular , for a certain period of time that includes times 20 user input is also presented in FIG . 19a . 
to which individual scores from the scores 183 correspond , In order to maintain a dynamic nature of scores computed 
there are at least a certain first time t , and a certain second by the dynamic scoring module 180 , the dynamic scoring 
time t , such that a score corresponding to t , does not reach module may assign weights to measurements it uses to 
the predetermined threshold 186 and a score corresponding compute a score corresponding to a time t , based on how 
to t , reaches the predetermined threshold . Additionally , 25 long before the time t the measurements were taken . Typi 
tzt , and the score corresponding to t , is computed based on cally , this involves giving a higher weight to more recent 
at least one measurement taken after ti . measurements ( i . e . , taken closer to the time t ) . Such a 

Reaching the predetermined threshold 186 may signal weighting may be done in different ways . 
different occurrences in different embodiments , depending In one embodiment , measurements taken earlier than the 
on what the value of the threshold 186 represents . In one 30 first period before the time t are not utilized by the dynamic 
embodiment , when a score computed based on measure scoring module 180 to compute the score corresponding to 
ments of affective response of certain users reaches the t . This emulates a sliding window approach , which filters out 
predetermined threshold 186 that may indicate that , on measurements that are too old . Weighting of measurements 
average , the certain users had a positive affective response according to this approach is illustrated in FIG . 17a , in 
when their measurements were taken . In another embodi - 35 which the " window " corresponding to the time t is the period 
ment , when a score computed based on measurements of between t and t - A . The graph 192a shows that measure 
affective response of certain users reaches the predetermined ments taken within the window have a certain weight , while 
threshold 186 that may indicate that , on average , the certain measurements taken prior to t - A ( and thus are not in the 
users had a negative affective response when their measure - window ) have a weight of zero . 
ments were taken . Thus , in some embodiments , the alert 40 In another embodiment , the dynamic scoring module 180 
module 184 may be utilized to issue notifications when a is configured to assign weights to measurements used to 
score computed for the experience indicates that people who compute the score corresponding to the time t , using a 
recently had the experience and may still be having it ) function that decreases with the length of the period since t . 
enjoyed it . Receiving such a notification may be interpreted Examples of such function may be exponential decay func 
as a recommendation to join the experience . Additionally or 45 tion or other function such as assigning measurements a 
alternatively , the alert module 184 may be utilized to issue weight that is proportional to 1 / ( t - t ' ) , where t ' is the time the 
notifications when a score computed for the experience measurement was taken . Applying such a decreasing weight 
indicates that people who recently had the experience did means that an average of weights assigned to measurements 
not enjoy it ( when it was previously enjoyed ) , which may taken earlier than the first period before t is lower than an 
serve as warning that something is wrong with the experi - 50 average of weights assigned to measurements taken later 
ence . Such notifications may be useful for various applica - than the first period before t . Weighting of measurements 
tions such as selecting what clubs , parties , and / or stores to according to this approach is illustrated in FIG . 17b . The 
go to , based on measurements of affective response of graph 192b illustrates how the weight for measurements 
people that are there ( or have recently been there ) . decreases as the gap between when the measurements were 

In one embodiment , the alert module 184 may issue 55 taken and the time t increases . 
notifications that may cancel alerts . For example , the alert In one embodiment , a score corresponding to a certain 
module 184 may be configured to determine whether , after time is computed by the dynamic scoring module 180 based 
a score corresponding to a certain time reaches the prede - on measurements of at least five users . Optionally , the at 
termined threshold 186 , a second score corresponding to a least five users have the experience at a certain location , and 
later time occurring after the certain time falls below the 60 a notification sent by the alert module 184 is indicative of the 
predetermined threshold 186 . Responsive to the second certain location . For example , the notification specifies the 
score falling below the predetermined threshold 186 , the certain location and / or presents an image depicting the 
alert module 184 may forward , no later than the second certain location and / or provides instructions on how to reach 
period after the later time , a notification indicative of the the certain location . Optionally , map - displaying module 240 
score falling below the predetermined threshold 186 . 65 is utilized to present the notification by presenting on a 

FIG . 16b illustrates how alerts may be issued using the display : a map comprising a description of an environment 
dynamic scoring module 180 and the alert module 184 . The that comprises a certain location , and an annotation overlaid 
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on the map , which indicates at least one of : the score In one embodiment , the dynamic scoring module 180 
corresponding to the certain time , the certain time , the generates personalized scores for certain users , thus different 
experience , and the certain location . users may have different scores computed for them that 

In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for correspond to the time t . Thus , the score computed for one 
dynamically alerting about affective response to an experi - 5 user may reach the predetermined threshold 186 while the 
ence comprises the following steps : receiving , by a system score for another user might not reach the predetermined 
comprising a processor and memory , measurements of affec - threshold 186 . Consequently , the system may behave dif 
tive response of users ; wherein each measurement of a user ferently , with the different users , as far as the forwarding of 
corresponds to an event in which the user has the experience ; notifications is concerned . This approach for personalization 
computing a first score for the experience , which corre - 10 of alerts is illustrated in FIG . 18a . 
sponds to a time t? , based on a first set of measurements of In another embodiment , the alert module 184 may receive 
at least five of the users , taken at a time that is at most a first different thresholds for different users . Thus a score corre 
period before t? , and not later than t? ; computing a second sponding to the time t may reach one user ' s predetermined 
score for the experience , which corresponds to a time tz , threshold , but not another user ' s predetermined threshold . 
based on a second set of measurements of at least five of the 15 Consequently , the system may behave differently , with the 
users , taken at a time that is at most the first period before different users , as far as the forwarding of notifications is 
tz , and not later than tz ; wherein txt , and the second score concerned . This approach for personalization of alerts is 
is computed based on at least one measurement taken after illustrated in FIG . 19a . 
t? ; determining that the first score does not reach a prede - FIG . 18a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
termined threshold , and refraining from forwarding , at a 20 ured to utilize profiles of users to generate personalized 
time between t , and a second period after t , a notification alerts about an experience . The system includes at least the 
indicative of the first score reaching the predetermined collection module 120 , the personalization module 130 , the 
threshold ; wherein both the first and second periods are dynamic scoring module 180 , and the alert module 184 . 
shorter than twelve hours ; determining that the second score In one embodiment , the collection module 120 is config 
does reach the predetermined threshold , and forwarding , no 25 ured to receive the measurements 110 . The measurements 
later than the second period after t2 , a notification indicative 110 in this embodiment include measurements of users who 
of the second score reaching the predetermined threshold . had the experience . The personalization module 130 is 

Optionally , the method further comprises receiving a configured to receive a profile of a certain user and at least 
profile of a first user , a profile of a second user which is some of the profiles 128 , and to generate an output indicative 
different from the profile of the first user , and profiles of the 30 of similarities between the profile of the certain user and the 
users ; generating a first output indicative of similarities at least some of the profiles . The dynamic scoring module 
between the profile of the first user and the profiles of the 180 , in this embodiment , is configured to compute scores for 
users ; generating a second output indicative of similarities the experience for a certain user based on at least some of the 
between the profile of the second user and the profiles of the measurements 110 and the output . In one example , the 
users ; computing a third score for the experience for the first 35 output for the user may identify a subset of users who have 
user based on the first output and the first set of measure - similar profiles to the certain user , and the dynamic scoring 
ments ; computing a fourth score for the experience for the module 180 may compute the scores for the certain user 
second user based on the second output and the first set of based on measurements of those users . In another example , 
measurements ; determining that the third score reaches the the output generated for the certain user by the personaliza 
predetermined threshold while the fourth score does not 40 tion module 130 may include weights for measurements that 
reach the predetermined threshold ; and forwarding to the may be used to compute scores , and the dynamic scoring 
first user , no later than the second period after t? , a notifi - module 180 may utilize those weights when computing the 
cation indicative of the third score reaching the predeter - scores for the certain user . 
mined threshold . It is to be noted that in some cases , certain measurements 

Optionally , the method further comprises receiving the 45 from among the measurements 110 may be weighted twice : 
predetermined threshold from at least one of : a certain user , once based on a weight provided by the personalization 
and a software agent operating on behalf of the certain user ; module 130 ( e . g . , based on profile similarity ) , and a second 
calculating a score for the experience corresponding to a time based on the time the measurements were taken ( e . g . , 
certain time ; and responsive to the score reaching the a decaying weight as described above ) . Implementing such 
predetermined threshold , forwarding a notification to the 50 double weighting may be done in various ways ; one simple 
certain user , no later than a second period after the certain approach that may be used to accommodate two weights for 
time . a measurement is to multiply the two weights . 

Optionally , the method further comprises not utilizing FIG . 18a also illustrates a scenario in which personalized 
measurements taken earlier than the first period before t1 to alerts may be generated differently for different users . In one 
compute the first score . 55 embodiment , a certain first user 199a and a certain second 

Optionally , the method further comprises assigning user 1996 have different profiles 191a and 191b , respec 
weights to measurements used to compute the first score tively . The personalization module 130 generates different 
such that an average of weights assigned to measurements outputs for the certain first user and the certain second user , 
taken earlier than the first period before t , is lower than an which cause the dynamic scoring module 180 to compute 
average of weights assigned to measurements taken later 60 different sets of scores , denoted scores 183a and scores 
than the first period before t? . 183b , respectively . The difference between the scores 183a 

Systems like the one illustrated in FIG . 16a may be and 183b is illustrated in FIG . 18b , which illustrates how a 
utilized to generate personalized alerts for certain users , such score for the certain first user 199a reaches the predeter 
that the notifications regarding a score for an experience mined threshold 186 at a time t? , but a score corresponding 
corresponding to a time t may be sent to one user but not to 65 to t , that is computed for the certain second user 199b , is 
another . Such personalization may be achieved in different below the predetermined threshold 186 . At a time t , > t , a 
ways . score computed for the certain second user 1996 reaches the 
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predetermined threshold 186 . Optionally , the score com These thresholds may also be provided to the personalized 
puted for the certain second user 1996 , which corresponds to alert module 185 . When the predetermined threshold corre 
the time t , is computed based on at least one measurement sponding to the certain first user 199a is lower than the 
taken after t? . Thus , the alert module 184 may generate predetermined threshold corresponding to the certain second 
different respective notifications 188a and 188b for the 5 user 199b , this can lead to different generation of alerts for 
certain first and second users 199a and 1996 . For example , the users based on the same scores 183 . 
the alert module may send the notification 188a before the The different issuing of alerts based on different prede 
time t , while it does not send the notification 188b until termined thresholds for different users is illustrated in FIG . 
after that time . 19b , which describes how a score from among the scores FIG . 19a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 10 1 183 reaches a first predetermined threshold corresponding to ured to generate personalized alerts about an experience . 

the certain first user 199a at a time t , but , at that same time , The system includes at least the collection module 120 , the the score is below a second predetermined threshold corre dynamic scoring module 180 , and a personalized alert 
module 185 . sponding to the certain second user 1996 . However , another 

The personalized alert module 185 is similar to the alert 15 score from among the scores 183 which corresponds to a 
module 184 . However , personalized alert module 185 is able time tz > t , reaches the second predetermined threshold . Thus , 
to receive different predetermined thresholds for different the personalized alert module 185 may forward to the certain 
respective users . This enables the personalized alert module first user 199a notification 196a after t , and forward to the 
185 to trigger different alerts at different times for the certain second user 199b notification 196b after tz . Option 
different users based on the same scores 183 computed by 20 ally , the personalized alert module 185 does not forward a 
the dynamic scoring module 180 . Thus , the personalized notification to the certain second user indicative that a score 
alert module 185 is configured to receive a predetermined corresponding to a time t ' reaches the second predetermined 
threshold corresponding to a certain user , and to determine threshold , where t , st ' < t , . 
whether a score corresponding to a certain time reaches the The dynamic scoring module 180 may be utilized , in 
predetermined threshold . Similarly to alert module 184 , 25 some embodiments , to generate projections for scores for an 
responsive to the score reaching the predetermined thresh - experience based on measurements of affective response . 
old , the personalized alert module 185 forwards to the The projected scores may correspond to future times , i . e . , 
certain user , no later than a second period after the certain times that occur after the measurements were taken . Option 
time , a notification indicative of the score reaching the ally , the projections are made by computing scores based on 
predetermined threshold . Optionally , both the first and the 30 the measurements , and observing a trend in the scores which 
second periods are shorter than twelve hours . In one is utilized to project the scores for the future times . The 
example , the first period is shorter than four hours and the projected scores may be utilized to generate alerts about 
second period is shorter than two hours . In another example , trends of affective response to experiences and / or to make 
both the first and the second periods are shorter than one recommendations for experiences based on trends of affec 
hour . 35 tive response . 

The predetermined threshold corresponding to the certain FIG . 20a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
user may be provided in different ways to the personalized ured to dynamically alert about projected affective response 
alert module 185 . In one embodiment , the predetermined to an experience . The system includes at least the collection 
threshold corresponding to the certain user is provided by at module 120 , the dynamic scoring module 180 , score pro 
least one of : the certain user ( e . g . , by changing settings in an 40 jector module 200 , and alert module 208 . 
app that controls alerts ) , and a software agent operating on The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 
behalf of the certain user . In another embodiment , the surements corresponding to events involving the experience 
predetermined threshold corresponding to the certain user ( i . e . , the user corresponding to the event had the experience ) . 
may be received from personalized threshold setting module The dynamic scoring module is configured to compute 
190 which is configured to receive a profile of the certain 45 scores 203 based on the measurements corresponding to the 
user and to determine the threshold corresponding to the events . Each score from among the scores 203 corresponds 
certain user based on information in the profile . Optionally , to a certain time and is computed based on a subset of the 
this may be done by comparing the profile of the certain user measurements comprising measurements that were taken at 
to profiles from among the profiles 128 and corresponding a time that is at most a certain period before the certain time , 
thresholds 198 . For example , the profile comparator 133 50 and is not after the certain time . The scores 203 include at 
may be utilized to identify profiles from among the profiles least scores S , and S2 , which correspond to times t , and tz , 
128 that are similar to the profile of the certain user , and respectively . The time t , is after t? , and S > S , . Additionally , 
based on the thresholds corresponding to the similar profiles , S , is below predetermined threshold 205 . Optionally , S , is 
the personalized threshold corresponding to the certain user computed based on at least one measurement that was taken 
may be computed ( e . g . , by averaging the thresholds corre - 55 after ti . 
sponding to the profiles that are found to be similar ) . The score projector module 200 is configured to compute 

FIG . 19a also illustrates a scenario in which personalized projected scores 204 corresponding to future times , based on 
alerts may be generated differently for different users such as the scores 203 . Each projected score for the experience 
the certain first user 199a and the certain second user 199b . corresponds to a certain future time , and is computed based 
In one example , the certain first user 199a and the certain 60 on a trend determined from a plurality of scores , from 
second user 1996 may provide respective thresholds 193a among the scores 203 , each of which corresponding to the 
and 193b to the personalized alert module 185 . In another experience and to a certain time before the certain future 
example , based on different respective profiles 191a and time . For example , the score projector module 200 may 
191b of the certain first user 199a and the certain second compute a projected score Sz corresponding to a time tz > t2 , 
user 1996 , the personalized threshold setting module 190 65 based on a trend determined based on at least S , and S2 ( and 
may generate thresholds 194a and 1945 for the certain first possibly other scores from among the scores 203 corre 
user 199a and the certain second user 199b , respectively . sponding to a time that is earlier than the certain time before 
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the certain future time ) . In this example , the projected score Depending on the value of the predetermined threshold 
Sz may reach the predetermined threshold . 205 and / or the type of values it represents , reaching the 

There are various analytical methods known in the art predetermined threshold 205 may mean different things . In 
with which a trend may be learned from time series data and one example , S3 reaching the predetermined threshold 205 is 
utilized for projections . In one example , the score projector 5 indicative that , on average , at the time tz , users will have a 
module 200 is configured to determine a trend based on S? , positive affective response to the experience . In another 
S2 , t? , and t2 , and to utilize the trend to project the score S3 example , Sz reaching the predetermined threshold 205 may 
corresponding to the time tz . In one example , the trend is be indicative of the opposite , i . e . , that on average , at the time 

described by a slope of a line learned from S1 , S2 , t? , and t2 tz , users will have a negative affective response to the 
( and possibly other points involving scores and correspond 10 experience . 
ing times ) . Optionally , the score Sz is determined by In one embodiment , the alert module 208 is further 

configured to determine whether a trend changes , and thus extrapolation and finding the value of the trend line at the whether certain alerts that have been issued ( e . g . , through time tz and using it as the projected score Sz . Optionally , the forwarding a notification ) should be altered or cancelled 
time tz is selected such that the trend intersects with a line 15 based on fresher projections . For example , the alert module 
representing the predetermined threshold 205 . This process 208 may determine that a score S , corresponding to a time 
is illustrated in FIG . 206 , where a trend 207 is learned from ts > tz falls below the predetermined threshold 205 , and 
S1 , S2 , tj , and t? and tz is the time in which the projected responsive to S , falling below the predetermined threshold 
score based on the trend 207 reaches the predetermined 205 , forward , prior to the time ts , a notification indicative of 
threshold 205 . In other examples , various linear regression 20 S , falling below the predetermined threshold 205 . 
methods may be utilized to learn a trend and project scores In one embodiment , the system illustrated in FIG . 20a 
through extrapolation . may include personalization module 130 , which may gen 

Other projection methods may rely on historical data . For erate an output used to personalize the scores generated by 
example , distributions of future scores may be learned based the dynamic scoring module 180 . This may enable the alerts 
on trends of previous scores . Thus , historical data may be 25 generated by the alert module 208 to be personalized alerts 
used to learn a distribution function for the value of S , at the for a certain user . For example , a score for a certain first user 
time tz given that at times t , and t2 which are before tz , the projected for a certain time may reach the predetermined 
respective scores were S , and S , . Given such a distribution , threshold , while a score projected for a second user for the 
the projected score S? may be a statistic of the distribution certain time may not reach the predetermined threshold . 
such as its mean or mode . 30 Thus , the first user will be issued an alert corresponding to 

Learning from historical data may also be done utilizing the certain time , while the second user will not be issued 
a predictor , which is trained on previous data involving such an alert . 
scores computed by the dynamic scoring module 180 . In In one embodiment , the experience corresponds to a 
order to train the predictor , training samples involving certain location ( e . g . , the users whose measurements are 
statistics of scores up to a time t may be used to generate a 35 used to compute at least some of the scores 203 have the 
sample . The label for the sample may be a score that is experience at the certain location ) . Optionally , a notification 
computed at a time t + A ( which is also available since the sent by the alert module 208 is indicative of the certain 
predictor is trained on historical data ) . There are various location . For example , the notification specifies the certain 
machine learning algorithms that may be used to implement location and / or presents an image depicting the certain 
such a predictor ( e . g . , neural networks , Bayesian networks , 40 location and / or provides instructions on how to reach the 
support vectors for regressions , and more ) . After training certain location . Optionally , map - displaying module 240 is 
such a predictor , it may be utilized in order to project a score utilized to present the notification by presenting on a dis 
Sz that corresponds to time tz based on scores S , and S , ( and play : a map comprising a description of an environment that 
possibly other data ) . comprises a certain location , and an annotation overlaid on 

In one embodiment , the score projector module 200 is 45 the map , which indicates at least one of : the score corre 
further configured to assign weights to scores when com - sponding to the certain future time , the certain future time , 
puting a projected score corresponding to a certain future the experience , and the certain location . 
time based on the scores . Optionally , the weights are In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
assigned such that scores corresponding to recent times are dynamically alerting about projected affective response to an 
weighted higher than scores corresponding to earlier times . 50 experience comprises the following steps : receiving , by a 
Optionally , when computing S3 , the score projector module system comprising a processor and memory , measurements 
200 assigns a higher weight to S , than the weight it assigns of affective response of users ; wherein each measurement of 
to S , . In one example , the score projector module 200 may a user corresponds to an event in which the user has the 
utilize such weights to perform a projection using weighted experience ; computing scores for the experience based on 
least squares regression . 55 the measurements ; wherein each score corresponds to a 

The alert module 208 is configured to forward notifica certain time and is computed based on a subset of the 
tions related to the projected scores 204 . Optionally , the measurements comprising measurements that were taken at 
notifications are indicative of times when a projected score a time that is at most a certain period before the certain time , 
is to reach and / or exceed the predetermined threshold 205 . and is not after the certain time ; and wherein the computing 
In one example , responsive to S? reaching the predetermined 60 of the scores comprises computing at least scores S , and S , 
threshold 205 , the alert module 208 forwards , at a time prior corresponding to times t , and t2 , respectively , wherein txt , 
to the time tz , notification 210 which is indicative of Sz Sz > S , , and S , is below a predetermined threshold ; comput 
reaching the predetermined threshold 205 . Additionally , in ing a projected score for the experience , for a certain future 
this example , the alert module 208 may refrain from for - time based on a trend determined from a plurality of scores , 
warding a notification indicative of a score S4 reaching the 65 each of which corresponding to the experience and to a 
predetermined threshold 205 , where S4 is computed based certain time before the certain future time ; wherein the 
on S , and S2 , and corresponds to a time t4 , where tz < t4 < tz . computing of the projected score comprises computing a 
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projected score Sz corresponding to a time tz > t2 , based on a which is computed based on a trend determined based on S2 
trend determined based on S , and S , ; determining that S and S2 . Additionally , the projected score S , is greater than 
reaches the predetermined threshold ; and forwarding a noti - the projected score S6 . 
fication indicative of Sz reaching the predetermined thresh The recommender module 214 is configured to recom 
old . 5 mend an experience , from among the first and second 

Optionally , the method further comprises not utilizing experiences , for a future time based on projected scores 
measurements taken earlier than the certain period before corresponding to the future time . The recommendation is 
the certain time for computing a score corresponding to the done such that based on the scores S , and Sg and the fact that 
certain time . Optionally , the method further comprises S , is greater than So , the recommender module 214 recom 

10 mends the first experience for a time t , where tz > t > t4 . Thus assigning weights to measurements used to compute a score the recommendation is made based on projected scores that corresponding to a certain time , such that an average of the represent a trend in the future , even though at the time the weights assigned to measurements taken earlier than the recommendation is made , the scores show the opposite of certain period before the certain time is lower than an the recommendation ( i . e . , at t4 , the score for the second average of weights assigned to measurements taken after the 15 en atter the 15 experience is still higher than the score for the first experi 
certain period before the certain time ; and utilizing the ence ) 
weights for the computing of the score corresponding to the In one embodiment , the recommender module 214 is 
certain time . further configured to recommend an experience to a user to 

Projected scores may also be utilized to recommend have in a certain time in the future in a manner that belongs 
experiences to users to have in a future time . FIG . 21a 20 to a set comprising first and second manners . Optionally , 
illustrates one embodiment of a system configured to project when recommending the experience in the first manner , the 
affective response to experiences and make recommenda recommender module 214 provides a stronger recommen 
tions accordingly . The system includes at least the collection dation for the experience , compared to a recommendation 
module 120 , the dynamic scoring module 180 , the score for the experience that the recommender module 214 pro 
projector module 200 , and recommender module 214 . 25 vides when recommending in the second manner . With 

In the illustrated embodiment , the collection module 120 reference to the discussion above , for a time t , tz > t > ta , the 
is configured to receive measurements corresponding to recommender module 214 recommends the first experience 
events involving first and second experience ( i . e . , the user in the first manner and recommends the second experience 
corresponding to the event had the first experience and / or in the second manner . 
the second experience ) . The dynamic scoring module 180 30 In one embodiment , the first and second experiences 
computes scores 211a for the first experience and scores correspond to first and second locations . Optionally , map 
211b for the second experience . When computing a score for displaying module 240 is utilized to present on a display : a 
an experience from among the first and second experiences , map comprising a description of an environment that com 
the dynamic scoring module utilizes a subset of the mea prises the first and second locations , and an annotation 
surements comprising measurements of users who had the 35 overlaid on the map indicating at least one of : S , S . , and an 
experience , and the measurements in the subset are taken at indication that S = > S6 . 
a time that is at most a certain period before the certain time , In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
and is not after the certain time . Optionally , the certain projecting affective response to experiences comprises the 
period is shorter than at least one of the following durations : following steps : receiving , by a system comprising a pro 
one minute , ten minutes , one hour , four hours , twelve hours , 40 cessor and memory , measurements of affective response of 
one day , one week , one month , and one year . users ; wherein each measurement of a user corresponds to 

In one embodiment , the dynamic scoring module 180 an event in which the user has a first experience or a second 
computes at least the following scores : a score S , corre - experience ; computing scores based on the measurements ; 
sponding to a time t , and to the first experience ; a score S2 wherein each score corresponds to a time and to an expe 
corresponding to a time t , and to the second experience ; a 45 rience from among the first and second experiences , and 
score Sz corresponding to a time tz and to the first experi - each score is computed based on a subset of the measure 
ence ; and a score S , corresponding to a time t , and to the ments comprising measurements of users who had the 
second experience . Where tz > t? , t4 > t? , tz > tz , ts > t2 , Sz > S , experience , and the measurements in the subset are taken at 
Sz > S4 , and Se > Sz . Optionally , at least one of the following a time that is at most a certain period before the certain time , 
constraints is true : ( i ) tz > t and to > tz , and ( ii ) t = to . 50 and is not after the certain time ; wherein the computing of 

The scores S , to S4 ( possibly with other data ) may be the scores includes computing at least the following scores : 
utilized to learn trends of the affective response to the first a score S , corresponding to a time t , and to the first 
and second experiences , by the score projector module 200 . experience ; a score S , corresponding to a time t , and to the 
FIG . 21b illustrates the scores mentioned above and the second experience ; a score Sz corresponding to a time tz and 
trends that may be learned from them . 55 to the first experience ; and a score S4 corresponding to a time 

In one embodiment , the score projector module 200 is ta and to the second experience ; and wherein tz > t? , t - > ti , 
configured to compute projected scores 212a and 212b tz > t2 , 14 > t2 , Sz > S , , Sz > S4 , and S4 > Sz ; and 
based on the scores 211a and 211b , respectively . Where each computing projected scores based on the scores ; wherein 
projected score corresponds to a future time and an experi - each projected score corresponds to a future time and an 
ence from among the first and second experiences and is 60 experience from among the first and second experiences and 
computed based on a trend determined from a plurality of is computed based on a trend determined from a plurality of 
scores . Based on the scores S , to S described above , the scores ; wherein the computing of the projected scores 
score projector module may compute the following scores : includes computing the following projected scores : a pro 
a projected score S5 , corresponding to the first experience jected score S5 , corresponding to the first experience and to 
and to a time ts > tz , which is computed based on a trend 65 a time ts > tz , based on a trend determined based on S , and S3 ; 
determined based on S , and Sz ; and a projected score S6 , and a projected score So , corresponding to the second 
corresponding to the second experience and to a time to > t4 , experience and to a time to > t4 , based on a trend determined 
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based on S , and Sd ; wherein Sz > So ; and recommending the experiences . For the purpose of the illustration , the affective 
first experience at a time t , where ts > t > t4 . response of a user to an experience is represented with a 

Optionally , the method further comprises recommending number from 1 to 10 , with 10 representing the most positive 
an experience to a user to have in a certain time in the future value of affective response . Note that some of the cells in the 
in a manner that belongs to a set comprising first and second 5 table are empty , indicating that each user might have pro 
manners ; wherein recommending the experience in the first vided measurements to some of the m experiences . In this 
manner comprises providing a stronger recommendation for figure , score - based ranking is represented as ranking based 
the experience , compared to recommending the experience on the rows . In score - based ranking scores 238 are computed 
in the second manner ; and for a time t , t > t > ta , further from each of the rows , and then the experiences may be 
comprising recommending the first experience in the first 10 ranked based on the magnitude of their corresponding 
manner and recommending the second experience in the scores . In contrast , preference - based ranking , may be 
second manner . viewed as ranking based on analysis of the columns . That is , 

Another crowd - based result that may be generated based preference rankings 239 represent a personal ranking for 
on measurements of affective response involves ranking of each of the n users towards some , but not necessarily all , of 
experiences . FIG . 22 illustrates one embodiment of a system 15 the m experiences . These n rankings may then be consoli 
configured to rank experiences based on measurements of dated , e . g . , utilizing a method that satisfies the Condorcet 
affective response of users . The system includes at least the criterion , which is explained below . It is to be noted that the 
collection module 120 and the ranking module 220 . This different approaches may yield different rankings , based on 
system , like other systems described in this disclosure , the same set of measurements of affective response , as 
includes at least a memory 402 and a processor 401 . The 20 illustrated in FIG . 23b , which shows the generation of two 
memory 402 stores computer executable modules described different rankings 204a and 240b , based on the values 237 
below , and the processor 401 executes the computer execut - of measurements of affective response . 
able modules stored in the memory 402 . In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive the may be utilized in order to personalize rankings of experi 
measurements 110 . Optionally , at least some of the mea - 25 ences for certain users . Optionally , this may be done utiliz 
surements 110 may be processed in various ways prior to ing the output generated by the personalization module 130 
being received by the collection module 120 . For example , when given a profile of a certain user , and profiles of at least 
at least some of the measurements 110 may be compressed some of the users who provided measurements that are used 
and / or encrypted . to rank the experiences . Optionally , when generating per 

The collection module 120 is also configured to forward 30 sonalized rankings for experiences , there are at least a 
at least some of the measurements 110 to the ranking module certain first user and a certain second user , who have 
220 . Optionally , at least some of the measurements 110 different profiles , for which the ranking module 220 ranks 
undergo processing before they are received by the ranking the first and second experiences from among the plurality of 
module 220 . Optionally , at least some of the processing is experiences differently , such that for the certain first user , the 
performed via programs that may be considered software 35 first experience is ranked above the second experience , and 
agents operating on behalf of the users who provided the for the certain second user , the second experience is ranked 
measurements 110 . above the first experience . 

In one embodiment , measurements received by the rank In some embodiments , the recommender module 235 is 
ing module 220 include measurements of affective response utilized to recommend an experience to a user , from among 
of users to a plurality of experiences . Optionally , for each 40 the plurality of experiences ranked by the ranking module 
experience of the plurality of experiences , the measurements 220 , in a manner that belongs to a set comprising first and 
received by the ranking module include measurements of at second manners . Optionally , when recommending an expe 
least five users who had the experience , and the measure - rience in the first manner , the recommender module provides 
ments of the at least five users were taken while the users had a stronger recommendation for the experience , compared to 
the experience or shortly after that time . The ranking module 45 a recommendation for the experience that the recommender 
220 is configured to rank the plurality of experiences based module 235 provides when recommending in the second 
on the measurements , such that , a first experience from manner . In one embodiment , based on a ranking of the 
among the plurality of experiences is ranked higher than a plurality of experiences in which an experience is ranked at 
second experience from among the plurality of experiences . least at a predetermined rank , the recommender module is 

There are different approaches to ranking experiences 50 configured to recommend the experience in the first manner . 
which may be utilized in embodiments described herein . In Optionally , if the experience is ranked lower than the certain 
some embodiments , experiences may be ranked based on rank , the recommender module 235 recommends the expe 
scores computed for the experiences . In such embodiments , rience in the second manner . Optionally , the certain rank is 
the ranking module may include the scoring module 150 and one of the following : the first rank ( i . e . , top ranked experi 
a score - based rank determining module 225 . Ranking expe - 55 ence ) , the second rank , or the third rank . Optionally , the 
riences using these modules is described in more detail in the certain rank equals at most half of the number of experiences 
discussion related to FIG . 24 . In other embodiments , expe - in the plurality of experiences . Additional discussion regard 
riences may be ranked based on preferences generated from ing recommendations in the first and second manners may 
measurements . In such embodiments , an alternative embodi - be found at least in the discussion about recommender 
ment of the ranking module 220 includes preference gen - 60 module 178 ; recommender module 235 may employ first 
erator module 228 and preference - based rank determining and second manners of recommendation in the same way the 
module 230 . Ranking experiences using these modules is recommender module 178 does so . 
described in further detail in the discussion related to FIG . In some embodiments , when the plurality of experiences 
25 . correspond to locations , map - displaying module 240 may be 

The difference between the approaches is illustrated in 65 utilized to present a ranking and / or recommendation based 
FIG . 23a . The table in the illustrated figure represents values on a ranking to a user . Optionally , map 241 may display an 
237 of measurements of affective response of n users to m image describing the locations and annotations describing at 
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least some experiences from among the plurality of experi - third and fourth experiences when the significance of the 
ences and their respective ranks . difference is below the predetermined threshold . 

In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 
ranking experiences based on measurements of affective may be utilized in order to generate for a certain user 
response of users comprises the following steps : receiving , 5 personalized rankings of the experience . Depending on the 
by a system comprising a processor and memory , the mea - embodiment of the personalization module 130 , the person 
surements of affective response of the users to a plurality of alization of the ranking module 220 when it includes the 
experiences ; wherein for each experience of the plurality of scoring module 150 and the score - based rank determining 

module 225 , may be done in different ways , as explained experiences , the measurements comprise measurements of 
at least five users who had the experience ; and calculating a In one embodiment , the personalization module 130 first ranking that ranks the plurality of experiences based on includes the profile comparator 133 and the weighting the measurements , such that , a first experience from among module 135 , and given a profile of a certain user it compares the plurality of experiences is ranked higher than a second the profile to other profiles of users who contributed mea experience from among the plurality of experiences . 15 surements to computation of scores for the experiences 

Optionally , the method further comprises computing being ranked , and produces an output indicative of a weight 
scores for the plurality of experiences ; wherein , for each i ng for the measurements . Optionally , the scoring module 
experience from among the plurality of experiences , com - 150 utilizes the output in order to compute scores for the 
puting a score is based on the measurements of the at least experience . Optionally , the scoring module computes each 
five users who had the experience ; and wherein the first 20 score of an experience from among the experiences being 
ranking is based on magnitudes of the scores ; wherein the ranked , based on measurements of at least eight users who 
experience score computed for the first experience is higher had the experience and their corresponding weights that 
than the experience score computed for the second experi - were determined by the weighting module 135 . Given that 
ence . in this embodiment , the scores received by the score - based 

Optionally , the method further comprises generating a 25 rank determining module 225 are personalized for the cer 
plurality of preference rankings for the experiences ; wherein tain user , the resulting ranking of the experiences may also 
each preference ranking is determined based on a subset of be considered personalized for the certain user . 
the measurements , and comprises a ranking of at least two In another embodiment , the personalization module 130 
of the experiences , such that one of the at least two expe - includes the clustering module 139 and the selector module 
riences is ranked ahead of another experience from among 30 141 . The clustering module 139 receives profiles of users 
the at least two experiences ; and calculating a second who contributed measurements to computation of scores for 
ranking that ranks the experiences based on the plurality of the experiences and clusters those users into clusters based 
the preference rankings utilizing a method that satisfies the on profile similarity , with each cluster comprising a single 
Condorcet criterion ; and wherein the first ranking is based user or multiple users with similar profiles . The selector 
on the second ranking . 35 module 141 receives a profile of the certain user , and based 

FIG . 24 illustrates one embodiment of a system config - on the profile , selects a subset comprising at most half of the 
ured to rank experiences using scores computed for the clusters . Additionally , the selector module is further config 
experiences based on measurements of affective response . ured to select at least eight users from among the users 
The figure illustrates one alternative embodiment for the belonging to clusters in the subset . In this embodiment , the 
ranking module 220 , in which the ranking module 220 40 scoring module 150 is configured to compute scores for the 
includes the scoring module 150 and the score - based rank experiences based on measurements of at least five users , 
determining module 225 . from among the at least eight users , who had the experience . 

The scoring module 150 is configured to compute scores Since these scores may be considered personalized for the 
224 for the experiences . Where for each experience from certain user , the resulting ranking of the experiences may 
among the experiences , the scoring module computes a 45 also be considered personalized for the certain user . 
score based on the measurements of the at least five users FIG . 25 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
who had the experience ( i . e . , the measurements were taken ured to rank experiences using preference rankings deter 
while the at least five users had the experience and / or shortly mined based on measurements of affective response . The 
after that time ) . figure illustrates on alternative embodiment for the ranking 

The score - based rank determining module 225 is config - 50 module 220 , in which the ranking module 220 includes 
ured to rank the experiences based on the scores 224 preference generator module 228 and preference - based rank 
computed for the experiences , such that a first experience is determining module 230 . 
ranked higher than a second experience when the score The preference generator module 228 is configured to 
computed for the first experience is higher than the score generate a plurality of preference rankings 229 for the 
computed for the second experience . In some cases experi - 55 experiences . Optionally , each preference ranking is deter 
ences may receive the same rank , e . g . , if they have the same mined based on a subset of the measurements 110 , and 
score computed for them , or the significance of the differ - comprises a ranking of at least two of the experiences , such 
ence between the scores is below a predetermined threshold that one of the at least two experiences is ranked ahead of 

In one embodiment , the score - based rank determining another experience from among the at least two experiences . 
module 225 utilizes score - difference evaluator module 260 60 Optionally , a majority of the measurements comprised in 
which is configured to determine significance of a difference each subset of the measurements that is used to generate a 
between scores of third and fourth experiences . Optionally , preference ranking are measurements of a single user . 
the score - difference evaluator module 260 utilizes a statis - Optionally , each subset of the measurements that is used to 
tical test involving the measurements of the users who had generate a preference ranking consists measurements of a 
the third and fourth experiences in order to determine the 65 single user . Optionally , a majority of the measurements 
significance . Optionally , the score - based rank determining comprised in each subset of the measurements that is used 
module 225 is further configured to give the same rank to the to generate a preference ranking are measurements of simi 
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lar users . In one embodiment , the profile comparator 133 is the experiences and clusters those users into clusters based 
utilized to determine which users are similar based on their on profile similarity , with each cluster comprising a single 
profiles . Optionally , on average most users are not consid - user or multiple users with similar profiles . The selector 
ered similar to any given user . module 141 receives a profile of the certain user , and based 

The preference - based rank determining module 230 is 5 on the profile , selects a subset comprising at most half of the 
configured to rank the experiences based on the plurality of clusters . Additionally , the selector module is further config 
the preference rankings utilizing a method that satisfies the ured to select at least eight users from among the users 
Condorcet criterion . Optionally , a method that satisfies the belonging to clusters in the subset . Optionally , in this 
Condorcet criterion ranks a certain experience higher than embodiment , the preference generator module 228 generates 
each experience belonging to a set of other experiences , if , 10 each preference ranking based on a subset of the measure 
for each other experience belonging to the set of other ments that comprises the at least eight users , who had the 
experiences , the number of preference rankings that rank the experience . Since these scores may be considered person 
certain experience higher than the other experience is larger alized for the certain user , the resulting ranking of the 
than the number of preference rankings that rank the other experiences may also be considered personalized for the 
experience higher than the certain experience . Some 15 certain user . Given that in this embodiment , the preference 
examples or ranking methods known in the art , which satisfy rankings received by the preference - based rank determining 
the Condorcet criterion and may be used by the preference - module 230 are personalized for the certain user , the result 
based rank determining module 230 include : ranked pairs ing ranking of the experiences may also be considered 
methods , Kemeny - Young methods , Schulze methods , and personalized for the certain user . 
Copeland ' s method . Further discussion regarding various 20 In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
methods that satisfy the Condorcet criterion may be found in utilizing profiles of users to compute personalized rankings 
this disclosure at least in Section 7 – Ranking Experiences . of experiences based on measurements of affective response 

In one embodiment , the preference - based rank determin - of the users comprises the following steps : receiving , by a 
ing module 230 assigns two or more experiences with the system comprising a processor and memory , measurements 
same rank if they are tied according to the method that 25 of affective response of the users to a plurality of experi 
satisfies the Condorcet criterion . In another embodiment , the ences ; wherein for each experience of the plurality of 
preference - based rank determining module 230 may resolve experiences , the measurements comprise measurements of 
ties if two or more experiences are tied according to the at least eight users who had the experience ; receiving a 
method that satisfies the Condorcet criterion . profile of a first user , a profile of a second user , and profiles 

In one embodiment , the preference - based rank determin - 30 of the users ; wherein the profiles of the first and second users 
ing module 230 is configured to give the same rank to the are different ; generating a first output indicative of similari 
first and second experiences when the significance of the ties between the profile of the first user and the profiles of the 
difference between first and second subsets of measurements users ; generating a second output indicative of similarities 
corresponding to the first and second experiences , respec - between the profile of the second user and the profiles of the 
tively , is below a predetermined threshold . Optionally , the 35 users ; ranking the plurality of experiences for the first user 
significance is determined utilizing difference - significance based on the first output and the measurements ; and ranking 
evaluator module 270 . the plurality of experiences for the second user based on the 

In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 second output and the measurements ; wherein the rankings 
may be utilized in order to generate for a certain user for the first and second users rank differently first and second 
personalized rankings of the experience . Depending on the 40 experiences from among the plurality of experiences , such 
embodiment of the personalization module 130 , the person that for the first user , the first experience is ranked above the 
alization of the ranking module 220 , when it includes the second experience , and for the second user , the second 
preference generator module 228 and the preference - based experience is ranked above the first experience . 
rank determining module 230 may be done in different ways , FIG . 26a and FIG . 26b illustrate one embodiment in 
as explained below . 45 which the personalization module 130 may be utilized to 

In one embodiment , the personalization module 130 generate personalized rankings . A certain first user 242a and 
includes the profile comparator 133 and the weighting a certain second user 242b each provide their profiles to the 
module 135 , and given a profile of a certain user it compares personalization module 130 ( these are profiles 244a and 
the profile to other profiles of users who contributed mea - 244b , respectively ) . Based on different outputs generated by 
surements to computation of scores for the experiences 50 the personalization module 130 for the profiles 244a and 
being ranked , and produces an output indicative of a weight - 244b , the ranking module 220 generates rankings 246a and 
ing for the measurements . Optionally , in this embodiment , 246b for the certain first user 242a and the certain second 
the preference generator module 228 generates each prefer - user 242b , respectively . In the ranking 246a , a first experi 
ence ranking based on a subset of the measurements and the ence ( A ) is ranked above a second experience ( B ) , while in 
weights for the measurements belonging to the subset . This 55 the ranking 246b , it is the other way around . Consequently , 
may be done , by treating each measurement as a weighted the certain first user 242a may receive a different result on 
vote instead of all measurements having the same weight ( as his user interface 252a than the result the certain second user 
in typical preference - based ranking methods ) . Given that in 242b receives on his user interface 252b . For example , the 
this embodiment , the preference rankings received by the certain first user 242a may receive a recommendation to 
preference - based rank determining module 230 are person - 60 have experience A , while the certain second user 242b may 
alized for the certain user , the resulting ranking of the receive a recommendation to have experience B . 
experiences may also be considered personalized for the FIG . 27a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
certain user . ured to dynamically rank experiences based on affective 

In another embodiment , the personalization module 130 response of users . The system includes at least the collection 
includes the clustering module 139 and the selector module 65 module 120 and the dynamic ranking module 250 . 
141 . The clustering module 139 receives profiles of users In the illustrated embodiment , the collection module 120 
who contributed measurements to computation of scores for is configured to receive measurements 110 comprising mea 
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surements of affective response of the users to a plurality of pute scores for the plurality of the experiences . Alterna 
experiences . For each experience of the plurality of experi - tively , it may include scoring module 150 . The difference 
ences , the measurements 110 include measurements of at between the two implementations may stem from which 
least ten users who had the experience . module performs the weighting of the measurements . If the 

The dynamic ranking module 250 is configured to gen - 5 dynamic ranking module 250 does it , the dynamic ranking 
erate rankings of the plurality of experiences . Each ranking module 250 may include scoring module 150 , otherwise , the corresponds to a certain time and is generated based on a dynamic scoring module 180 may be relied upon to weight 
subset of the measurements of affective response of the users the measurements based on the time they were taken . Each that comprises measurements taken at a time that is at most score computed by either of the scoring modules corre a certain period before the certain time , and is not after the 10 sponds to a certain time , and is computed based on mea certain time . The dynamic nature of the rankings is mani surements of at least five of the users from a subset of the fested in differences in rankings corresponding to different measurements of the users that comprises measurements times . For example , the dynamic ranking module 250 gen 
erates at least a first ranking corresponding to a certain first taken at a time that is at most the certain period before the 
time , in which a first experience from among the plurality of 15 certain time , and is not after the certain time . Additionally , 
experiences is ranked above a second experience from the dynamic ranking module 250 includes , in this embodi 
among the plurality of experiences , and a second ranking ment the score - based rank determining module 225 , which 
corresponding to a certain second time , in which the second can utilize scores computed by the dynamic scoring module 
experience is ranked above the first experience . In this 180 and / or scoring module 150 to rank the experiences . The 
example , the certain second time is after the certain first 20 ranking 254 of the plurality of experiences corresponding to 
time , and the second ranking is computed based on at least the certain time , which is generated by the dynamic ranking 
one measurement taken after the certain first time . FIG . 27b module 250 , is based on a ranking generated by the score 
illustrates such a scenario where three experiences are ranks based rank determining module 225 . 
A , B , and C ; until the time t , , A is ranked ahead of B and C , In one embodiment , the dynamic ranking module 250 
but after the time t , A and B switch ranks , and B is ranked 25 includes the preference generator module 228 and prefer 
ahead of A . ence - based rank determining module 230 . Each preference 

In order to maintain a dynamic nature of rankings com - ranking is generated by the preference generator module 228 
puted by the dynamic ranking module 250 , the dynamic based on a subset of the measurements of the users that 
ranking module 250 may assign weights to measurements it comprises measurements taken at a time that is at most the 
uses to compute a ranking corresponding to a time t , based 30 certain period before the certain time , and comprises a 
on how long before the time t the measurements were taken . ranking of at least two experiences , such that one of the at 
Typically , this involves giving a higher weight to more least two experiences is ranked ahead of another experience 
recent measurements ( i . e . , taken closer to the time t ) . Such from among the at least two experiences . The preference 
a weighting may be done in different ways . based rank determining module 230 ranks the plurality of 

In one embodiment , measurements taken earlier than the 35 the experiences based on the plurality of the preference 
first period before the time t are not utilized by the dynamic rankings utilizing a method that satisfies the Condorcet 
ranking module 250 to compute the ranking corresponding criterion . The ranking 254 of the plurality of experiences 
to t . Doing so emulates a sliding window approach , which corresponding to the certain time , which is generated by the 
filters out measurements that are too old . Weighting of dynamic ranking module 250 , is based on the ranking 
measurements according to this approach is illustrated in 40 generated by the preference - based rank determining module 
FIG . 17a , in which the " window " corresponding to the time 230 . The ranking of the plurality of experiences by the 
t is the period between t and t - A . The graph 192a shows that preference - based rank determining module 230 is such that 
measurements taken within the window have a certain a certain experience , which in a pair - wise comparison with 
weight , while measurements taken prior to t - A ( and thus are other experiences is preferred over each of the other expe 
not in the window ) have a weight of zero . 45 riences , is not ranked below of any of the other experiences . 

In another embodiment , the dynamic ranking module 250 Optionally , the certain experience is ranked above each of 
is configured to assign weights to measurements used to the other experiences . 
compute the ranking corresponding to the time t , using a In one embodiment , recommender module 235 is config 
function that decreases with the length of the period since t . ured to recommend an experience to a user , based on the 
Examples of such function may be exponential decay func - 50 ranking 254 , in a manner that belongs to a set comprising 
tion or other function such as assigning measurements a first and second manners . When recommending an experi 
weight that is proportional to 1 / ( t - t ' ) , where t ' is the time the ence in the first manner , the recommender module 235 
measurement was taken . Applying such a decreasing weight provides a stronger recommendation for the experience , 
means that an average of weights assigned to measurements compared to a recommendation for the experience that the 
taken earlier than the first period before t is lower than an 55 recommender module 235 provides when recommending in 
average of weights assigned to measurements taken later the second manner . The recommender module 235 is further 
than the first period before t . Weighting of measurements configured to : recommend the experience in the first manner 
according to this approach is illustrated in FIG . 17b . The when the experience is ranked at least at a predetermined 
graph 192b illustrates how the weight for measurements rank , and to recommend the experience in the second 
decreases as the gap between when the measurements were 60 manner when the experience is ranked below the predeter 
taken and the time t increases . mined rank . During a period that ends before the certain 

Similar to the ranking module 220 , dynamic ranking second time , the first experience is recommended in the first 
module 250 may be implemented in different embodiments manner and the second experience is recommended in the 
using different modules in order to utilize either a score second manner . However , during a period that starts after the 
based approach to ranking or a preference - based approach . 65 certain second time , the first experience is recommended in 

In one embodiment , the dynamic ranking module 250 the second manner and the second experience is recom 
includes a dynamic scoring module 180 configured to com mended in the first manner . 
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In some embodiments , a recommendation made by the corresponding to the time t , , in which experience A is ranked 
recommender module 235 and / or the ranking 254 may be above experience B , however in the rankings 258b the 
presented to a user via display 252 which may be any type ranking corresponding to the time t , ranks experience B 
of graphical user interface , such as a tablet screen and / or an above the experience A . 
augmented reality head - mounted display . In one embodi - 5 In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
ment , the first and second experiences correspond to first and dynamically generating personal rankings of experiences 
second locations , respectively . For example , the first expe - based on affective response of users comprises the following 
rience takes place at the first location and the second steps : receiving , by a system comprising a processor and 
experience takes place at the second location . Optionally , the memory , measurements of affective response of users to a 
display 252 may be a map - displaying module configured to 10 plurality of experiences comprising first and second expe 
present on a display : a map comprising a description of an riences ; wherein for each experience of the plurality of 
environment that comprises the first and second locations , experiences , the measurements comprise measurements of 
and an annotation overlaid on the map indicating at least one at least ten of the users who had the experience ; receiving a 
of the following : a first score computed for the first expe - profile of a first user , a profile of a second user , and profiles 
rience , a second score computed for the second experience , 15 of the users ; wherein the first and second users have different 
a rank of the first experience , a rank of the second experi - profiles , generating a first output indicative of similarities 
ence , an indication of a relative ranking of the first and between the profile of the first user and the profiles of the 
second experiences , the certain time , the first location , and users , and generating a second output indicative of similari 
the second location . ties between the profile of the second user and the profiles 

In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 20 of the users ; generating , for the first user , a first ranking of 
dynamically ranking of experiences based on affective the plurality of experiences based on the first output and a 
response of users comprises the following steps : receiving , subset of the measurements of the users that comprises 
by a system comprising a processor and memory , measure measurements taken at a time that is at most a certain period 
ments of affective response of the users to a plurality of before the certain time , and is not after the certain time ; and 
experiences ; wherein for each experience of the plurality of 25 generating , for the second user , a second ranking of the 
experiences , the measurements comprise measurements of plurality of experiences based on the second output and the 
at least ten users who had the experience ; and generating a subset of the measurements of the users that comprises 
first ranking of the plurality of experiences , which corre - measurements taken at the time that is at most the certain 
sponds to a certain first time , based on a first subset of the period before the certain time , and is not after the certain 
measurements of the users that comprises measurements 30 time ; wherein according to the first ranking the first expe 
taken at a first time that is at most a predetermined period rience is ranked above the second experience , and according 
before the certain first time , and is not after the certain first to the second ranking the second experience is ranked above 
time ; generating a second ranking of the plurality of expe - the first experience . 
riences , which corresponds to a certain second time that is FIG . 29 and FIG . 30 illustrate embodiments in which 
after the certain first time , based on a second subset of the 35 affective response to experiences may be compared utilizing 
measurements of the users that comprises measurements statistical means . Various statistical means that may be 
taken at a second time that is at most a predetermined period relevant to the system illustrated in these figures are men 
before the certain second time , and is not after the certain tioned in further detail in this disclosure at least in Section 
second time ; wherein in the first ranking , a first experience 10Determining Significance of Results . 
from among the plurality of experiences is ranked above a 40 FIG . 29 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
second experience from among the plurality of experiences , ured to evaluate significance of a difference between scores 
and in the second ranking , the second experience is ranked for experiences . The system includes at least the collection 
above the first experience ; and wherein the second ranking module 120 , a measurement selector module 262 , the scor 
is computed based on at least one measurement taken after ing module 150 , and the score - difference evaluator 260 . 
the certain first time . 45 The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 

In some embodiments , personalization module 130 may surements 110 of affective response of users that include 
be utilized to generate personalized dynamic rankings of measurements corresponding to events involving first and 
experiences , as illustrated in FIG . 28a . Having an output second experiences . The measurement selector module 262 
generated by the personalization module 130 being based on is configured to select a first subset 263a of the measure 
comparing a profile of a certain user to profiles , from among 50 ments corresponding to events involving the first experi 
the profiles 128 , of users who contributed measurements to ence , and a second subset 263b of the measurements cor 
computation of rankings can lead to it that different users responding to events involving the second experience . 
may receive different rankings computed by the dynamic Optionally , each of the first and second subsets comprises 
ranking module 250 . This is illustrated in the FIG . 28a by measurements of at least eight users . The scoring module 
rankings a certain first user 255a and a certain second user 55 150 computes a first score 264a for the first experience , 
255b receive . The certain first user 255a and the certain based on the first subset 263a , and a second score 264b for 
second user 255b have respective different profiles 256a and the second experience , based on the second subset 263b . 
256b . The personalization module 130 generates for them The score - difference evaluator module 260 is configured 
different outputs which , depending on how the dynamic to determine significance 266 of a difference between the 
ranking module 250 is implemented , may be utilized by the 60 first and second experience scores using a statistical test 
scoring module 150 and / or the preference generating mod involving the first and second subsets . In some cases , the 
ule 228 in order to compute different scores and / or to significance of the difference between the first and second 
generate different preference rankings , respectively . The experience scores depends on the number of users whose 
dynamic ranking module 250 produces rankings 258a for measurements are used to compute a score . In one example , 
the certain first user , and rankings 258b for the second user , 65 the significance 266 of the difference between the first score 
which are different from each other , as illustrated in FIG . 264a and the second score 264b reaches a certain level , but 
28b . In FIG . 28b , the rankings 258a include a first ranking on average , a second significance of a difference between a 
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third score computed from a third subset of measurements , duration that is at least half , and at most double , the duration 
and a fourth score computed from a fourth subset of mea the second user had the second experience . 
surements , does not reach the certain level . In this example , In one embodiment , the personalization module 130 may 
the third and fourth subsets are generated by randomly be utilized to compute personalized scores for certain users . 
selecting half of the measurements in the first subset 263a 5 Thus , the score - difference evaluator module 260 may deter 
and the second subset 263b , respectively . mine the significance of a difference between scores for an 

Determining the significance 266 may be done in various experience personalized for a certain user . This may lead to 
ways . In one embodiment , the statistical test used by the scenarios where a difference between scores for two expe 
score - difference evaluator module 260 involves a permuta - riences is more significant for a certain first user , than it is 
tion test . Optionally , the significance 266 is based on a 10 for a certain second user . 
p - value corresponding to observing a difference that is at The significance 266 may be utilized to determine how to 
least as large as the difference between the first and second treat the scores 264a and 264b . Optionally , if the signifi 
scores ( 264a and 264b ) , if the first and second subsets ( 263a cance between the two scores is not high enough , the two 
and 263b ) are shuffled such that the measurements collected scores may be treated essentially the same even if one is 
from the first and second subsets are redistributed to those 15 higher than the other . In one example , a ranking module may 
subsets randomly . rank two experiences with the same rank if the significance 

In another embodiment , the statistical test comprises a test of a difference between scores computed for the two expe 
that determines significance of a hypothesis that supports at riences does not reach a certain level . In another example , 
least one of the following assumptions : that the first and recommendation made for experiences may depend on the 
second subsets ( 263a and 263b ) are sampled from the same 20 significance 266 . For example , the recommender module 
underlying distribution , and that a parameter of a first 267 , is configured to recommend an experience to a user in 
distribution from which the measurements in the first subset a manner that belongs to a set comprising first and second 
263a are sampled is the same as a parameter of a second manners . Optionally , when recommending an experience in 
distribution from which the measurements in the second the first manner , the recommender module provides a stron 
subset 263b are sampled . Various approaches may be uti - 25 ger recommendation for the experience , compared to a 
lized to determine the significance of the above hypothesis . recommendation for the experience that the recommender 
For example , the significance of the hypothesis may be module provides when recommending in the second manner . 
determined based on at least one of : a nonparametric test that In one embodiment , the recommender module is configured 
compares between the measurements in the first subset 263a to recommend the first and second experiences as follows : 
and the measurements in the second subset 263b , and a 30 when the significance 266 is below a predetermined level , 
parametric test that compares between the measurements in the first and second experiences are both recommend in the 
the first subset 263a and the measurements in the second second manner ; when the significance 266 is not below the 
subset 263b . Optionally , the parametric test that compares predetermined level and the first experience score is greater 
between the measurements in the first subset 263a and the than the second experience score , the first experience is 
measurements in the second subset 263b determines signifi - 35 recommended in the first manner and the second experience 
cance of a hypothesis that the mean of measurements in the is recommended in the second manner ; and when the 
first subset is the same as the mean of measurements in the significance 266 is not below the predetermined level and 
second subset . Optionally , the parametric test is a t - test or a the first experience score is lower than the second experi 
form of Welch ' s test . ence score , the first experience is recommended in the 

In one embodiment , the first and second subsets of the 40 second manner and the second experience is recommended 
measurements comprise measurements of at least eight users in the first manner . 
who had both the first and second experiences . Additionally , FIG . 30 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
for each of the at least eight users who had both experiences , ured to evaluate significance of a difference between mea 
the first subset 263a comprises a first measurement of the surements of affective response to experiences . The system 
user , corresponding to an event in which the user had the 45 includes at least the collection module 120 , a pairing module 
first experience , and the second subset 263b comprises a 272 , a difference calculator 274 , and the difference - signifi 
second measurement of the user , corresponding to an event cance evaluator module 270 . 
in which the user had the second experience . The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 

In one embodiment , the measurement selector module surements 110 of affective response of users that include 
262 is configured to receive profiles of the users , from 50 measurements corresponding to events involving first and 
among the profiles 128 , and to utilize the profile comparator second experiences . The pairing module 272 is configured to 
133 and the profiles to identify at least eight pairs of events . select pairs 273 from among the events ; each pair comprises 
Each pair of events , from among the eight pairs of events , a first event involving a first user who had the first experi 
involves a first event in which a first user had the first ence and a second event involving a second user who had the 
experience and a second event in which a second user had 55 second experience . Optionally , the first user and the second 
the second experience . Additionally , the similarity between user are the same user . 
a profile of first user and a profile of the second user reaches The difference calculator 274 is configured to compute a 
a predetermined threshold , the first subset 263a comprises a weighted difference 275 , which is a function of differences 
measurement corresponding to the first event , and the sec - between a first subset comprising the measurements corre 
ond subset 263b comprises a measurement corresponding to 60 sponding to the first events of the pairs and a second subset 
the second event . Optionally , each pair of events , of the at comprising the measurements corresponding to the second 
least eight pairs of events , involves events with comparable events of the pairs . Optionally , each of the first and second 
instantiation periods . Optionally , a pair of events has com - subsets comprises measurements of at least eight users . 
parable instantiation periods when the pair involves a first The difference - significance evaluator module 270 is con 
event in which a first user had the first experience and a 65 figured to determine significance 276 of the weighted dif 
second event in which a second user had the second expe - ference 275 using a statistical test involving the first and 
rience , and the first user had the first experience for a second subsets . In one example , the significance 276 of the 
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weighted difference 275 reaches a certain level , but on products may have an advantage of removing noise from the 
average , a second significance of a weighted difference comparison . Thus , this may enable in some embodiments , 
between third and fourth subsets does not reach the certain the comparison to be more accurate . By selecting pairs of 
level . In this example , the third subset comprises the mea measurements that have similarities ( but differ on the aspect 
surements corresponding to the first events of a randomly 5 being tested ) , it is likely that the difference between the pairs 
selected group of half of the pairs 273 , and the fourth subset of measurements is due to the aspect being tested , and not 
comprises the measurements corresponding to the second due to other aspects not being considered ( since the pairs of 
events of the randomly selected group of half of the pairs measurements are assumed to be similar with respect to the 
273 . other aspects ) . Creating pairs of measurements for compari 

Determining the significance 266 may be done in various 10 son is often a practice utilized in conjunction with signifi 
ways . In one embodiment , the statistical test comprises a cance determination via tests such as a t - test . 
permutation test . Optionally , the significance 276 is based on Various embodiments described herein involve presenting 
a p - value corresponding to observing a weighted difference crowd - based results that may involve locations . For 
that is at least as large as the weighted difference if the first example , the results may include scores or rankings of 
and second subsets are shuffled such that the measurements 15 experiences that take place at certain location and / or scores 
collected from the first and second subsets are redistributed or rankings of the locations themselves . In some embodi 
to those subsets randomly . ments , map - displaying module 240 may be utilized to dis 

In another embodiment , the statistical test comprises a test play such crowd - based results on a display . 
that determines significance of a hypothesis that supports at In one embodiment , the map - displaying module presents 
least one of the following assumptions : that the first and 20 on a display information regarding first and second experi 
second subsets are sampled from the same underlying dis - ences corresponding to first and second location respec 
tribution , and that a parameter of a first distribution from tively . The map - displaying module presents on a display : a 
which the measurements in the first subset are sampled is the map comprising a description of an environment that com 
same as a parameter of a second distribution from which the prises first and second locations , and an annotation overlaid 
measurements in the second subset are sampled . Optionally , 25 on the map indicating at least one of : a first score computed 
the significance of the hypothesis is determined based on at for the first experience , a second score computed for the 
least one of : a nonparametric test that compares between the second experience , a rank of the first experience , and a rank 
measurements in the first subset and the measurements in the of the second experience . 
second subset , and a parametric test that compares between In one embodiment , a description of the environment 
the measurements in the first subset and the measurements 30 comprises one or more of the following : a two - dimensional 
in the second subset . Optionally , the parametric test that image representing the environment , a three - dimensional 
compares between the measurements in the first subset and image representing the environment , an augmented reality 
the measurements in the second subset determines signifi representation of the environment , and a virtual reality 
cance of a hypothesis that the mean of measurements in the representation of the environment . Optionally , the annota 
first subset is the same as the mean of measurements in the 35 tion comprises at least one of the following : images repre 
second subset . senting the first and second locations , and text identifying 

In one embodiment , the first and second subsets of the the first and second locations . Optionally , the annotation 
measurements comprise measurements of at least eight users comprises one or more descriptors , each presented at a 
who had both the first and second experiences . Additionally , position on the map . Optionally , each descriptor , from 
for each of the at least eight users who had both experiences , 40 among the one or more descriptors , corresponds to an 
the first subset comprises a first measurement of the user experience , and is indicative of at least one of the following : 
corresponding to an event in which the user had the first the location with which the experience is associated , a type 
experience , and the second subset comprises a second mea - of experience to which the experience belongs , an experi 
surement of the user , corresponding to an event in which the ence score computed for the experience , a rank of the 
user had the second experience . 45 experience . Optionally , the descriptor comprises at least one 

In one embodiment , the pairing module 272 is configured of the following : text , an image , a visual effect , a video 
to receive profiles of the users and to utilize the profile sequence , an animation , and a hologram . 
comparator 133 and the profiles to identify at least eight In one embodiment , a descriptor corresponding to the first 
pairs of events ; each pair of events involves a first event in experience is located on the map at a position that is closer 
which a first user had the first experience and a second event 50 to a position on the map that corresponds to the first location 
in which a second user had the second experience ; and than it is to a position on the map that corresponds to the 
wherein the similarity between a profile of first user and a second location . Additionally or alternatively , a descriptor 
profile of the second user reaches a predetermined threshold , corresponding to the first experience is visibly linked to a 
the first subset comprises a measurement corresponding to position on the map that corresponds to the first location . 
the first event and the second subset comprises a measure - 55 In one embodiment , the map - displaying module is further 
ment corresponding to the second event . Optionally , each configured to present on the display an experience in a 
pair of events , of the at least eight pairs of events , involves manner belonging to a set comprising at least a first manner 
events with comparable instantiation periods . Optionally , a and a second manner . Optionally , presenting an experience 
pair of events has comparable instantiation periods when the in the first manner comprises one or more of the following : 
pair involves a first event in which a first user had the first 60 ( i ) utilizing a larger descriptor to represent the experience , 
experience and a second event in which a second user had compared to a descriptor utilized when presenting the expe 
the second experience , and the first user had the first rience in the second manner ; ( ii ) presenting a descriptor 
experience for a duration that is at least half , and at most representing the experience for a longer duration on the 
double , the duration the second user had the second expe - display , compared to the duration during which a descriptor 
rience . 65 representing the experience is presented when presenting the 

It is to be noted that pairing measurements , e . g . , in order experience in the second manner ; ( iii ) utilizing a certain 
to compare between two options such as locations , meals , or visual effect when presenting a descriptor representing the 
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experience , which is not utilized when presenting a descrip - In one embodiment , the ranking module 333 is configured 
tor that represents the experience when presenting the expe - to rank the periods using a score - based approach and com 
rience in the second manner ; and ( iv ) utilizing a descriptor prises the scoring module 150 , which computes scores for 
that comprises certain information related to the experience , the experience , which correspond to portions of the periodic 
which is not comprised in a descriptor that represents the 5 unit of time . A score corresponding to a certain portion of the 
experience when presenting the experience in the second periodic unit of time is computed based on the measure 
manner . Optionally , the first experience is presented in the ments of the at least five users who had the experience 
first manner and the second experience is presented in the during the certain portion of the periodic unit of time . 

second manner . Optionally , when presenting an experience Additionally , in this embodiment , the ranking module 333 
in the second manner , no descriptor corresponding to the 10 comprises score - based rank determining module 336 , which 

is configured to rank periods of the periodic unit of time in second location is comprised in the annotation . which to have the experience based on their respective The affective response to an experience may depend on scores , such that a period with a higher score is ranked ahead when a person has it . For example , going on a vacation of a period with a lower score . 
during a holiday weekend may be less relaxing than going 15 In one embodiment , the ranking module 333 is configured 
during the week . In another example , a certain area of town to rank the periods using a preference - based approach and 
may be more pleasant to visit in the evening compared to comprises the preference generator module 228 which is 
visiting it in the morning . In some embodiments , measure configured to generate a plurality of preference rankings , 
ments of affective response are utilized to learn when to have with each preference ranking being indicative of ranks of at 
experiences . 20 least two portions of the periodic unit of time during which 

FIG . 31a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - to have the experience . For each preference ranking , at least 
ured to rank periods during which to have an experience one portion , of the at least two portions , is ranked above 
based on measurements of affective response . The system another portion of the at least two portions . Additionally , 
includes at least the collection module 120 and a ranking each preference ranking is determined based on a subset of 
module 333 . 25 the measurements 110 comprising a measurement of a first 

The collection module 120 receives measurements 110 of user who has the experience during the one portion and a 
affective response . In this embodiment , the measurements measurement of a second user who has the experience 
110 include measurements of affective response of at least during the other portion . Optionally , the first user and the 
ten users , where each user has the experience at some time second user are the same . Optionally , the first user and the 
during a periodic unit of time , and a measurement of the user 30 second user have similar profiles , as determined based on a 
is taken by a sensor coupled to the user while the user has comparison performed by the profile comparator 133 . Addi 
the experience . tionally , in this embodiment , the ranking module 333 

Herein a periodic unit of time is a unit of time that repeats includes preference - based rank determining module 340 
itself regularly . In one example , the periodic unit of time is which is configured to rank periods to have the experience 
a day , and each of the at least ten users has the experience 35 based on the plurality of the preference rankings utilizing a 
during a certain hour of the day . In another example , the method that satisfies the Condorcet criterion . The ranking of 
periodic unit of time is a week , and each of the at least ten periods by the preference - based rank determining module 
users has the experience during a certain day of the week . In 340 is such that a certain period , which in a pair - wise 
still another example , the periodic unit of time is a year , and comparison with other periods is preferred over each of the 
each of the at least ten users has the experience during a time 40 other periods , is not ranked below of any of the other 
that is at least one of the following : a certain month of the periods . Optionally , the certain experience is ranked above 
year , and a certain holiday that occurs annually . each of the other periods . 

The ranking module 333 is configured to generate ranking In one embodiment , the system illustrated in FIG . 31a 
346 of periods of time to have the experience based on the includes the personalization module 130 which is configured 
measurements 110 , such that , having the experience during 45 to receive a profile of a certain user and profiles of users 
the first portion of the periodic unit of time is ranked above belonging to a set comprising at least five users who have the 
having the experience during the second portion of the experience during the first portion and at least five users who 
periodic unit of time . Additionally , the measurements 110 have the experience during the second portion , and to 
include measurements of at least five users who had the generate an output indicative of similarities between the 
experience during the first portion , and measurements of at 50 profile of the certain user and the profiles of the users from 
least five users who had the experience during the second the set of users . The ranking module 333 is further config 
portion . Optionally , having the experience during the first ured to rank the periods to have the experience based on the 
portion of the periodic unit of time being ranked above output . For at least a certain first user and a certain second 
having the experience during the second portion of the user , who have different profiles , the ranking module ranks 
periodic unit of time is indicative that , on average , the 55 times to have the experience differently , such that for the 
measurements of the at least five users who have the certain first user , having the experience during the first 
experience during the first portion are more positive than portion of the periodic unit of time is ranked above having 
measurements of the at least five users who have the the experience during the second portion of the periodic unit 
experience during the second portion . Additionally or alter - of time , and for the certain second user , having the experi 
natively , having the experience during the first portion of the 60ence during the second portion of the periodic unit of time 
periodic unit of time being ranked above having the expe - is ranked above having the experience during the first 
rience during the second portion of the periodic unit of time portion of the periodic unit of time . 
is indicative that , a first score computed based on measure - In one embodiment , the ranking 346 is provided to 
ments of the at least five users who had the experience recommender module 343 that forwards a recommendation 
during the first portion is greater than a second score 65 to a user to have the experience in the first portion of the 
computed based on the measurements of the at least five periodic unit of time . FIG . 31b illustrates a user interface 
users who had the experience during the second portion . which displays the ranking 346 and the recommendation 344 
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based on the ranking . In this illustration , the periodic unit of their affective response . Such measurements are referred to 
time is a year , and portions of the periodic unit of time as prior and subsequent measurements . Optionally , a prior 
correspond to months in the year . The experience at hand is measurement may be taken before having an experience 
a visit to Paris . ( e . g . , before leaving to go on a vacation ) and a subsequent 

Herein an aftereffect may refer to a residual emotional 5 measurement is taken after having the experience ( e . g . , after 
response a user has after having an experience . For example , returning from it ) . Typically , a difference between a subse 
an aftereffect of a vacation may be how a user feels one week quent measurement and a prior measurement , of a user who after coming back from the vacation ( e . g . , was the vacation had an experience , is indicative of an aftereffect of the relaxing and did it enable the user to " recharge batteries " ) . experience on the user . In the example with the vacation , the In another example , an aftereffect of interacting with a 10 aftereffect may indicate how relaxing the vacation was for service provider reflects how a user feels after the interaction the user . In some cases , the prior measurement may be taken is over ( e . g . , is the user satisfied or is the user upset even while the user has the experience . though the service provider is not in sight ? ) . 

FIG . 32 illustrates one embodiment of a system config Some embodiments described herein involve measure ment of aftereffects to various experiences such as visiting 15 ured to rank experiences based on aftereffects determined 
a location for a certain duration . Other embodiments from measurements of affective response of users . The 
described herein involve measurement of aftereffects to system includes at least the collection module 120 and an 
various experiences such as interacting with a service pro aftereffect ranking module 300 . 
vider . Other embodiments described herein involve mea The collection module 120 is configured to receive the 
surement of aftereffects to various experiences such as 20 measurements 110 of affective response of users to experi 
utilizing a product . Other embodiments described herein ences . In this embodiment , the measurements comprise , for 
involve measurement of aftereffects to various experiences each experience from among the experiences , prior and 
such as consuming a substance ( e . g . , eating a food item ) . subsequent measurements of at least five users who had the 
Some embodiments described herein involve the com - experience . A prior measurement of a user is taken before 

parison of aftereffects to consuming food ( also referred to 25 the user finishes having the experience , and a subsequent 
herein as a “ food item ” ) . Herein , food may include one or measurement of the user is taken at least ten minutes after 
more items from a set comprising edible items , beverages , the user finishes having the experience . Optionally , the prior 
snacks , and meals . For example , a food may be one or more measurement is taken before the user starts having the 
of the following : an apple , a chicken nugget , a sandwich , a experience . Optionally , the subsequent measurement is 
bag of chips , a cup of coffee , a cocktail , a happy meal , a 30 taken less than one day after the user finished having the 
burrito , a full course meal , and an item on a menu at a experience , and before the user has an additional experience 
restaurant . Optionally , consuming the food may be done by of the same type . 
eating and / or drinking it . In some embodiments , an afteref - The aftereffect ranking module 300 is configured to 
fect to consuming food may correspond to an affective generate a ranking 306 of the experiences based on the 
response to the food . For example , an aftereffect to food may 35 measurements , such that , for at least first and second expe 
correspond to the level of alertness of a user who consumed riences from among the experiences , the aftereffect of the 
the food . Thus , according to this example , a system may first experience is greater than the aftereffect of the second 
rank beverages based on the level of alertness of users that experience , and the first experience is ranked above the 
consume them . For instance , in this example the beverages second experience . Optionally , having the first experience 
may be energy drinks and / or caffeinated drinks . Additionally 40 being ranked above the second experience is indicative that , 
or alternatively , the system may determine the difference on average , a difference between the subsequent measure 
between the levels of alertness to consuming the two bev - ments and the prior measurements of the at least five users 
erages ( and / or determine the significance of the difference ) . who had the first experience is greater than a difference 
Additionally or alternatively , the system may compare the between the subsequent and the prior measurements of the 
alertness level at different times after consuming a beverage . 45 at least five users who had the second experience . Option 
Additionally or alternatively , the system may determine a ally , having the first experience being ranked above the 
time - dependent trend of the alertness level after consuming second experience is indicative that , a first aftereffect score 
a beverage . In another example , an aftereffect to food may computed based on the prior and subsequent measurements 
correspond to the level of comfort of a user who consumed of the at least five users who had the first experience is 
the food . Thus , according to this example , a system may 50 greater than a second aftereffect score computed based on 
rank food items based on the level of comfort of users that the prior and subsequent measurements of the at least five 
consume them . For example , a ranking of food items may users who had the second experience . 
indicate whether the users are content with a certain food In one embodiment , the aftereffect ranking module 300 is 
item , or does it cause them to suffer from indigestion , gas , configured to rank experiences using a score - based 
heartburn , and / or other food - related problems . In this 55 approach . In this embodiment , the aftereffect ranking mod 
example the food may be dishes served at a restaurant . ule 300 comprises aftereffect scoring module 302 , which is 
Additionally or alternatively , the system may determine the configured to compute aftereffect scores for the experiences . 
difference between the levels of comfort to consuming the An aftereffect score for an experience is computed based on 
two dishes ( and / or determine the significance of the differ - prior and subsequent measurements of the at least five users 
ence ) . Additionally or alternatively , the system may compare 60 who had the experience . Additionally , the aftereffect ranking 
the comfort level at different times after consuming a dish . module 300 includes the score - based rank determining mod 
Additionally or alternatively , the system may determine a ule 225 , which is configured to rank the experiences based 
time - dependent trend of the comfort level after consuming a on their respective aftereffect scores such that an experience 
dish . with a higher aftereffect score is not ranked lower than an 
One way in which aftereffects may be determined is by 65 experience with a lower aftereffect score , and the first 

measuring users before and after they finish having an experience has a higher corresponding aftereffect score than 
experience , in order to assess how the experience changed the second experience . 
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In another embodiment , the aftereffect ranking module FIG . 34 illustrates one embodiment of a system config 

300 is configured to rank experiences using a preference - ured to rank periods to have an experience based on 
based approach . In this embodiment , the aftereffect ranking expected aftereffect values . The system includes at least the 
module 300 comprises a preference generator module 304 collection module 120 and aftereffect ranking module 334 . 
that is configured to generate a plurality of preference 5 The collection module 120 receives measurements 110 of 
rankings . Each preference ranking is indicative of ranks of affective response . In this embodiment , the measurements 
at least two of the experiences , such that one experience , of 110 include prior and subsequent measurements of affective 
the at least two experiences , is ranked above another expe response of at least ten users , where each user has the 
rience of the at least two experiences . Additionally , each experience at some time during a periodic unit of time . A 

10 prior measurement is taken before the user finishes having preference ranking is determined based on a subset com the experience , and a subsequent measurement taken at least prising at least a pair of prior and subsequent measurements ten minutes after the user finishes having the experience . of a user who had the one experience and at least a pair of Optionally , the prior measurement is taken before the user prior and subsequent measurements of a user who had the starts having the experience . Optionally , a difference other experience . Optionally , a majority of the measure te 15 between a subsequent measurement and a prior measure 
ments comprised in each subset of the measurements that is ment of a user who had the experience is indicative of an 
used to generate a preference ranking are prior and subse aftereffect of the experience on the user . In this embodiment , 
quent measurements of a single user . Optionally , all of the measurements 110 comprise prior and subsequent measure 
measurements comprised in each subset of the measure ments of at least five users who have the experience during 
ments that is used to generate a preference ranking are prior 20 a first portion of the periodic unit of time and prior and 
and subsequent measurements of a single user . Optionally , a subsequent measurements of at least five users who have the 
majority of the measurements comprised in each subset of experience during a second portion of the periodic unit of 
the measurements that is used to generate a preference time that is different from the first period . 
ranking are prior and subsequent measurements of similar In one example , the periodic unit of time is a day , and each 
users as determined based on the profile comparator 133 . 25 of the at least ten users has the experience during a certain 
Additionally , the aftereffect ranking module 300 comprises hour of the day . In another example , the periodic unit of time 
the preference - based rank determining module 230 , which is is a week , and each of the at least ten users has the 
configured to rank the experiences based on the plurality of experience during a certain day of the week . In still another 
the preference rankings utilizing a method that satisfies the example , the periodic unit of time is a year , and each of the 
Condorcet criterion . The ranking of experiences by the 30 at least ten users has the experience during a time that is at 
preference - based rank determining module 230 is such that least one of the following : a certain month of the year , and 
a certain experience , which in a pair - wise comparison with a certain holiday that occurs annually . 
other experiences is preferred over each of the other expe - The aftereffect ranking module 334 is configured to 
riences , is not ranked below of any of the other experiences . generate ranking 342 of periods of time to have the expe 
Optionally , the certain experience is ranked above each of 35 rience based on aftereffects indicated by the measurements 
the other experiences . 110 , such that , having the experience during the first portion 

In one embodiment , the recommender module 235 uti - of the periodic unit of time is ranked above having the 
lizes the ranking 306 to make recommendation 308 in which experience during the second portion of the periodic unit of 
the first experience is recommended in a first manner ( which time . Optionally , having the experience during the first 
involves a stronger recommendation than a recommendation 40 portion of the periodic unit of time being ranked above 
made by the recommender module when making a recom - having the experience during the second portion of the 
mendation in the second manner ) . periodic unit of time is indicative that , on average , a differ 

In one embodiment , the first and second experiences ence between the subsequent measurements and the prior 
correspond to first and second locations . For example , the measurements of the at least five users who have the 
first and second experiences involve visiting the first and 45 experience during the first portionis greater than a difference 
second locations , respectively . In this embodiment , the map between the subsequent and the prior measurements of the 
displaying module is configured to present a result obtained at least five users who have the experience during the second 
from the ranking 306 on a map that includes annotations of portion . Optionally , having the experience during the first 
the first and second locations , and an indication that the first portion of the periodic unit of time being ranked above 
location has a higher aftereffect score than the second 50 having the experience during the second portion of the 
location . periodic unit of time is indicative that , a first aftereffect score 

In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 computed based on the prior and subsequent measurements 
may be utilized in order to generate personalized rankings of of the at least five users who have the experience during the 
experiences based on their aftereffects . FIG . 33a and FIG . first portion is greater than a second aftereffect score com 
33b illustrate how the output generated by the personaliza - 55 puted based on the prior and subsequent measurements of 
tion module when it receives profiles of certain users can the at least five users who have the experience during the 
enable the system illustrated in FIG . 32 to produce different second portion . 
rankings for different users . A certain first user 310a and a In one embodiment , the aftereffect ranking module 334 is 
certain second user 310b have corresponding profiles 311a configured to rank the periods using a score - based approach 
and 311b , which are different from each other . The person - 60 and comprises the aftereffect scoring module 302 , which is 
alization module 130 produces different outputs based on the configured to compute aftereffect scores for the experience , 
profiles 311a and 311b . Consequently , the aftereffect ranking with each score corresponding to a portion of the periodic 
module 300 generates different rankings 306a and 306b for unit of time . Each aftereffect score corresponding to a 
the certain first user 310a and the certain second user 310b , certain portion of the periodic unit of time is computed based 
respectively . Optionally , in the ranking 306a , the first expe - 65 on prior and subsequent measurements of the at least five 
rience ( A ) has a higher aftereffect than the second experi - users who have the experience during the certain portion of 
ence ( B ) , and in the ranking 306b , it is the other way around the periodic unit of time . Additionally , the aftereffect rank 
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ing module 300 includes the score - based rank determining Some embodiments in this disclosure involve functions of 
module 336 , which is configured to rank periods to have the affective response that are learned based on measurements 
experience based on their respective aftereffect scores , such of affective response . These functions typically describe a 
that a period with a higher aftereffect score is not ranked relationship between affective response related to an expe 
lower than a period with a lower aftereffect score , and the 5 rience and a parametric value . In one example , the affective 
period corresponding to the first portion of the periodic unit response related to experience may be the affective response 
of time has a higher corresponding aftereffect score than the of users to the experience . In another example , the affective 
period corresponding to the second portion of the periodic response related to the experience may be an aftereffect of 
unit of time . the experience . 

In another embodiment , the aftereffect ranking module 10 In embodiments described herein various types of param 
334 is configured to rank the periods using a preference - eters may be utilized for generating functions of affective 
based approach . In this embodiment , the aftereffect ranking response . In one example , the function may be a temporal 
module 334 comprises a preference generator module 338 one involving a duration . Thus , a function of affective 
that is configured to generate a plurality of preference response may describe a relationship between expected 
rankings . Each preference ranking is indicative of ranks of 15 affective response of to an experience and the duration one 
at least two portions of the periodic unit of time during has the experience . Another temporal parameters may be 
which to have the experience , such that one portion , of the related to the duration after an experience . For example , 
at least two portions , is ranked above another portion of the another function may describe a relationship between the 
at least two portions . The preference ranking is determined time that has elapsed since having an experience and the 
based on a subset comprising at least a pair of prior and 20 extent of the aftereffect of the experience . In one example , 
subsequent measurements of a user who has the experience a parameter of a function may correspond to a period during 
during the one portion and at least a pair of prior and which an experience is experienced ( e . g . , the time of day , 
subsequent measurements of a user who has the experience day of the week , etc . ) . In another example , a parameter of a 
during the other portion . Optionally , all of the measurements function may relate to the extent an experience has been 
comprised in each subset of the measurements that is used 25 previously experienced . In yet another example , the param 
to generate a preference ranking are prior and subsequent eter may describe an environmental parameter ( e . g . , tem 
measurements of a single user . Optionally , a majority of the perature ) ; thus a function may describe the relationship 
measurements comprised in each subset of the measure between the temperature outside and how much people 
ments that is used to generate a preference ranking are prior enjoy having certain experiences ( for different tempera 
and subsequent measurements of similar users as determined 30 tures ) . 
based on the profile comparator 133 . Additionally , the Functions whose parameters are learned based on mea 
aftereffect ranking module 334 comprises a preference surements of affective response may be considered to be in 
based rank determining module 340 that is configured to the form f ( x ) = y , where y is an affective value ( e . g . , corre 
rank periods of time to have the experience based on the sponding to a score for an experience ) , and x is a parameter 
plurality of the preference rankings utilizing a method that 35 upon which the score may depend ( e . g . , one of the param 
satisfies the Condorcet criterion . The ranking of periods of eters mentioned above ) . In one example , “ X ” represents a 
time by the preference - based rank determining module 230 duration of having an experience , thus the function f ( x ) = y 
is such that a certain portion of the periodic unit of time , may represent affective response to an experience as a 
which in a pair - wise comparison with other portions of the function of how long people have the experience . 
periodic unit of time is preferred over each of the other 40 It is to be noted that in the following discussion , “ x ” and 
portions , is not ranked below of any of the other portions . “ y ” are used in their common mathematical notation roles . 
Optionally , the certain portion of the periodic unit of time is In descriptions of embodiments elsewhere in this disclosure , 
ranked above each of the other portions . other notation may be used . Continuing the example given 

In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 above , the “ X ” values may be replaced with “ At ” ( e . g . , to 
may be utilized in order to generate personalized rankings of 45 represent a duration of time ) , and the " y " values may be 
periods to have the experience based on their aftereffects . replaced with “ v ” ( e . g . , to represent an affective value ) . 
Optionally , the aftereffect ranking module 334 is configured Typically , a function of the form f ( x ) = y is capable of 
to rank the periods to have the experience based on an output providing values of y for at least two different values of the 
generated by the personalization module . For at least some x in the function . Each function of the form f ( x ) = y that is 
of the users , personalized rankings generated based on their 50 learned based on measurements of affective response may be 
profiles are different . In particular , for at least a certain first characterized by one or more function parameters that may 
user and a certain second user , who have different profiles , be utilized to describe the function . The function may not 
the aftereffect ranking module 334 ranks times to have the necessarily describe correspond y values ) to all , or even 
experience differently , such that for the certain first user , many , parameter values ; however , in this disclosure it is 
having the experience during the first portion of the periodic 55 assumed that a function that is learned from measurements 
unit of time is ranked above having the experience during of affective response describes functions values for at least 
the second portion of the periodic unit of time . For the two different parameter values . For example , with a repre 
certain second user it is the other way around , having the sentation of functions as a ( possibly infinite ) set of pairs of 
experience during the second portion of the periodic unit of the form ( x , y ) , functions described in this disclosure are 
time is ranked above having the experience during the first 60 represented by at least to pairs two pairs ( X1 , Y? ) and ( X2 , Y2 ) , 
portion of the periodic unit of time . such that x , X . Optionally , some functions in this disclo 

In one embodiment , the recommender module 343 uti - sure may be assumed to be non - constant ; in such a case , an 
lizes the ranking 342 to make recommendation 344 in which additional assumption may be made that also y , + y2 
the first period is recommended in a first manner ( which It is to be noted that the functions learned based on 
involves a stronger recommendation than a recommendation 65 measurements of affective response are not limited to func 
made by the recommender module when making a recom - tions of a single dimensional input . In some embodiments , 
mendation in the second manner ) . the functions may involve multidimensional inputs . 
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Learning a function based on measurements of affective The number of bins in which measurements are placed 
response may be done in this disclosure by a function may vary between embodiments . However , typically the 
learning module . Optionally , the data provided to the func - number of bins is at least two . Additionally , bins need not 
tion learning module comprises pairs of training points of have the same size . In some embodiments , bins may have 
the form ( x , y ) , where y is derived from a measurement of 5 different sizes ( e . g . , a first bin may correspond to a period of 
affective response and x is the corresponding value of the one hour , while a second bin may correspond to a period of 
parameter upon which the function depends ( e . g . , x may be two hours ) . 
a duration of the experience to which the measurement In some embodiments , different bins may overlap , thus 
corresponds ) . Since the data for the function learning mod they may each include measurements with similar or even 
ule in embodiments described herein typically comes from 10 identical corresponding parameters values ( " x " values ) . In 
multiple users , the function that is learned may be consid - other embodiments , bin do not overlap . Optionally , the 
ered a crowd - based result . different bins in which measurements may be placed may 

In some embodiments , the function learning module represent a partition of the space of values of the parameters 
utilizes an algorithm for training a predictor to learn the ( i . e . , a partitioning of possible " x " values ) . 
parameters of a function of the form f ( x ) = y . Learning such 15 FIG . 36b illustrates one embodiment in which the binning 
parameters is typically performed by machine learning - module 290 and aftereffect scoring module 292 are utilized 
based trainer 286 , which typically utilizes a training algo - to separate measurements of affective response into bins in 
rithm to train a model for a machine learning - based predic - order to compute aftereffect scores 294 , where each bin ' s 
tor used predicts values of the function for different values score 294 ' is computed based on the measurements in the 
of the input parameter ( “ X ” ) . Section 8 — Predictors and 20 bin . 
Emotional State Estimators , includes additional information In embodiments described herein , boundaries of bins 
regarding various approaches known in the art that may be and / or scores computed for the bins are also considered 
utilized to train a machine learning - based predictor to com - function parameters since they may be utilized by a function 
pute a function of the form f ( x ) = y . Some examples of to provide a value for a new input ( by determining to which 
predictors that may be used include regression models , 25 bin it should belong and returning a function value based on 
neural networks , nearest neighbor predictors , support vector the score corresponding to that bin ) . 
machines for regression , and / or decision trees . FIG . 36a In some embodiments , some of the measurements of 
illustrates one embodiment in which the machine learning - affective response used to compute scores for bins may have 
based trainer 286 is utilized to learn a function representing associated weights ( e . g . , due to weighting based on the age 
an expected aftereffect of an experience after different 30 of the measurements and / or weights from an output of the 
periods of time have elapsed since the experience ended . personalization module 130 ) . Scoring modules described in 
Machine learning - based trainer 286 receives the prior mea this embodiment are capable of utilizing such score when 
surements 281 and subsequent measurements 282 ( and / or a computing scores for bins . 
result computed based on the difference between prior In some embodiments , a function whose parameters are 
measurements and subsequent measurements ) . The output 35 learned by a function learning module may be displayed on 
of the machine learning - based trainer 286 are function a display 252 configured to render a representation of the 
parameters 288 ( which are illustrated by the function curve function . For example , the function may be rendered as a 
288 ' they describe ) . Machine learning - based trainer 286 is graph , plot , and / or any other image that represents values 
utilized is a similar fashion in other embodiments in this given by the function and / or parameters of the function . 
disclosure that involve learning other types of functions 40 Optionally , when presenting personalize functions F , and F2 
( with possibly other types of input data ) . to different users , a rendered representation of the function 

In some embodiments , some of the measurements of F , that is forwarded to a certain first user is different from a 
affective response used to train the model may have asso - rendered representation of the function F , that is forwarded 
ciated weights ( e . g . , due to weighting based on the age of the to a certain second user . 
measurements and / or weights from an output of the person - 45 In some embodiments , function comparator module 284 
alization module 130 ) . Learning a function when the train may receive two or more descriptions of functions and 
ing data is weighted is commonly known in the art , and the generate a comparison between the two or more functions . 
machine learning - based trainer 286 may be easily config - In one embodiment , a description of a function may include 
ured to handle such data if needed . one or more values of parameters that describe the function , 

In other embodiments , the function learning module may 50 such as parameters of the function that were learned by the 
utilize a binning approach , in which measurements are machine learning - based trainer 286 . For example , the 
placed in bins based on their corresponding values , and the description of the function may include values of regression 
value y corresponding to measurements in the bin is typi - coefficients used by the function . In another embodiment , a 
cally a score computed based on the measurements in the description of a function may include one or more values of 
bin , e . g . , an experience score . Placing measurements into 55 the function for certain input parameters and / or statistics 
bins is typically done by a binning module , which examines regarding values the function gives to certain input param 
a value associated with a measurement and places it based eters . In one example , the description of the function may 
on that value in one or more bins . For example , a binning include values such as pairs of the form ( x , y ) representing 
module may place measurements into one hour bins repre the function . In another example , the description may 
senting the ( rounded ) hour during which they were taken . It 60 include statistics such as the average value y the function 
is to be noted that , in some embodiments , multiple mea - gives for certain ranges of x . 
surements may have the same associated parameter value The function comparator module 284 may evaluate and 
and be placed in a bin together . For example , a set com - optionally report various aspects of the functions . In one 
prising a prior and a subsequent measurement may be placed embodiment , the function comparator may indicate which 
in a bin based on a single associated value ( e . g . , when used 65 function has a higher or lower ) value within a certain range 
to compute an aftereffect the single value may be the time and / or which function has a higher ( or lower ) integral value 
that had elapsed since having an experience ) . over the certain range . Optionally , the certain range may 
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include parameter values up to a certain x value , it may compute a plurality of aftereffect scores 294 corresponding 
include parameter values from a certain value x and on , to the plurality of bins . An aftereffect score corresponding to 
and / or include parameter values within specified boundaries a bin is computed based on prior and subsequent measure 
( e . g . , between certain parameter values X? and x2 ) . ments of at least five users , from the at least ten users , 

FIG . 35a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 5 selected such that durations corresponding to the subsequent 
ured to learn a function of an aftereffect of an experience . measurements of the at least five users fall within the range 
The system includes at least collection module 120 and corresponding to the bin . Additionally , At , falls within a 
function learning module 280 . range of durations corresponding to a first bin , At , falls 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - within a range of durations corresponding to a second bin , 
surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure - 10 which is different from the first bin , and the values V , and V , 
ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In mentioned above are the aftereffect scores corresponding to 
this embodiment , the measurements include prior and sub - the first and second bins , respectively . 
sequent measurements of at least ten users who had the In one embodiment , an aftereffect score for an experience 
experience . A prior measurement of a user is taken before is indicative of an extent of feeling at least one of the 
the user finishes the experience , and a subsequent measure - 15 following emotions : pain , anxiety , annoyance , stress , 
ment of the user is taken after elapsing of a duration of at aggression , aggravation , fear , sadness , drowsiness , apathy , 
least ten minutes after the user finishes the experience . anger , happiness , content , calmness , attentiveness , affection , 
Optionally , the prior measurement of the user is taken before and excitement . 
the user starts having the experience . Optionally , the mea Prior measurements may be utilized in various ways by 
surements comprise multiple subsequent measurements of a 20 the function learning module 280 , which may slightly 
user who had the experience , taken at different times after change what is represented by the aftereffect function . In one 
the user had the experience . embodiment , a prior measurement of a user is utilized to 

The function learning module 280 is configured to utilize compute a baseline affective response value for the user . The 
the prior and subsequent measurements to learn an afteref - aftereffect function is indicative of an expected difference 
fect function that describes values of expected affective 25 between the subsequent measurements of the at least ten 
response after different durations since finishing the expe - users and baseline affective response values for the at least 
rience ( the function may be represented by a model com ten users . In another embodiment , the aftereffect function is 
prising parameters 288 and / or aftereffect scores 294 , indicative of an expected difference between the subsequent 
described below ) . FIG . 35b illustrates an example of an measurements of the at least ten users and the prior mea 
aftereffect function learned by the function learning module 30 surements of the at least ten users . 
280 . The function is depicted as a graph of the function In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 
curve 288 ' , which is indicative of values of the function at may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different 
points of time representing a value of the aftereffect at users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile 
different durations since finishing the experience . Option - of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates 
ally , an aftereffect function learned by the function learning 35 an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the 
module is at least indicative of values V , and v2 of expected certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 
affective response after durations At , and At , since finishing the at least ten users . The function learning module 280 is 
the experience , respectively . Optionally , these function further configured to utilize the output to learn an aftereffect 
points are such that At + At , and V , V , . FIG . 35b also function personalized for the certain user that describes 
illustrates such a pairs of function points ( At , , V ) and 40 values of expected affective response at different durations 
( Atz , V2 ) for which At + At , and V , 7V2 . after finishing the experience . The personalized functions 

In one embodiment , the function learning module 280 are not the same for all users . That is , for at least a certain 
utilizes machine learning - based trainer 286 , which utilizes first user and a certain second user , who have different 
the prior and subsequent measurements to train a model 288 profiles , the function learning module learns different after 
for a predictor configured to predict a value of affective 45 effect functions , denoted F and F , respectively . F is 
response of a user based on an input indicative of a duration indicative of values V , and V , of expected affective responses 
that elapsed since the user finished having the experience . after durations At ; and Atz since finishing the experience , 
When the trained predictor is provided inputs indicative of respectively , and F2 is indicative of values V3 and V4 of 
the durations At , and Atz , the predictor predicts the values v , expected affective responses after the durations At , and Atz 
and V2 , respectively . Optionally , the model is at least one of 50 since finishing the experience , respectively . Additionally , 
the following : a regression model , a model utilized by a At + Atz , V , V2 , V3 V4 , and V , Vz . 
neural network , a nearest neighbor model , a model for a FIG . 37 illustrates such a scenario where personalized 
support vector machine for regression , and a model utilized functions are generated for different users . In this illustra 
by a decision tree . tion , certain first user 297a and certain second user 297b 

In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod - 55 have different profiles 298a and 298b , respectively . Given 
ule 280 may utilize the binning module 290 , which is these profiles , the personalization module 130 generates 
configured to assign subsequent measurements 282 ( along different outputs that are utilized by the function learning 
with their corresponding prior measurements ) to a plurality module to learn functions 299a and 299b for the certain first 
of bins based durations corresponding to subsequent mea - user 297a and the certain second user 297b , respectively . 
surements 282 . A duration corresponding to a subsequent 60 The different functions indicate different expected aftereffect 
measurement of a user is the duration that elapsed between trends , namely , that the aftereffect of the certain second user 
when the user finished having the experience and when the 297b initially falls much quicker than the aftereffect of the 
subsequent measurement is taken . Additionally , each bin of certain first user 297a . 
the plurality of bins corresponds to a range of durations In one embodiment , the function comparator module 284 
corresponding to subsequent measurements . Additionally , in 65 is configured to receive descriptions of first and second 
this embodiment , the function learning module 280 utilizes aftereffect functions that describe values of expected affec 
the aftereffect scoring module 292 , which is configured to tive response at different durations after finishing respective 
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first and second experiences . The function comparator mod contemporaneous measurements . A duration corresponding 
ule 284 is further configured to compare the first and second to a contemporaneous measurement of a user is the duration 
functions and to provide an indication of at least one of the that elapsed between when the user started having the 
following : ( i ) the experience from amongst the first and experience and when the contemporaneous measurement is 
second experiences for which the average aftereffect , from 5 taken , and each bin corresponds to a range of durations 
the time of finishing the respective experience until a certain corresponding to contemporaneous measurements . Addi 
duration At , is greatest ; ( ii ) the experience from amongst the tionally , in this embodiment , the function learning module 
first and second experiences for which the average afteref 316 may utilize the scoring module 150 to compute a fect , from a time starting at a certain duration At after plurality of scores corresponding to the plurality of bins . A finishing the respective experience and onwards , is greatest ; 10 score corresponding to a bin is computed based on prior and and ( iii ) the experience from amongst the first and second contemporaneous measurements of at least five users , from experiences for which at a time corresponding to elapsing of 

the at least ten users , selected such that durations corre a certain duration At since finishing the respective experi 
ence , the corresponding aftereffect is greatest . sponding to the contemporaneous measurements of the at 

FIG . 38a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - 15 le least five users fall within the range corresponding to the bin . 
ured to learn a function describing a relationship between a Additionally , At , falls within a range of durations corre 
duration of an experience and an affective response to the sponding to a first bin , At2 falls within a range of durations 
experience . The system includes at least collection module corresponding to a second bin , which is different from the 
120 and function learning module 316 . first bin , and the values V , and v2 are the scores correspond 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - 20 ing to the first and second bins , respectively . 
surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure - Prior measurements may be utilized in various ways by 
ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In the function learning module 316 , which may slightly 
this embodiment , the measurements 110 include prior 314 change what is represented by the function . In one embodi 
and contemporaneous 315 measurements of affective ment , a prior measurement of a user is utilized to compute 
response of at least ten users who have the experience . A 25 a baseline affective response value for the user . The function 
prior measurement of a user is taken before the user starts is indicative of an expected difference between the contem 
having the experience , and a contemporaneous measurement poraneous measurements of the at least ten users and base 
of the user is taken between a time the user starts having the line affective response values for the at least ten users . In 
experience and a time that is at most ten minutes after the another embodiment , the function is indicative of an 
user finishes having the experience . Optionally , the mea - 30 expected difference between the contemporaneous measure 
surements comprise multiple contemporaneous measure - ments of the at least ten users and the prior measurements of 
ments of a user who has the experience , taken at different the at least ten users . 
times after the user started having the experience . In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 

The function learning module 316 is configured to utilize may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different 
the prior 314 and contemporaneous 315 measurements to 35 users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile 
learn function 317 that describes , for different durations , of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates 
values of expected affective response corresponding to hav - an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the 
ing the experience for the different durations . Optionally , the certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 
function 317 learned by the function learning module is at the at least ten users . The function learning module 316 may 
least indicative of values y , and v , of expected affective 40 be configured to utilize the output to learn a personalized 
response corresponding to having the experience for dura function for the certain user that describes , for different 
tions At , and Atz , respectively . Additionally , At , + At , and durations , values of expected affective response after having 
V17V2 . FIG . 38b illustrates the function 317 and its values vi the experience for the different durations . The personalized 
and v2 at the corresponding respective durations At , and Atz . functions are not the same for all users . That is , at least a 

In one embodiment , affective response corresponding to 45 certain first user and a certain second user , who have 
having the experience is indicative of an extent of feeling at different profiles , the function learning module learns dif 
least one of the following emotions : pain , anxiety , annoy - ferent functions , denoted F and F2 , respectively . F is 
ance , stress , aggression , aggravation , fear , sadness , drowsi - indicative of values V , and v , of expected affective response 
ness , apathy , anger , happiness , content , calmness , attentive corresponding to having the experience for durations At , and 
ness , affection , and excitement . 50 Atz , respectively , and F2 is indicative of values V3 and V4 of 

In one embodiment , the function learning module 316 expected affective response corresponding to having the 
utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 , which uti - experience for the durations At , and Atz , respectively . And 
lizes the prior and contemporaneous measurements to train additionally , At , Atz , V , ZV2 , Vz + V4 , and V , + Vz . 
a model for a predictor configured to predict a value of FIG . 39 illustrates such a scenario where personalized 
affective response of a user based on an input indicative of 55 functions are generated for different users . In this illustra 
a duration that elapsed since the user started having the tion , certain first user 319a and certain second user 319b 
experience . When the trained predictor is provided inputs have different profiles 318a and 318b , respectively . Given 
indicative of the durations At , and Atz , the predictor predicts these profiles , the personalization module 130 generates 
the values V , and V2 , respectively . Optionally , the model is different outputs that are utilized by the function learning 
at least one of the following : a regression model , a model 60 module to learn functions 320a and 320b for the certain first 
utilized by a neural network , a nearest neighbor model , a user 319a and the certain second user 319b , respectively . 
model for a support vector machine for regression , and a The different functions indicate different expected affective 
model utilized by a decision tree . response trends , namely , that the affective response of the 

In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod certain second user 297b tapers off when the user has the 
ule 316 may utilize binning module 313 , which is configured 65 experience for a longer duration while the certain first user 
to assign prior and contemporaneous measurements of users 297a has a more positive affective response to longer 
to a plurality of bins based on durations corresponding to the durations of the experience . 
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In one embodiment , the function comparator module 284 to assign prior and subsequent measurements of users to a 
is configured to receive descriptions of first and second plurality of bins based on durations during which the users 
aftereffect functions that describe values of expected affec - had the experience . Additionally , function learning module 
tive response to having respective first and second experi - 322 comprises the aftereffect scoring module 292 , which is 
ences for different durations . The function comparator mod - 5 configured to compute a plurality of scores corresponding to 
ule 284 is further configured to compare the first and second a plurality of bins , with each bin corresponding to a range of 
functions and to provide an indication of at least one of the durations for having the experience . Each score correspond 
following : ( i ) the experience from amongst the first and ing to a bin is computed based on prior and subsequent 
second experiences for which the average affective response measurements of at least five users , from the at least ten 
to having the respective experience , for a duration that is at 10 users , for whom durations during which they have the 
most a certain duration At , is greatest ; ( ii ) the experience experience fall within the range corresponding to the bin . 
from amongst the first and second experiences for which the Continuing the example given above , At , falls within a range 
average affective response to having the respective experi - of durations corresponding to a first bin , At , falls within a 
ence , for a duration that is at least a certain duration At , is range of durations corresponding to a second bin , which is 
greatest ; and ( iii ) the experience from amongst the first and 15 different from the first bin , and the values V , and v , are the 
second experiences for which the affective response to scores corresponding to the first and second bins , respec 
having the respective experience , for a certain duration At , tively . 
is greatest Prior measurements may be utilized in various ways by 

FIG . 40a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - the function learning module 322 , which may slightly 
ured to learn a relationship between a duration of an expe - 20 change what is represented by the function . In one embodi 
rience and an aftereffect of the experience . The system ment , a prior measurement of a user is utilized to compute 
includes at least collection module 120 and function learning a baseline affective response value for the user . The function 
module 322 . is indicative of an expected difference between the subse 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - quent measurements of the at least ten users and baseline 
surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure - 25 affective response values for the at least ten users . In another 
ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In embodiment , the function is indicative of an expected dif 
this embodiment , the measurements 110 include prior 281 ference between the subsequent measurements of the at least 
and subsequent 282 measurements of affective response of ten users and the prior measurements of the at least ten users . 
at least ten users . Each user has the experience for a In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 
duration , a prior measurement of a user is taken before the 30 may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different 
user finishes having the experience , and a subsequent mea - users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile 
surement of the user is taken at least ten minutes after the of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates 
user finishes having the experience . Optionally , a difference an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the 
between a subsequent measurement and a prior measure certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 
ment of a user who had the experience is indicative of an 35 the at least ten users . The function learning module 322 may 
aftereffect of the experience on the user . be configured to utilize the output to learn a personalized 

The function learning module 322 is configured to utilize function for the certain user that describes , for different 
the prior and subsequent measurements to learn a function durations , values of expected affective response correspond 
that describes , for different durations , values of expected ing to extents of aftereffects of the experience after having 
affective responses corresponding to extents of aftereffects 40 the experience for the different durations . The personalized 
of the experience after having the experience for the differ functions are not the same for all users . That is , for at least 
ent durations . Optionally , the function learned by the func - a certain first user and a certain second user , who have 
tion learning module is at least indicative of values V , and v2 different profiles , the function learning module learns dif 
corresponding to expected extents of aftereffects to having ferent functions , denoted F1 and F2 , respectively . F? is 
the experience for durations At , and At , respectively . And 45 indicative of values vl and v , of expected extents of after 
additionally , At , + At , and V , 7V2 . effects to having the experience for durations At , and Atz , 

FIG . 40b illustrates an example of the function learned by respectively , and F , is indicative of values Vz and V4 of 
the learning module . The figure illustrates changes in the expected extents of aftereffects to having the experience for 
aftereffect based on duration of the experience ; the afteref - durations At , and Aty , respectively . And additionally , 
fect increases with the length of the duration At , but only 50 At , + Atz , V , V2 , V36V4 , and V , + V3 . 
until a certain point , after which increasing the duration FIG . 41a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
reduces the aftereffect . ured to learn a function of periodic affective response to an 

In one embodiment , the function learning module 322 experience . The system includes at least collection module 
utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 . Machine 120 and function learning module 325 . 
learning - based trainer 286 utilizes the prior and subsequent 55 The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 
measurements to train a model for a predictor configured to surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure 
predict a value of affective response of a user based on an ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In 
input indicative of a duration that elapsed since the user this embodiment , the measurements 110 include measure 
started having the experience . Responsive to being provided ments of affective response of at least ten users . Each user 
inputs indicative of the durations At , and Atz , the predictor 60 has the experience at some time during a periodic unit of 
predicts the values V , and V , respectively . Optionally , the time , and a measurement of the user is taken by a sensor 
model is at least one of the following : a regression model , coupled to the user while the user has the experience . 
a model utilized by a neural network , a nearest neighbor Optionally , the measurements comprise multiple measure 
model , a model for a support vector machine for regression , ments of a user who has the experience , taken at different 
and a model utilized by a decision tree . 65 times during the periodic unit of time . 

In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod - The function learning module 325 is configured to utilize 
ule 322 may utilize binning module 313 , which is configured the measurements to learn a function 326 that describes 
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expected affective response to the experience when having responses to the having the experience at times t , and t2 , 
the experience at different times in the periodic unit of time . respectively . And additionally , t , zt , V , V , Vz + V4 , and 
FIG . 41b illustrates an example of affective response to an V17V3 . 
experience when having it on different days of the week In one embodiment , the function comparator module 284 
( e . g . , how do people enjoy going out down town on different 5 is configured to receive descriptions of first and second 
days ) . functions of periodic affective response to having first and 

In one embodiment , the function 326 learned by the second experiences , respectively . The function comparator 

function learning module is at least indicative of values vi module is further configured to compare the first and second 
functions and to provide an indication of at least one of the and v2 of expected affective response to the experience when 

having the experience at times t , and t? during the periodic 10 following : ( i ) the experience from amongst the first and 
second experiences for which the average affective response unit of time , respectively . And additionally , ty t2 and v17V2 . to having the respective experience throughout the periodic In one example , the periodic unit of time is a day , and t? unit of time is greatest ; and ( ii ) the experience , from corresponds to a time during the morning and t , corresponds amongst the first and second experiences , for which the to a time during the evening . In another example , the 15 aff her example , the 15 affective response to having the respective experience at a 

periodic unit of time is a week , and t , corresponds to some certain time t in the periodic unit of time is greatest . 
time on Tuesday and tz corresponds to a time during the FIG . 42a illustrates one embodiment of a system config 
weekend . And in another example , the periodic unit of time ured to learn a relationship between a period during which 
is a year , and t , corresponds to a time during the summer and one has an experience and an aftereffect of the experience . 
tz corresponds to a time during the winter . 20 The system includes at least collection module 120 and 

In one embodiment , the function learning module 325 function learning module 350 . 
utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 . Machine The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea 
learning - based trainer 286 utilizes the measurements to train surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure 
a model for a predictor configured to predict a value of ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In 
affective response of a user based on an input indicative of 25 this embodiment , the measurements 110 include prior 281 
a time during the periodic unit of time . Responsive to being and subsequent 282 measurements of affective response of 
provided inputs indicative of the times t , and tz , the predictor at least ten users . Each user has the experience at some time 
predicts the values V , and V . , respectively . Optionally , the during a periodic unit of time , a prior measurement is taken 
model is at least one of the following : a regression model , before the user finishes having the experience , and a sub 
a model utilized by a neural network , a nearest neighbor 30 sequent measurement taken at least ten minutes after the 
model , a model for a support vector machine for regression , user finishes having the experience . Optionally , a difference 
and a model utilized by a decision tree . between a subsequent measurement and a prior measure 

In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod - ment of a user who had the experience is indicative of an 
ule 325 may utilize binning module 324 , which is configured aftereffect of the experience on the user . Optionally , mea 
to assign measurements of users to a plurality of bins based 35 surements comprise multiple subsequent measurements of a 
on when in the periodic unit of time the measurements were user who has the experience , taken at different times after the 
taken , with each bin corresponding to a range of times in the user has the experience . 
periodic unit of time . Additionally , the function learning The function learning module 350 is configured to utilize 
module 325 may utilize the scoring module 150 , which is the prior and subsequent measurements to learn the function 
configured to compute a plurality of scores corresponding to 40 345 of the periodic aftereffect , which describes , for different 
the plurality of bins . Each score corresponding to a bin is times in the periodic unit of time , expected aftereffects of the 
computed based on measurements of at least five users , from experience due to having the experience at the different 
the at least ten users , which were taken at a time that falls times . Optionally , the function learned by the function 
within the range corresponding to the bin . Continuing the learning module is at least indicative of values V , and v2 of 
example above , t , falls within a range of times correspond - 45 expected aftereffects due to having the experience at times 
ing to a first bin , t , falls within a range of times correspond t and t , in the periodic unit of time , respectively . And 
ing to a second bin , which is different from the first bin , and additionally , t , # t , and V , 7V9 . FIG . 42b illustrates an example 
the values V , and V , are the scores corresponding to the first of the function 345 which describes the aftereffect ( relax 
and second bins , respectively . ation from walking in the park ) , as a function of the time 

In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 50 during the day . 
may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different In one embodiment , the function learning module 350 
users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 . Machine 
of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates learning - based trainer 286 utilizes the prior and subsequent 
an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the measurements to train a model for a predictor configured to 
certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 55 predict a value of affective response of a user based on an 
the at least ten users . The function learning module 325 may input indicative of a time during the periodic unit of time 
be configured to utilize the output to learn a personalized during which a user has the experience . Responsive to being 
function for the certain user that describes expected affective provided inputs indicative of the times t , and t , the predictor 
response when having the experience at different times in the predicts the values V , and V2 , respectively . Optionally , the 
periodic unit of time . The personalized functions are not the 60 model is at least one of the following : a regression model , 
same for all users . That is , for at least a certain first user and a model utilized by a neural network , a nearest neighbor 
a certain second user , who have different profiles , the model , a model for a support vector machine for regression , 
function learning module learns different functions , denoted and a model utilized by a decision tree . 
F , and F , respectively . F , is indicative of values V , and v , In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod 
of expected affective responses to having the experience at 65 ule 350 may utilize binning module 324 , which is configured 
times t? and t? during the periodic unit of time , respectively , to assign prior and subsequent measurements of affective 
and F2 is indicative of values V3 and V4 of expected affective response of users who have the experience to a plurality of 
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bins based on when in the periodic unit of time the users experience . In one example , a value of an extent to which a 
have the experience , where each bin corresponds to a portion user had experienced the experience before is a value that is 
of the periodic unit of time . Additionally , the function indicative of time that had elapsed since the user first had the 
learning module 350 may utilize the aftereffect scoring experience . In another example , a value of an extent to 
module 292 to compute a plurality of aftereffect scores 5 which a user had experienced the experience before is a 
corresponding to the plurality of bins . An aftereffect score value that is indicative of a number of times the user had 
corresponding to a bin is computed based on prior and already had the experience before . In yet another example , 
subsequent measurements of at least five users , from the at a value of an extent to which a user had experienced the 
least ten users , who have the experience at a time that falls experience before is a value that is indicative of a number of 
within the portion of the periodic unit of time that corre - 10 hours spent by the user having the experience , since having 
sponds to the bin . Continuing the example above , t , falls it for the first time ( e . g . , the number of hours a user has 
within a portion of the periodic unit of time corresponding already played a certain game ) . 
to a first bin , tz falls within a portion of the periodic unit of The function learning module 348 is configured to utilize 
time corresponding to a second bin , which is different from the measurements and their associated values to learn func 
the first bin , and the values V , and v , are the aftereffect 15 tion 349 , which describes , for different extents to which a 
scores corresponding to the first and second bins , respec - user had experienced the experience , an expected affective 
tively . response to experiencing the experience again . Optionally , 

In one embodiment , the function comparator module 284 the function is indicative of values v , and v , of expected 
is configured to receive descriptions of first and second affective response corresponding to certain extents e , and ez , 
functions of the periodic aftereffect of first and second 20 respectively . Additionally , V , describes an expected affective 
experiences , respectively . The function comparator module response to experiencing the experience again , after it had 
is further configured to compare the first and second func - been experienced to the certain extent e , and v , describes an 
tions and to provide an indication of at least one of the expected affective response to experiencing the experience 
following : ( i ) the experience from amongst the first and again , after it had been experienced to the certain extent ez . 
second experiences for which the aftereffect throughout the 25 And additionally , e , ze , and V , + V2 . FIG . 43b illustrates an 
periodic unit of time is greatest ; and ( ii ) the experience , from example of the function 349 , in which there are changes in 
amongst the first and second experiences , for which the the excitement from playing a game for many hours . Initial 
aftereffect after having the respective experience at a certain excitement withers , until some event like discovery of new 
time t in the periodic unit of time is greatest . levels increases interest for a while , but following that , the 

In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 30 excitement continues to decline . 
may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different In one embodiment , the function learning module 348 
users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 , which is 
of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates configured to utilize the measurements to train a model for 
an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the a predictor configured to predict a value of affective 
certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 35 response of a user based on an input indicative of a certain 
the at least ten users . The function learning module 350 may extent to which a user had previously experienced the 
be configured to utilize the output to learn a personalized experience . Responsive to being provided inputs indicative 
function for the certain user that describes expected affective of the certain extents e , and ey , the predictor predicts the 
response when having the experience at different times in the affective response values V , and V2 , respectively . Optionally , 
periodic unit of time . The personalized functions are not the 40 the model is at least one of the following : a regression 
same for all users . That is , for at least a certain first user and model , a model utilized by a neural network , a nearest 
a certain second user , who have different profiles , the neighbor model , a model for a support vector machine for 
function learning module learns different functions , denoted regression , and a model utilized by a decision tree . 
Fy and F2 , respectively . F? is indicative of values V? and v2 In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod 
of expected affective responses to having the experience at 45 ule 348 may utilize binning module 347 , which is configured 
times t , and t , during the periodic unit of time , respectively , to assign measurements of affective response of users to a 
and F , is indicative of values V , and V4 of expected affective plurality of bins based on the values associated with the 
responses to the having the experience at times t , and ts , measurements ; each bin corresponds to a certain range of 
respectively . And additionally , t? # t2 , V , V2 , Vz + V4 , and extents of previously experiencing the experience . Addition 
V17V3 . 50 ally , the function learning module 348 may utilize the 

FIG . 43a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - scoring module 150 which is configured to compute a 
ured to learn a relationship between repetitions of an expe - plurality of scores corresponding to the plurality of bins . A 
rience and affective response to the experience . In one score corresponding to a bin is computed based on mea 
example , the experience involves utilizing a product . In surements of at least five users , from the at least ten users , 
another example , the experience involves engaging in an 55 for which the associated values fall within the range corre 
activity ( e . g . , playing a computer game ) . In yet another sponding to the bin . Additionally , e , falls within a range of 
example , the experience involves visiting a location . The extents corresponding to a first bin , e , falls within a range of 
system includes at least the collection module 120 and the extents corresponding to a second bin , which is different 
function learning module 348 . from the first bin , and the values V , and v2 are the scores 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea - 60 corresponding to the first and second bins , respectively . 
surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure - In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 
ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different 
this embodiment , the measurements 110 include measure users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile 
ments of affective response of at least ten users . Each of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates 
measurement of a user is taken while the user experiences 65 an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the 
the experience , and is associated with a value indicative of certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 
an extent to which the user had previously experienced the the at least ten users . The function learning module 348 is 
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further configured to utilize the output to learn a function , an aftereffect of the experience on a user has after experi 
personalized for the certain user , based on the measurements encing the experience again , based on an input indicative of 
and their associated values . For at least a certain first user a certain extent to which the user had previously experi 
and a certain second user , who have different profiles , the enced the experience . Responsive to being provided inputs 
function learning module learns different functions , denoted 5 indicative of the certain extents e , and e2 , the predictor 
F , and F , respectively . F , is indicative of values V , and v , predicts the values v , and V2 , respectively . Optionally , the 
of expected affective response to experiencing the experi - model is at least one of the following : a regression model , 
ence again , after the experience had been experienced to a model utilized by a neural network , a nearest neighbor 
certain extents e , and ez , respectively , and F2 is indicative of model , a model for a support vector machine for regression , 
values V3 and V4 of expected affective response to experi - 10 and a model utilized by a decision tree . 
encing the experience again , after the experience had been In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod 
experienced before to the certain extents e , and e2 , respec - ule 357 may utilize binning module 354 , which is configured 
tively . And additionally , e , ze , , V , 7V ) , V3 V4 , and V , 7V2 . to assign prior and subsequent measurements of affective 

FIG . 44 illustrates such a scenario where personalized response of users to a plurality of bins based on the values 
functions are generated for different users . In this illustra - 15 associated with the measurements ; each bin corresponds to 
tion , certain first user 352a and certain second user 352b a certain range of values of extents of previously experi 
have different profiles 351a and 351b , respectively . Given encing the experience . Additionally , the function learning 
these profiles , the personalization module 130 generates module 357 may utilize the aftereffect scoring module 292 
different outputs that are utilized by the function learning to compute a plurality of aftereffect scores corresponding to 
module to learn functions 349a and 349b for the certain first 20 the plurality of bins . An aftereffect score corresponding to a 
user 352a and the certain second user 352b , respectively . bin is computed based on prior and subsequent measure 
The different functions indicate different affective response ments of at least five users , from the at least ten users , for 
trends . For example , the graph may show the certain second which the associated values fall within the range corre 
user 352b is likely to get bored from the experience faster sponding to the bin . Additionally , e , falls within a range of 
than the certain first user 352a after having the experience 25 extents corresponding to a first bin , e , falls within a range of 
multiple times . extents corresponding to a second bin , which is different 

FIG . 45a illustrates one embodiment of a system config - from the first bin , and the values V , and V , are the aftereffect 
ured to learn a relationship between repetitions of an expe scores corresponding to the first and second bins , respec 
rience and an aftereffect of the experience . The system tively . 
includes at least collection module 120 and function learning 30 In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 
module 356 . may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea . users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile 
surements 110 of affective response of users . The measure of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates 
ments 110 are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users . In an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the 
this embodiment , the measurements 110 include prior 281 35 certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 
and subsequent 282 measurements of affective response of the at least ten users . The function learning module 357 may 
at least ten users who had the experience . A prior measure - be configured to utilize the output to learn a function , which 
ment is taken before the user finishes having the experience , is personalized for the certain user , and describes , for 
and a subsequent measurement taken at least ten minutes different extents to which the experience had already been 
after the user finishes having the experience . Optionally , a 40 had , an expected aftereffect after having the experience 
difference between a subsequent measurement and a prior again , after it had already been had to a certain extent . The 
measurement of a user who had the experience is indicative personalized functions are not the same for all users . That is , 
of an aftereffect of the experience on the user . Optionally , the for at least a certain first user and a certain second user , who 
measurements comprise multiple subsequent measurements have different profiles , the function learning module learns 
of a user who had the experience , taken at different times 45 different functions , denoted F and F , respectively . F is 
after the user had the experience . Additionally , the prior indicative of values v , and V , of expected aftereffects to 
measurement and the subsequent measurement are associ - experiencing the experience again , after the experience had 
ated with a value indicative of an extent to which the user been experienced to certain extents e , and ez , respectively . 
had previously experienced the experience . F , is indicative of values Vz and V4 of expected aftereffects 

The function learning module 356 is configured to learn 50 response to experiencing the experience again , after the 
a function 357 based on the prior and subsequent measure experience had been experienced before to the certain 
ments and their associated values . The function 357 extents e , and ez , respectively . And additionally , 0 , # e2 , 
describes , for different extents to which a user had experi V1 + V2 , V3 + V4 , and V17V3 . 
enced the experience , an expected aftereffect due to expe - In one embodiment , the function comparator module 284 
riencing the experience again . Optionally , the function 55 is configured to receive descriptions of first and second 
learned by the function learning module is at least indicative functions of aftereffects to having respective first and second 
of values V , and v2 of expected aftereffects due to experi - experiences after having experienced them before to differ 
encing the experience again , after the experience had been ent extents . The function comparator module is further 
experienced to certain extents e , and ez , respectively . And configured to compare the first and second functions and to 
additionally , e , ze , and V , 7V9 . FIG . 45b illustrates an 60 provide an indication of at least one of the following : ( i ) the 
example of the function 357 which shows how an aftereffect experience from amongst the first and second experiences 
( e . g . , after a treatment ) tapers off after a certain extent of for which the average expected aftereffect to having the 
repeating the experience . respective experience again , after having experienced the 

In one embodiment , the function learning module 357 experience before at most to a certain extent e , is greatest ; 
utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 that is con - 65 ( ii ) the experience from amongst the first and second expe 
figured to utilize the prior and subsequent measurements to riences for which the average expected aftereffect to having 
train a model for a predictor configured to predict a value of the respective experience again , after having experienced 
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the experience before at least to a certain extent e , is greatest ; which is different from the first bin , and the values V , and v2 
and ( iii ) the experience from amongst the first and second are the scores corresponding to the first and second bins , 
experiences for which the expected aftereffect to having the respectively . 
respective experience again , after having experienced the In some embodiments , the personalization module 130 
experience before to a certain extent e , is greatest . 5 may be utilized to learn personalized functions for different 

FIG . 46a illustrates one embodiment of a system config users utilizing profiles of the different users . Given a profile 
ured to learn a relationship between an environmental of a certain user , the personalization module 130 generates 
parameter and affective response to an experience . The an output indicative of similarities between the profile of the 
system includes at least the collection module 120 and the certain user and the profiles from among the profiles 128 of 
function learning module 360 . the at least ten users . The function learning module 360 may 

The collection module 120 is configured to receive mea be configured to utilize the output to learn a personalized 
surements 110 of affective response that include measure function for the certain user that expected affective 
ments of affective response of at least ten users . Each responses to having the experience in environments charac 
measurement of the user is taken by a sensor coupled to the 16 terized by different values of the environmental parameter . 
user , while the user has the experience , and is associated The personalized functions are not the same for all users . 
with a value of the environmental parameter that character - That is , at least a certain first user and a certain second user , 
izes an environment in which the user has the experience . who have different profiles , the function learning module 
Optionally , the environmental parameter describes at least learns different functions , denoted F , and F2 , respectively . F 
one of the following : a temperature of the environment , a 20 is indicative of values V , and v2 of expected affective 
level of precipitation in the environment , a degree of air response corresponding to having the experience in envi 
pollution in the environment , wind speed in the environ - ronments characterized by the environmental parameter 
ment , an extent at which the environment is overcast , a having values p , and p2 , respectively , and F , is indicative of 
degree to which the environment is crowded with people , values v? and V , of expected affective response correspond 
and a noise level at the environment . 25 ing to having the experience in environments characterized 

The function learning module 360 is configured to utilize by the environmental parameter having the values p , and pa , 
the measurements and their associated values to learn a respectively . And additionally , P1 + p2V17V2 , Vz + V4 , and function 362 that describes expected affective responses to V1 + V3 . having the experience in environments characterized by FIG . 47 illustrates such a scenario where personalized different values of the environmental parameter . Optionally , 30 fun functions describing enjoyment from an experience under the function 362 is indicative of values v , and v , of expected various environmental conditions are generated for different affective response corresponding to having the experience in users . In this illustration , certain first user 363a and certain environments characterized by the environmental parameter 
having values Pi and p2 , respectively . Additionally , P1 + P2 second user 363b have different profiles 364a and 364b , 
and y . V . FIG . 46b illustrates an example of the function 35 respectively . Given these profiles , the personalization mod 
362 , which describes how enjoyment from the experience ule 130 generates different outputs that are utilized by the 
( e . g . , an outside activity ) depends on the temperature , such function learning module to learn functions 362a and 362b 
that the more extreme the temperature the lower the enjoy for the certain first user 363a and the certain second user 
ment level from the experience . 363b , respectively . The different functions indicate different 

In one embodiment , the function learning module 360 40 expected affective response trends due to the environmental 
utilizes the machine learning - based trainer 286 . The parameter . In this example , the environmental parameter is 
machine learning - based trainer 286 utilizes the measure - the Air Quality Index ( AQI ) . Based on his profile , the certain 
ments and their associated values to train a model for a first user 363a is predicted to be sensitive to air quality and 
predictor configured to predict a value of affective response thus will likely not enjoy outdoor activities when the AQI is 
of a user who has the experience in an environment , based 45 high . Based on the different graphs , it may be concluded that 
on an input indicative of a value of the environmental the certain second user 363b is not expected to be as 
parameter that characterizes the environment . Responsive to sensitive to air quality as the certain first user 363a . 
being provided inputs indicative of the values Pi and P2 , the In one embodiment , the function comparator module 
predictor predicts the values V , and V2 , respectively . Option configured to receive descriptions of first and second func 
ally , the model is at least one of the following : a regression 50 tions describing expected affective responses to having 
model , a model utilized by a neural network , a nearest respective first and second experiences in environments 
neighbor model , a model for a support vector machine for characterized by different values of the environmental regression , and a model utilized by a decision tree . parameter . The function comparator module 284 is further In an alternative embodiment , the function learning mod 
ule 360 may utilize binning module 359 , which is configured 55 sconfigured to compare the first and second functions and to 
to assign measurements of affective response of users to a provide an indication of at least one of the following : ( i ) the 
plurality of bins based on the values associated with the experience from amongst the first and second experiences , 
measurements ; each bin corresponding to a range of values for which the average expected affective response to having 
of the environmental parameter . Additionally , the function the respective experience in an environment characterized 
learning module 360 may utilize the scoring module 150 to 60 by the environmental having a value that is at most a certain 
compute a plurality of scores corresponding to a plurality of value p ; ( ii ) the experience from amongst the first and 
bins . A score corresponding to a bin is computed based on second experiences , for which the average expected affec 
measurements of at least five users , from the at least ten tive response to having the respective experience in an 
users , for whom the associated values fall within the range environment characterized by the environmental having a 
corresponding to the bin . Continuing the example above , p? 65 value that is at least a certain value p ; and ( iii ) the experience 
falls within a range values corresponding to a first bin , p2 from amongst the first and second experiences , for which the 
falls within a range of values corresponding to a second bin , average expected affective response to having the respective 
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experience in an environment characterized by the environ Optionally , the plurality of locations include one or more 
mental having a certain value p , is greatest . of the following : a park , a public building , an office building , 

a mall , an airport , a train station , a subway station , and a 
Exemplary Embodiments 

Optionally , the plurality of locations include one or more 
Following are some non - limiting examples of embodi - rooms in a building . 

ments that may be implemented based on the teachings of Optionally , the statistical test includes a test that deter 
this disclosure . In particular , some embodiments described mines significance of a hypothesis that supports at least one 
below exemplify how some of the systems and methods of the following assumptions : that the first and second 
described above may be utilized to generate crowd - based 10 subsets are sampled from the same underlying distribution , 
results for many of the types of experiences mentioned in and that a parameter of a first distribution from which the 
this disclosure . Additional information regarding some of measurements in the first subset are sampled is the same as 
the different types of experiences mentioned in embodi - a parameter of a second distribution from which the mea 
ments below may be found at least in Section 3 — Experi - surements in the second subset are sampled . 
ences in this disclosure . 15 Optionally , the significance of the hypothesis is deter 

In one embodiment , a system configured to dynamically mined based on at least one of : a nonparametric test that 
alert about locations associated with negative affective compares between the measurements in the first subset and 
response , includes : the measurements in the second subset , and a parametric test 

a memory storing computer executable modules ; and that compares between the measurements in the first subset 
a processor configured to execute the computer execut - 20 and the measurements in the second subset . 

able modules ; the computer executable modules including : Optionally , the parametric test that compares between the 
a collection module configured to receive measurements measurements in the first subset and the measurements in the 

of affective response of users ; wherein each user spent at second subset determines significance of a hypothesis that 
least one minute in at least one location from among a the mean of measurements in the first subset is the same as 
plurality of locations , and the measurements include one or 25 the mean of measurements in the second subset . 
more measurements of the user taken with a sensor coupled Optionally , measurements taken earlier than t - At are not 
to the user after the user arrives at the location ; utilized by the dynamic scoring module to compute a score 

a dynamic scoring module configured to compute scores corresponding to the time t . 
for the plurality of locations ; wherein each score corre The system further includes a baseline normalizer con 
sponds to a time t , and is computed based on measurements 30 figured to receive baseline affective response values of the 
of at least five of the users taken at most a certain period At users and to normalize the measurements of affective 
before the time t , and no later than the time t ; and wherein response with respect to the baseline affective response 
each of the at least five users spent at least one minute at the values . 
location after the time t - At ; Optionally , a measurement of affective response of a user 

a significance module configured to compute significance 35 used to compute a score for a location corresponding to time 
levels of the scores for the plurality of the locations ; t is normalized with respect to a baseline affective response 

an alert module configured to : evaluate the scores and value that is based on a previous measurement of affective 
significance levels , and to determine whether one or more of response of the user taken prior to the time t - At . 
the following conditions are met for a location from among Optionally , a certain measurement of affective response of 
the plurality of locations : a score for the location corre - 40 a user used to compute a score for a location corresponding 
sponding to the time t reaches a predetermined threshold , to time t is normalized with respect to a baseline affective 
and a significance of the score reaches a predetermined response value that is based on a previous measurement of 
level ; wherein responsive to at least one of the above affective response of the user taken before the time the user 
conditions being met , the alert module is further configured arrived at the location and before the certain measurement 
to forward , no later than one day after the time t , a notifi - 45 was taken . 
cation indicative of at least one of the conditions being met Optionally , the dynamic scoring module is further con 
for the location , and wherein a score for a location reaching figured to assign weights to measurements used to compute 
the predetermined threshold is indicative that , on average , a score corresponding to the time t , such that an average of 
users whose measurements were used to compute the score weights assigned to measurements whose value is more 
had a negative affective response when their measurements 50 negative than the median of the measurements used to 
were taken . compute the score , is higher than an average of weights 

Optionally , for at least a certain location , a first time t? , assigned to measurements whose value is not more negative 
and a second time t , a score for the location corresponds to than the median . 
t , does not reach the predetermined threshold , and a score Optionally , the dynamic scoring module is further con 
for the location that corresponds to t , reaches the predeter - 55 figured to assign weights to measurements used to compute 
mined threshold ; and wherein t , is after t , , and the score for a score corresponding to the time t , such that an average of 
the location that corresponds to t , is computed based on at weights assigned to measurements taken before t - At is 
least one measurement taken after t? . lower than an average of weights assigned to measurements 

Optionally , the statistical test includes a permutation test . taken after t - At ; wherein the dynamic scoring module is 
Optionally , the significance is based on a p - value corre - 60 further configured to utilize the weights to compute the score 

sponding to observing a difference that is at least as large as corresponding to the certain time . 
the difference between the first and second experience scores Optionally , the dynamic scoring module is further con 
if the first and second subsets are shuffled such that the figured to assign weights to measurements used to compute 
measurements collected from the first and second subsets are a score corresponding to the time t , such that for a value 
redistributed to those subsets randomly . 65 At ' < At , an average of weights assigned to measurements 

Optionally , the plurality of locations includes one or more taken before t - At ' , is higher than an average of weights 
of the following : a city , a country , and a continent . assigned to measurements taken after t - At ' ; wherein the 
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dynamic scoring module is further configured to utilize the response of the at least ten users , and to normalize the 
weights to compute the score corresponding to the certain measurements with respect to the baseline affective response 
time . values . 

The system further includes a map - displaying module The system further includes a baseline value predictor 
configured to present on a display : a map including a 5 configured to predict the baseline affective response values 
description of an environment that at least some of the for the at least ten users . 
plurality of locations , and an annotation overlaid on the map Optionally , the baseline value predictor is further config 
indicating at least one of : one or more scores corresponding ured to receive an indication of a certain situation of a user 

and to predict , based on the indication , a situation - dependent to the time t , one or more locations for which . 
Optionally , a measurement of affective response of a user , 10 baseline affective response value for the user , which corre 

sponds to the certain situation . taken utilizing a sensor coupled to the user , includes at least Optionally , the location score includes a value represent one of the following : a value representing a physiological ing a quality of the location as determined based on the signal of the user , and a value representing a behavioral cue measurements of the at least ten users . 
of the user . 15 Optionally , the location score includes a value that is at 

measuremer least one of the following types : a physiological signal , a 
user , taken utilizing the sensor coupled to the user , event is behavioral cue , an emotional state , and an affective value . 
based on values acquired by measuring the user with the Optionally , the location score includes a value that is a 
sensor during at least three different non - overlapping peri - function of the at least ten measurements . 
ods while the user was at the location . 20 Optionally , the location score is indicative of significance 

In one embodiment , a system configured to compute a of an hypothesis that the at least ten users had a certain 
location score for a location based on measurements of affective response . 
affective response , includes : Optionally , experiencing the certain affective response 

a memory storing computer executable modules ; and causes changes to values of at least one of measurements of 
a processor configured to execute the computer execut - 25 physiological signals and measurements of behavioral cues , 

able modules ; the computer executable modules including : and wherein the changes to values correspond to an increase , 
a collection module configured to receive measurements to at least a certain extent , in a level of at least one of the 

of affective response of users , taken utilizing sensors following emotions : pain , anxiety , annoyance , stress , 
coupled to the users ; the measurements including measure - aggression , aggravation , fear , sadness , drowsiness , apathy , 
ments of at least ten users ; wherein each measurement of a 30 anger , happiness , content , calmness , attentiveness , affection , 
user corresponds to an event in which the user is at a and excitement . 
location ; and The system further includes utilizing an emotional state 

a scoring module configured to compute the location estimator from a measurement of affective response to detect 
score based on the measurements . the increase , of at least the certain extent , in the level of at 

Optionally , a measurement of affective response of a user , 35 least one of the emotions . 
taken utilizing a sensor coupled to the user , includes at least Optionally , the location is at least one of : a certain 
one of the following : a value representing a physiological continent , a certain country , a certain city , a certain resort , a 
signal of the user and a value representing a behavioral cue certain park , a certain hotel , a certain spa , a certain cruise 
of the user . line , a certain entertainment establishment , and a certain 

Optionally , measurement of affective response corre - 40 restaurant . 
sponding to an event is based on values acquired by mea - Optionally , the location exists in the physical world and 
suring the user corresponding to the event with the sensor occupies a space of at least 5 cubic meters . 
during at least three different non - overlapping periods while Optionally , the location is a virtual environment in a 
the user was at the location corresponding to the event . virtual world , with at least one instantiation of the virtual 

The system further includes a personalization module 45 environment stored in a memory of a computer ; wherein a 
configured to receive a profile of a certain user and profiles user is considered to be in a virtual environment by virtue of 
of the at least ten users , and to generate an output indicative having a value stored in the memory of the computer 
of similarities between the profile of the certain user and the indicating presence of a representation of the user in the 
profiles of the at least ten users ; wherein the scoring module virtual environment . 
is further configured to compute a location score for the 50 Optionally , the location involves engaging in a certain 
certain user based on the measurements and the output ; activity in the location ; wherein the certain activity belongs 
wherein , for at least a certain first user and a certain second to a set including exercise activities , recreational activities , 
user , who have different profiles , the scoring module com - shopping related activities , dining related activities , con 
putes respective first and second location scores that are suming digital content , resting , playing games , visiting a 
different . 55 location in the physical world , interacting in a virtual 

Optionally , at least 25 % of the measurements of the at environment , and receiving services , and wherein the certain 
least ten users are taken within a period of one hour . location belongs to a set including locations that are of one 

Optionally , the scoring module is further configured to or more of the following types : countries of the world , cities 
receive weights for the measurements of affective response in the world , neighborhoods in cities , parks , beaches , sta 
and to utilize the weights to compute the location score ; 60 diums , hotels , restaurants , theaters , night clubs , bars , shop 
wherein the weights include first and second weights for first ping malls , stores , theme parks , museums , zoos , spas , health 
and second measurements from among the measurements of clubs , exercise clubs , clinics , and hospitals . 
affective response , respectively ; and wherein the first weight Optionally , the user stays at the location for a certain 
is different from the second weight . period of time ; wherein the certain location belongs to a set 

The system further includes a baseline normalizer module 65 including locations that are of one or more of the following 
configured to receive baseline affective response values for types : cities , neighborhoods , parks , beaches , restaurants , 
the at least ten users and the measurements of affective theaters , night clubs , bars , shopping malls , stores , theme 
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parks , museums , zoos , spas , health clubs , exercise clubs , Optionally , the location score has a value that is greater 
clinics , and hospitals ; and wherein the certain period of time than the minimum of the measurements and lower than the 
is a recurring period of time including at least one of : a maximum of the measurements . 
certain hour during the day , a certain day of the week , a Optionally , applying the predetermined arithmetic func 
certain day of the month , and a certain holiday ; and wherein 5 tion to the measurements includes computing at least one of 
the certain location belongs to a set including locations that the following : a weighted average of the measurements , a 
are of one or more of the following types : continents . geometric mean of the measurements , and a harmonic mean 
countries , cities , parks , beaches , theme parks , museums , and of the measurements . 

The system further includes a recommender module con zoos ; and wherein the certain period is a recurring period of 
time includes at least one of : a season of the year , a month h 10 figured to recommend , based on the location score , a loca 

tion to a user in a manner that belongs to a set including first of the year , and a certain holiday . and second manners ; wherein when recommending a loca Optionally , the user stays at the location for a certain tion in the first manner , the recommender module provides duration , and the location belongs to a set including loca a stronger recommendation for the location , compared to a tions that are of one or more of the following types : cities , 10110wing types : Cities , 15 recommendation for the location that the recommender neighborhoods , parks , beaches , restaurants , theaters , night module provides when recommending in the second manner . 
clubs , bars , shopping malls , stores , theme parks , museums , Optionally , the recommender module is further config 
zoos , spas , health clubs , and exercise clubs ; and wherein the ured to : recommend the location in the first manner when a 
certain duration is longer than 5 minutes and shorter than a location score for the location reaches a predetermined 
week . 20 threshold , and to recommend the location in the second 

Optionally , the user stays at the location for a certain manner when the location score does not reach the prede 
duration , and the location belongs to a set including loca - termined threshold . 
tions that are of one or more of the following types : Optionally , the recommender module is further config 
continents , countries , cities , parks , hotels , cruise ships , and ured to recommend a location via a display of a user 
resorts ; and wherein the certain duration is longer than an 25 interface ; and wherein recommending in the first manner 
hour and shorter than two months . includes one or more of the following : ( i ) utilizing a larger 

Optionally , staying at the location involves engaging in a icon to represent the location on a display of the user 
certain activity during a certain period of time ; wherein the interface , compared to the size of the icon utilized to 
certain activity belongs to a set including exercise activities , represent the location on the display when recommending in 
recreational activities , work related activities , household 30 the second manner ; ( ii ) presenting images representing the 
related activities , shopping related activities , dining related location for a longer duration on the display , compared to the 
activities , consuming digital content , playing games , study - duration during which images representing the location are 
ing , resting , visiting a location in the physical world , inter - presented when recommending in the second manner ; ( iii ) 
acting in a virtual environment , and receiving services . utilizing a certain visual effect when presenting the location 

Optionally , staying at the location involves engaging in a 35 on the display , which is not utilized when presenting the 
certain activity during a certain period of time ; wherein the location on the display when recommending the location in 
certain period of time is a recurring period of time including the second manner ; and ( iv ) presenting certain information 
at least one of : a certain hour during the day , a certain day related to the location on the display , which is not presented 
of the week , a certain day of the month , and a certain when recommending the location in the second manner . 
holiday . 40 Optionally , the recommender module is further config 

Optionally , staying at the location involves engaging in a ured to recommend a location to a user by sending the user 
certain activity for a certain duration ; wherein the certain a notification about the location , and wherein recommending 
activity belongs to a set including exercise activities , recre - in the first manner includes one or more of the following : ( i ) 
ational activities , work related activities , household related sending the notification to a user about the location at a 
activities , shopping related activities , dining related activi - 45 higher frequency than the frequency the notification about 
ties , consuming digital content , playing games , visiting a the location is sent to the user when recommending the 
location in the physical world , interacting in a virtual location in the second manner ; ( ii ) sending the notification 
environment , studying , resting , and receiving services ; and to a larger number of users compared to the number of users 
wherein the certain duration is longer than one minute and the notification is sent to when recommending the location 
shorter than one day . 50 in the second manner ; and ( iii ) on average , sending the 

The system further includes a statistical test - based sig - notification about the location sooner than it is sent when 
nificance module configured to compute a significance level recommending the location in the second manner . 
of a hypothesis about the measurements of the at least ten Optionally , the at least ten users consist a number of users 
users utilizing personalized models of the at least ten users ; that falls into one of the following ranges : 10 - 24 , 25 - 99 , 
wherein a personalized model of a user is trained on data 55 100 - 999 , 1000 - 9999 , 10000 - 99999 , 100000 - 1000000 , and 
including measurements of affective response of the user ; more than one million . 
and wherein the location score is computed based on the Optionally , the measurements of the at least ten users 
significance level . include first and second measurements , such that the first 

The system further includes a statistical test - based sig - measurement is taken at least 24 hours before the second 
nificance module configured to compute a significance level 60 measurement is taken . 
of a hypothesis about the measurements of the at least ten In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
users utilizing a model trained on data including measure - computing a location score for a certain location based on 
ments of affective response of a group of users ; and wherein measurements of affective response , includes : 
the location score is computed based on the significance receiving , by a system including a processor and memory , 
level . 65 measurements of affective response of at least ten users ; 

Optionally , the location score is computed using a prede - wherein each measurement of a user is taken at most ten 
termined arithmetic function applied to the measurements . minutes after leaving the certain location ; and 
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computing , by the system , the location score based on the Optionally , at least some of the sensors are configured to 
measurements ; wherein the location score represents the take measurements of behavioral cues of the at least ten 
affective response of the at least ten users to visiting the users . 
certain location . Optionally , the at least ten users include a user that 

The method further includes receiving , by the system , 5 receives an indication of the location scores via a user 
baseline affective response value for the at least ten users , interface from among the user interfaces . 
and normalizing the measurements of the at least ten users The system further includes a device coupled to a sensor 
with respect to the baseline affective response values . from among the sensors and to a user interface from among 

The method further includes receiving , by the system , a the user interfaces ; wherein the device is configured to 
profile of a certain user and profiles of at least some of the receive a measurement taken with the sensor , and to transmit 
at least ten users , computing similarities between the profile the measurement ; and wherein the device is further config 
of the certain user and a profile of each of the at least some ured to receive data describing the location score and to 
of the at least ten users , weighting the measurements of the forward it for presentation via the user interface . 
at least ten users based on the similarities , and utilizing the 16 Optionally , the at least ten users consist a number of users 
weights for computing the location score . that falls into one of the following ranges : 10 to 24 , 25 - 99 , 

The method further includes utilizing sensors for taking 100 - 999 , 1000 - 9999 , 10000 - 99999 , 100000 - 1000000 , and 
the measurements of the at least ten users ; wherein each more than one million . 
sensor is coupled to a user , and a measurement of a sensor Optionally , the measurements of the at least ten users 
coupled to a user includes at least one of the following : a 20 include first and second measurements , such that the first 
measurement of a physiological signal of the user and a measurement is taken at least 24 hours before the second 
measurement of a behavioral cue of the user . measurement is taken . 

The method further includes collecting , by the system , at Optionally , at least 25 % of the measurements of the at 
least 25 % of the measurements of the at least ten users least ten users are taken within a period of one hour . 
within a period of one hour . 25 Optionally , the location score includes a value represent 

In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable ing a quality of the certain location as determined based on 
medium has instructions stored thereon . In response to the measurement of the at least ten users . 
execution by a system including a processor and memory , Optionally , the location score includes a value that is at the instructions cause the system to perform operations least one of the following types : a physiological signal , a including : behavioral cue , an emotional state , and an affective value . receiving measurements of affective response of at least Optionally , the location score includes a value that is a ten users ; wherein each measurement of a user is taken at function of the at least ten measurements . most ten minutes after leaving the certain location ; and Optionally , the location score is indicative of significance computing a location score based on the measurements ; 
wherein the location score represents the affective response 35 01 a 25 of an hypothesis that the users had a certain affective 
of the at least ten users to visiting the certain location . response . 

In one embodiment , a system configured to report a Optionally , experiencing the certain affective response 
location score for a certain location based on measurements causes changes to values of at least one of measurements of 
of affective response , includes : physiological signals and measurements of behavioral cues , 

sensors configured to take measurements of affective 40 and wherein the changes to values correspond to an increase , 
response of users ; the measurements including measure to at least a certain extent , in a level of at least one of the 
ments of affective response of at least ten users ; wherein following emotions : pain , anxiety , annoyance , stress , 
each measurement of a user is taken at most ten minutes aggression , aggravation , fear , sadness , drowsiness , apathy , 
after leaving the certain location ; and anger , happiness , content , calmness , attentiveness , affection , 

user interfaces configured to receive data describing the 45 and excitement . 
location score ; wherein the location score is computed based The system further includes utilizing an emotional state 
on the measurements of the at least ten users and represents estimator from a measurement of affective response to detect 
the affective response of the at least ten users to visiting the the increase , of at least the certain extent , in level of at least 
certain location ; and one of the emotions . 

the user interfaces are further configured to report the 50 The system further includes a software agent , executed by 
location score . a processor , configured to receive a baseline affective 

Optionally , the sensors include a sensor implanted in the response value for a user and a measurement of affective 
body of a user from among the at least ten users . response of the user and to normalize the measurement with 

Optionally , the sensors include a sensor embedded in a respect to the baseline affective response value . 
device used by a user from among the at least ten users . 55 A method for reporting a location score for a certain 

Optionally , at least some of the sensors are embedded in location based on measurements of affective response , 
at least one of : clothing items , footwear , jewelry items , and includes : 
wearable artifacts . taking measurements of affective response of users with 

Optionally , the sensors include a sensor that is not in sensors ; the measurements including measurements of affec 
physical contact with the user of whom the sensor takes a 60 tive response of at least ten users ; wherein each measure 
measurement of affective response . ment of a user is taken at most ten minutes after leaving the 

Optionally , the sensor is an image capturing device used certain location ; 
to take a measurement of affective response of a user receiving data describing the location score ; wherein the 
including one or more images of the user . location score is computed based on the measurements of 

Optionally , at least some of the sensors are configured to 65 the at least ten users and represents the affective response of 
take measurements of physiological signals of the at least the at least ten users to visiting the certain location ; and 
ten users . reporting the location score via user interfaces . 
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The method further includes taking at least 25 % of the Optionally , the at least ten users consist a number of users 
measurements of the at least ten users within a period of one that falls into one of the following ranges : 10 to 24 , 25 - 99 , 
hour . 100 - 999 , 1000 - 9999 , 10000 - 99999 , 100000 - 1000000 , and 

The method further includes receiving a profile of a more than one million . 
certain user and profiles of at least some of the at least ten 5 Optionally , the measurements of the at least ten users 
users , computing similarities between the profile of the include first and second measurements , such that the first 
certain user and a profile of each of the at least some of the measurement is taken at least 24 hours before the second 
at least ten users , weighting the measurements of the at least measurement is taken . 
ten users based on the similarities , and utilizing the weights A method for taking measurements of affective response 
for computing the location score . 10 and to report crowd - based location scores , includes : 

The method further includes receiving baseline affective taking , by a sensor , a measurement of affective response 
response value for at least some of the at least ten users , of a user to visiting a certain location ; 
measurements of affective response of the at least some of transmitting the measurement of affective response ; 
the at least ten users , and normalizing the measurements of 16 receiving data describing a location score computed based 
the at least some of the at least ten users with respect to the on measurements of at least three users ; wherein each 
baseline affective response values . measurement of a user is taken at most ten minutes after 

In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable leaving the certain location ; and wherein the measurement 
medium has instructions stored thereon . In response to of the user is one of the measurements of the at least three 
execution by a system including a processor and memory , 20 users ; and 
the instructions cause the system to perform operations reporting the location score to the user via a user interface . 
including : The method further includes taking the measurements of 

taking measurements of affective response of users with the at least three users within a period of ten minutes . 
sensors ; the measurements including measurements of affec The method further includes receiving a profile of a 
tive response of at least ten users ; wherein each measure - 25 certain user and profiles of the at least three users , comput 
ment of a user is taken at most ten minutes after leaving the ing similarities between the profile of the certain user and a 
certain location ; profile of each of the at least three users , weighting the 

receiving data describing a location score ; wherein the measurements of the at least three users based on the 
location score is computed based on the measurements of similarities , and utilizing the weights for computing the 
the at least ten users and represents the affective response of 30 of 30 location score . 

The method further includes receiving baseline affective the at least ten users to visiting the certain location , and response value for the at least three users , measurements of reporting the location score via user interfaces . affective response of the at least three users , and normalizing The computer - readable medium further includes addi the measurements of the at least some of the at least three tional instructions that , in response to execution , cause the a cause he 35 users with respect to the baseline affective response values . 
system to perform operations including : receiving baseline In one embodiment , a non - transitory computer - readable 
affective response value for at least some of the at least ten medium has instructions stored thereon . In response to 
users , measurements of affective response of the at least execution by a system including a processor and memory , 
some of the at least ten users , and normalizing the measure the instructions cause the system to perform operations 
ments of the at least some of the at least ten users with 40 including : 
respect to the baseline affective response values . taking a measurement of affective response of a user with 

Optionally , reporting the location score is done within a a sensor coupled to the user ; 
period of one hour from taking the measurements of affec receiving data describing a location score that represents 
tive response of the at least ten users . an affective response of at least three users to visiting a 

A device configured to take measurements of affective 45 certain location ; wherein the location score is computed 
response and to report crowd - based location scores , based on measurements of affective response of the at least 
includes : three users ; wherein each measurement of a user is taken at 

a sensor configured to take a measurement of affective most ten minutes after leaving the certain location ; and 
response of a user to visiting a certain location ; wherein the measurement of the user is one of the measure 

a transmitter configured to transmit the measurement ; 50 ments of the at least three users ; and 
a receiver configured to receive data describing a location reporting the location score to the user via a user interface . 

score computed based on measurements of affective The computer - readable medium further includes addi 
response of at least three users ; wherein each measurement tional instructions that , in response to execution , cause the 
of a user is taken at most ten minutes after leaving the certain system to perform operations including receiving a baseline 
location , and wherein the measurement of the user is one of 55 affective response value for the user and the measurement of 
the measurements of the at least three users ; and affective response of the user , and to normalizing the mea 

a user interface configured to present the location score to surement with respect to the baseline affective response 
the user . value . 

Optionally , the at least three users visit the certain location Optionally , reporting the location score is done within a 
at the same time . 60 period of one hour from taking the measurement of affective 

Optionally , the sensor is implanted in the body of the user . response of the user . 
Optionally , the sensor is embedded in a device used by the In one embodiment , a system configured to utilize profiles 

user . of users to compute personalized location scores based on 
Optionally , the sensor is embedded in at least one of : measurements of affective response of the users , includes : 

clothing items , footwear , jewelry items , and wearable arti - 65 a memory storing computer executable modules ; and 
facts . a processor configured to execute the computer execut 

Optionally , the sensor is an image capturing device . able modules ; the computer executable modules including : 
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a collection module configured to receive measurements users ; wherein the weight for a measurement of a user , from 
of affective response of at least ten users ; wherein each among the at least ten users , is proportional to the extent of 
measurement of a user corresponds to an event in which the a similarity computed by the profile comparator between a 
user is at a location ; pair including the profile of the user and the profile of the 

a personalization module configured to receive a profile of 5 certain user , such that a weight generated for a measurement 
a certain user and profiles of the at least ten users , and to of a user whose profile is more similar to the profile of the 
generate an output indicative of similarities between the certain user is higher than a weight generated for a mea 
profile of the certain user and the profiles of the at least ten surement of a user whose profile is less similar to the profile 
users ; and of the certain user ; 

a scoring module configured to compute a location score 10 and wherein the location score is computed based on the 
for the certain user based on the measurements and the measurements of the at least ten users and the weights . 
output ; wherein , for at least a certain first user and a certain Optionally , the personalization module includes : 
second user , who have different profiles , the scoring module a clustering module configured to receive profiles of the 
computes respective first and second location scores that are at least ten users , and to cluster the users into clusters based 
different . 15 on profile similarity , with each cluster including a single user 

Optionally , a profile of a user includes information that or multiple users with similar profiles , and 
describes one or more of the following : an indication of an a selector module configured to receive a profile of a 
experience the user had , a demographic characteristic of the certain user , and based on the profile , to select a subset 
user , a genetic characteristic of the user , a static attribute including at most half of the clusters ; wherein , on average , 
describing the body of the user , a medical condition of the 20 the profile of the certain user is more similar to a profile of 
user , an indication of a content item consumed by the user , a user who is a member of a cluster in the subset , than it is 
and a feature value derived from semantic analysis of to a profile of a user , from among the at least ten users , who 
communications of the user . is not a member of any of the clusters in the subset ; 

Optionally , a profile of a user includes information that the selector module is further configured to select at least 
describes one or more of the following : an indication of an 25 eight users from among the users belonging to clusters in the 
experience the user had , a demographic characteristic of the subset ; 
user , a genetic characteristic of the user , a static attribute and wherein the location score is computed based on 
describing the body of the user , a medical condition of the measurements of the at least eight users . 
user , an indication of a content item consumed by the user , In one embodiment , a computer - implemented method for 
and a feature value derived from semantic analysis of 30 utilizing profiles of users to compute personalized location 
communications of the user . scores based on measurements of affective response of the 

Optionally , the first location score is computed based on users , includes : 
at least one measurement that is not utilized for computing receiving , by a system including a processor and memory , 
the second location score . measurements of affective response of at least ten users ; 

Optionally , a measurement utilized to compute both the 35 wherein each measurement of a user corresponds to an event 
first and second location scores has a first weight when in which the user is at a location ; 
utilized to compute the first location score and the measure receiving a profile of a certain user and profiles of the at 
ment has a second weight , different from the first weight least ten users , and generating an output indicative of 
when utilized to compute the second location score . similarities between the profile of the certain user and the 

The system further includes a recommender module con - 40 profiles of the at least ten users ; and 
figured to recommend a location to a user in a manner that computing a location score for the certain user based on 
belongs to a set including first and second manners ; wherein the measurements and the output ; wherein , for at least a 
when recommending a location in the first manner , the certain first user and a certain second user , who have 
recommender module provides a stronger recommendation different profiles , the computed respective first and second 
for the location , compared to a recommendation for the 45 location scores are different . 
location that the recommender module provides when rec - The method further includes computing the first location 
ommending in the second manner . score based on at least one measurement that is not utilized 

Optionally , the recommender module is further config - for computing the second location score . 
ured to : recommend the location in the first manner when a The method further includes weighting a measurement 
location score for the location reaches a predetermined 50 utilized to compute both the first and second location scores 
threshold , and to recommend the location in the second with a first weight when utilized to compute the first location 
manner when the location score does not reach the prede score and with a second weight , different from the first 
termined threshold . weight , when utilized to compute the second location score . 

Optionally , responsive to the first location score reaching The method further includes recommending a location to 
the predetermined threshold , the location is recommended , 55 a user in a manner that belongs to a set including first and 
by the recommender module , to the certain first user in the second manners ; wherein when recommending a location in 
first manner ; and wherein responsive to the second location the first manner , the recommender module provides a stron 
score not reaching the predetermined threshold , the location ger recommendation for the location , compared to a recom 
is recommended , by the recommender module , to the certain mendation for the location that the recommender module 
second user in the second manner . 60 provides when recommending in the second manner . 

Optionally , the personalization module includes : The method further includes recommending the location 
a profile comparator module configured to compute a in the first manner when a location score for the location 

value indicative of an extent of a similarity between a pair reaches a predetermined threshold , and recommending the 
of profiles of users ; location in the second manner when the location score does 

a weighting module configured to receive a profile of a 65 not reach the predetermined threshold . 
certain user and profiles of the at least ten users and to Optionally , responsive to the first location score reaching 
generate weights for the measurements of the at least ten the predetermined threshold , recommending the location to 
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the certain first user in the first manner ; and wherein Optionally , the alert module is further configured to 
responsive to the second location score not reaching the receive the predetermined threshold from at least one of : a 
predetermined threshold , recommending the location to the certain user , and a software agent operating on behalf of the 
certain second user in the second manner . certain user ; and wherein responsive to the score corre 

In one embodiment , a system configured to dynamically 5 sponding to the certain time reaching the predetermined 
alert about affective response corresponding to being at a threshold , the alert module forwards the notification to the 
location , includes : certain user , no later than a second period after the certain 

a memory storing computer executable modules ; and 
a processor configured to execute the computer execut Optionally , a score computed based on measurements of 

able modules ; the computer executable modules including : 10 affective response of certain users reaching the predeter 
mined threshold is indicative that , on average , the certain a collection module configured to receive measurements users had a positive affective response when their measure of affective response of users ; wherein each measurement of ments were taken . a user corresponds to an event in which the user is at the Optionally , a score computed based on measurements of location ; 15 affective response of certain users reaching the predeter a dynamic scoring module configured to compute scores mined threshold is indicative that , on average , the certain 

for the location ; wherein each score corresponds to a time t , users had a negative emotional state when their measure 
and is computed based on measurements of at least five of ments were taken . 
the users taken at a time that is at most a first period before Optionally , the first period is shorter than four hours and 
t , and not later than t ; and 20 the second period is shorter than two hours . 

an alert module configured to determine whether a score Optionally , both the first and the second periods are 
corresponding to a certain time reaches a predetermined shorter than one hour . 
threshold , and responsive to the score reaching the prede - Optionally , measurements taken earlier than the first 
termined threshold , to forward , no later than a second period period before the time t are not utilized by the dynamic 
after the certain time , a notification indicative of the score 25 scoring module to compute the score corresponding to t . 
for the location reaching the predetermined threshold ; Optionally , the dynamic scoring module is further con 
wherein both the first and second periods are shorter than figured to assign weights to measurements used to compute 
twelve hours ; wherein for at least a certain first time t , and the score corresponding to the time t , such that an average 
a certain second time tz , a score corresponding to t , does not of weights assigned to measurements taken earlier than the 
reach the predetermined threshold and a score corresponding 30 first period before t is lower than an average of weights 
to t , reaches the predetermined threshold ; and wherein tx > t7 , assigned to measurements taken later than the first period 
and the score corresponding to tz is computed based on at before t ; wherein the dynamic scoring module is further 
least one measurement taken after t . configured to utilize the weights to compute the score 

The system further includes a map - displaying module corresponding to t . 
configured to present on a display : a map including a 35 Optionally , the alert module is further configured to 
description of an environment that includes the location , and determine whether , after a score corresponding to a certain 
an annotation overlaid on the map and indicating at least one time reaches the predetermined threshold , a second score 
of : the score corresponding to the certain time , the certain corresponding to a later time occurring after the certain time 
time , and the location . falls below the predetermined threshold , and responsive to 

Optionally , the locations are places that provide entertain - 40 the second score falling below the predetermined threshold , 
ment belonging to a set including one or more of the to forward , no later than the second period after the later 
following : clubs , pubs , movie theaters , theaters , casinos , time , a notification indicative of the score falling below the 
stadiums , and concert venues . predetermined threshold . 

Optionally , the locations are a places of business belong - Optionally , the measurements of affective response of the 
ing to a set including one or more of the following : stores , 45 users are taken utilizing sensors coupled to the users ; 
booths , shopping malls , shopping centers , markets , super - wherein a measurement of affective response of a user , taken 
market , beauty salon , spas , and hospital clinics . utilizing a sensor coupled to the user , includes at least one 

Optionally , the notification is forwarded to a first recipient of the following : a value representing a physiological signal 
whose distance from the located is below a distant - thresh - of the user and a value representing a behavioral cue of the 
old , and the notification is not forwarded to a second 50 user . 
recipient whose distance from the located is above the Optionally , measurement of affective response corre 
distant - threshold . sponding to an event is based on values acquired by mea 

The system further includes a personalization module suring the user corresponding to the event with the sensor 
configured to receive a profile of a certain user and profiles during at least three different non - overlapping periods while 
of the users , and to generate an output indicative of simi - 55 the user is at the location corresponding to the event . 
larities between the profile of the certain user and the profiles A method for dynamically alerting about affective 
of the users ; wherein the dynamic scoring module is further response corresponding to being at a location , includes : 
configured to compute scores for the location for a certain receiving , by a system including a processor and memory , 
user based on the output and the measurements of at least measurements of affective response of users ; wherein each 
five of the users taken at a time that is at most a first period 60 measurement of a user corresponds to an event in which the 
before t , and not later than t ; and wherein for at least a certain user is at the location ; 
first user and a certain second user , who have different computing scores for the location , each score corresponds 
profiles , the dynamic scoring module computes different to a time t , based on measurements of at least five of the 
respective first and second scores corresponding to a certain users taken at a time that is at most a first period before t , and 
time , and wherein the first score reaches the predetermined 65 not later than t ; and 
threshold while the second score does not reach the prede - determining whether a score corresponding to a certain 
termined threshold . time reaches a predetermined threshold , and responsive to 
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the score reaching the predetermined threshold , forwarding of the following : a value representing a physiological signal 
no later than a second period after the certain time , a of the user and a value representing a behavioral cue of the 
notification indicative of the score for the location reaching user . 
the predetermined threshold ; The method further includes acquiring measurement of 

wherein both the first and second periods are shorter than 5 affective response corresponding to an event , by measuring 
twelve hours ; wherein for at least a certain first time t , and the user corresponding to the event , with the sensor during 
a certain second time t2 , a score corresponding to t ; does not at least three different non - overlapping periods while the 
reach the predetermined threshold and a score corresponding user is at the location corresponding to the event . 
to tz reaches the predetermined threshold ; and wherein t2 > t , ; In one embodiment , a system configured to alert about a 

1 10 hot sale at a store , includes : and 
computing the score corresponding to tz based on at least a memory storing computer executable modules ; and 

a processor configured to execute the computer execut 
one measurement taken after t? . able modules ; the computer executable modules including : The method further includes presenting on a display : a a collection module configured to receive measurements map including a description of an environment that includes 15 15 of affective response of buyers ; wherein each measurement 
the location , and an annotation overlaid on the map and of a buyer corresponds to an event in which the buyer is at 
indicating at least one of : the score corresponding to the the store : 
certain time , the certain time , and the location . a dynamic scoring module configured to compute scores 

The method further includes forwarding the notification to for the store ; wherein each score corresponds to a time t , and 
a first recipient whose distance from the located is below a 20 is computed based on measurements of at least five of the 
distant - threshold , and not forwarding the notification to a buyers taken at a time that is at most a first period before t , 
second recipient whose distance from the located is above and not later than t ; and 
the distant - threshold . an alert module configured to determine whether a score 

The method further includes receiving a profile of a corresponding to a certain time reaches a predetermined 
certain user and profiles of the users , and generating an 25 threshold , and responsive to the score reaching the prede 
output indicative of similarities between the profile of the termined threshold , to forward , no later than a second period 
certain user and the profiles of the users ; and further includ - after the certain time , a notification indicative of the score 
ing computing scores for the location for a certain user based for the store reaching the predetermined threshold ; wherein 
on the output and the measurements of at least five of the both the first and second periods are shorter than three days ; 
users taken at a time that is at most a first period before t , and 30 wherein for at least a certain first time t , and a certain second 
not later than t ; and wherein for at least a certain first user time t , that is less than a week after t , a score corresponding 
and a certain second user , who have different profiles , tot , does not reach the predetermined threshold and a score 
computing different respective first and second scores cor - corresponding to t , reaches the predetermined threshold ; and 
responding to a certain time ; and wherein the first score wherein the score corresponding to tz is computed based on 
reaches the predetermined threshold while the second score 35 at least one measurement taken after t . 
does not reach the predetermined threshold . The system further includes a map - displaying module 

The method further includes receiving the predetermined configured to present on a display : a map including a 
threshold from at least one of : a certain user , and a software description of an environment that includes the location , and 
agent operating on behalf of the certain user ; and wherein an annotation overlaid on the map and indicating at least one 
responsive to the score corresponding to the certain time 40 of : the score corresponding to the certain time , the certain 
reaching the predetermined threshold , forwarding the noti - time , and the location . 
fication to the certain user , no later than a second period after Optionally , reaching the predetermined threshold means a 
the certain time . hot sale , and the processor is further configured to provide 

The method further includes not utilizing measurements to a user a coupon related to the hot sale alert ; wherein the 
taken earlier than the first period before the time t for 45 user is not one of the buyers whose measurements of 
computing the score corresponding to t . affective response were used by the alert module to deter 

The method further includes assigning weights to mea - mine that the score corresponding to the certain time reaches 
surements used to compute the score corresponding to the the predetermined threshold . 
time t , such that an average of weights assigned to mea - Optionally , reaching the predetermined threshold means a 
surements taken earlier than the first period before t is lower 50 hot sale , and the processor is further configured to accom 
than an average of weights assigned to measurements taken pany the presentation of the hot sale alert , to a user , with an 
later than the first period before t ; and further including image and / or a video taken by at least one of the buyers 
utilizing the weights for computing the score corresponding whose measurements of affective response were used by the 
to t . alert module to determine that the score corresponding to the 

The method further includes determining whether , after a 55 certain time reaches the predetermined threshold . 
score corresponding to a certain time reaches the predeter - A method for alerting about a hot sale at a store , includes : 
mined threshold , a second score corresponding to a later receiving measurements of affective response of buyers ; 
time occurring after the certain time falls below the prede - wherein each measurement of a buyer corresponds to an 
termined threshold , and responsive to the second score event in which the buyer is at the store ; 
falling below the predetermined threshold , forwarding , no 60 computing scores for the store , each score corresponds to 
later than the second period after the later time , a notification a time t , based on measurements of at least five of the buyers 
indicative of the score falling below the predetermined taken at a time that is at most a first period before t , and not 
wochend threshold . later than t ; and 
Optionally , the measurements of affective response of the determining whether a score corresponding to a certain 

users are received from sensors coupled to the users ; 65 time reaches a predetermined threshold , and responsive to 
wherein a measurement of affective response of a user , taken the score reaching the predetermined threshold , forwarding , 
utilizing a sensor coupled to the user , includes at least one no later than a second period after the certain time , a 




























































































































































































